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Charles (Chic) Sale and Dickie
Moore, co-featured in “The Expert,”
coming to the Park Theatre Monday
I and Tuesday, will be starred in their
I next pictures as a result of their
I characterization in “The Star Witiness” and "The Expert.”
In "The Expert,” Sale again por! trays an old man, using virtually the
same make-up utilized in “The Star
44****s******-****s**«**s-*«-*s-*s-*«--«-«*4t Witness.” Dickie Moore appears as
. an orphaned waif befriended by Sale
—Opinions should be formed
and eventually taken with him into
» with great caution, and changed
the Home for the Aged, admission to
♦ with greater.—H. W. Shaw.
•••
••• which was gained by a technicality
as a result of a by-law permitting
admission to “gentlemen under
The new ornamental proscenium ninety.”
drop curtain at Park Theatre is reAs Old Man Minick, Sale meddles
|' ceiving admiring attention. It is the into the life of his son and daughterproduct of P. H. McCusick’s expertly in-law, with whom he has come to
wielded brush.
live in the city. He tried to run
things, to tell women how to raise
children, and to “reform” in a thou
sand other ways. His good inten
tions, however, go astray, to the vast
enjoyment of audiences. His role
gives him an opportunity to present
whojesome humor,
drama and
pathos.
Special children’s matinee Tuesday
34tf
at 4 p. m.—adv.

BCM CIGARS

JUST A REMINDER OF THE

GRAND EASTER BALL
MONDAY NIGHT, MARCH 28
TEMPLE HALL BALLROOM, ROCKLAND

PRIZE WALTZES

BALLOON DANCES

MUSIC BY

THE NIGHTHAWKS BROADCASTING ORCH.
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

THE LAST OPPORTUNITY
Hundreds have visited and voiced
their approval of the 1932 LYNN
Range and LYNN Range Burner
exhibit at the Crie Hardware Co.
This is the last day of the showing
of the range under fire.
If you have not already visited
the display please do so TODAY.
Look down through the transparent
Pyrex cover at this perfect flame—
blue and odorless yet intensely hot.
The fact that this entirely odorless
and highly efficient flame is attained
without chimney connection is proof
positive of the superiority of this
beautiful new LYNN De Luxe

Burner.
Salesman-demonstrators will be
at your service throughout the day
and evening.

A.

C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Advance Showing
at the

THORNDIKE HOTEL
of

Spring Suits and Topcoats
Here today are available the finest
woolens, tailored- with skill and un
derstanding in our own Boston
workrooms as only Scott & Com
pany craftsmen can.
Our representative, Mr. Wandless,
will be pleased to meet you at the
hotel on March 28th and 29th.

TOPCOATS
Men’s
Young Men’s

$50. to $75.
$40. to $50.

SPRING SUITS
Men’s
Young Men’s

$50. to $75.
$40. to $50.

Ask about our Custom Department

LIMITED

336-340 Washington Street—Boston

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 26, 1932

MR. EDWARDS COMES BACK
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PERPLEXING PRISON PROBLEM

►J. I

Laborious But Productive Work For Convicts Must Not
Conflict With Organized Labor

And Reminds E. W. Porter That Latter Failed To Mention ->+*•:■
Some Findings In Wickersham Report
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What to do with the unemployed printing, making of uniforms for
of my country, and that it is my duty
by my influence, or any way possible,
I is a problem inside of prison walks as State police, game wardens and In
to assist public officials in the per
well as in the outside world, and is mates of State institutions, and reformance of their duties. I am not
one of the first matters to claim the pair and painting of State owned moa member of Gov. Roosevelt's party,
attention of Raymond E. Thurston, tor vehicles.
but I admire what he said the other
day when he removed Sheriff Farley
the Rockland man who has been
“State prison inmates have been
of New York from his office. “The
placed at the head of Maine’s penal doing a little State printing for some
action of those who shrewdly turn
institution.
time. They have been making unlto personal advantage the oppor
Governor Gardiner said on his re- j forms for themselves and other institunities offered by public office is
tum from Washington that he be- j tution Inmates for some time. What
out of step with modern ideate of
government and with political mo
lieved inmates of penal institutions painting they may do will probably
rality.” We must have the same po- J
should be compelled to do “laborious be done by hand. None of this work
litical morality on the part of the
II
and productive" work, not "just will interfere with private business to
private citizen not to use his private
•
• ft
■
’•
‘ •
Tt- ■
'
shoveling sand from one pile to an- any extent. They are not going to
citizenship for his private advantage
through the misuse of any govern
| other and then shoveling it back engage in anything on a scale large
mental functions.
j again."
•
I enough to do that,” he said.
As to “regulation” of the liquor
“Organized labor has nothing to [ “Prisoners must be made to work,
business. I have had some experi
j fear from work Warden Thurston has I It must be laborious but productive
ence with that phase of the question,
having had my home in a city of
Standing, left to right—Francis Fisher, Robert Allen, Norman Connon, planned for State prison inmates to : work. Just shoveling sand from one
30,000 with 90 saloons, not one of Roger Jameson I manager I, Richard Thomas and Charles Babbidge. Seated— do," he declared when asked to com- pile to another and then shoveling it
them but broke every law that was Osgood A. Gilbert coach, Byron Joy, Francis Dyer, Frank Harden (captain), ment on a statement by Warden , back again would not be productive.
passed for their regulation. No man and Frank Babbidge (assistant coach).
Thurston that among contemplated 'They must have a multiplicity of
goes into the liquor business who has
activities of prison inmates will be work.”
any respect for himself, and conse
quently he has no respect for any
The Rockland High School hockey captain, who made nine points, while
law for his regulation. The only
law the dealer in booze respects is team played seven games the past Charles Babbidge was third with
his own self interest, and force; no season, and had the satisfaction of five.
pat on the wrist will accomplish any
The above picture shows the varsity
winning four of them by decisive
Vice ls a monster of such hideous mien. thing with him.
players, but a word must be said for Knights of Columbus Everywhere To Observe It Tuesday
«
»
•
.
That to be hated needs but to be seen.
scores. Its defeats were equally de the subs, who were very faithful in
But seen too oft familiar with her face.
A Negro woman was once on trial cisive. but require a word of explana practice, and looked well in the
—A Fine Record Reviewed
We first abhor, then pity, then embrace.
The next step is for vice to become charged with assault. “Luella Wash tion for two of them were at the games. These boys were Bartlett,
the master of the community, in ington” said the judge “you are
Next Tuesday some 600.000 Knights I Knights of Columbus became the
stead of the community remaining charged with striking Mandy Gob- hands of Waterville High School Gross, Ripley, French, H. Allen and
master of vice. The great loss, I lett on the head and throwing her which had the State championship Glover, the last named player com of Columbus in the United States, first national fraternal organization
might say the greatest loss, is the over the railing off her own porch. team, while the third defeat was ad ing within a single period of winning Canada, Philippine Islands, Panama, to be incorporated in Connecticut,
loss of a public moral standard, pub Wliatcha got to say for yourself?"
Reverend Patrick Lawlor, Matthew C.
his letter.
Cuba, Mexico , Puerto Rico, New
“Jedge,” Luella replied, “Ah nevah ministered by the Augusta Independ
lic and private.
The prospects are good for next foundland and Alaska will celebrate O’Connor, Cornelius T. Driscoll,
• • • •
struck that ooman, ah nevah teched ents, whicli also had an outstanding
James T. Mullen, John T. Kerrigan,
season as the squad will lose only the Golden Anniversary of the Daniel Colwell, William M. Geary,
The proposition that the good citi her. I monstrated with that ooman hockey team. Rockland was the only
Thomas M. Carroll , Bartholomew
founding of the Order.
zen should put to himself in dealing foh throwing her garbage out back, team to score on Waterville this sea three men by graduation.
Healey and Michael Curran.
Although he would be the last to
with this question is: “Am I willing and she kep right on doing it, an son. The schedule complete, result
The
story
of
the
growth
of
the
for my personal gain, for political this mawnin I repmanded her agin, ed thus:
admit
it,
the
team
’
s
success
this
sea

Catholic and Patriotic
Knights
of
Columbus
through
fifty
advantage or governmental expedi and she kep right on throwin. Jedge,
The conservative spirit that has
Rockland High School 2. Waterville son was due in a significant meas years constitutes a romantic and in
I
came
right
down
stairs
from
mah
ency, to engage in the manufacture
ure to the skilled coaching which spiring record. Back in 1882, Rev been the Order's safeguard was mani
and sale of intoxicating liquors, or flat and Ah was holdin up my right High School 14.
erend Michael J. McGivney, curate fest from the very beginning. It was
Rockland High School 2, Waterville the players received from Osgood at St. Mary’s Church, in New Haven,
for my son or daughter to do so?" hand jest like the Statu of Liberty,
decided that a ceremonial should be
That is the question, as Andy says, jes lak Ah'm holdin up ma right hand High School 9.
Gilbert.
Mr.
Gilbert
entered
the
Connecticut, perceived the need for written in three sections, or degrees,
“in a nut shell or a couple of nut now, and I was monstrating with her,
Rockland High School 6, Union hockey limelight as coach of the a fraternal organization that Catho the basis of the present first three
shells.” If you answer the above and when Ah cum on her porch, that
Stone prep school in Boston, and in lic men could join without con degrees of the Order. It was further
question in the negative, then you ooman jes jumped head first ovah High School 0.
He realized decided that only Catholic and pa
Rockland High School 5, Morse his work here has lived up to the scientious difficulty.
cannot conscientiously favor the the railing and hurt heself. No sir
that some Catholic organization triotic allusions should be used in the
Jedge
I
neve
salted
that
ooman.
”
reputation
with
which
he
came
here.
government doing so, either directly
High School 0.
should be created that would com ceremonial.
“What did you have in that hand
or indirectly by licensing others to
Rockland High School 4, Morse He was ably assisted by Frank Bab bine solid fraternal benefits with the
The fourth degree, whose primary
you
were
holding
up
like
the
Statue
do so. A maxim of the law is “Facit
bidge one of last season's star play attractiveness of selected member purpose is to inculcate a love of coun
High
School
0.
of
Liberty?"
the
.judge
asked.
per alium, facit per se," "What you
ship and secret initiation, yet which try and to stress the duties of citi
“A hatchet Jedge.”
Rcckland High School 0, Augusta ers.
do through another you do yourself.”
was added to the ceremonial
The
public
now
has
the
hatchet
The team was managed by Roger would not be oath-bound but secret zenship,
Independents 6.
Your government represents you, its
only upon the promise of man to in 1900; 1100 members received the
acts arc your acts. If it is immoral It is there to use, if it is used it will
Jameson, who finds his recompense man, with this promise ever yield new degree and this year, as part of
Rockland
High
School
7,
Waldo

for you it is immoral for your gov be respected: if it is not used it is boro Locals 0.
in the fact that the outfit won the ing to the authority of Church and the Order’s observance of the Wash
the responsibility of each community.
ernment.
Francis Fisher proved especially , championship of Knox and Lincoln State. He talked over his idea with ington Bicentennial, exemplifications
Mr. Porter says that possibly I am
Would you be willing to license
a group of men of his parish and at of the Fourth Degree were held in
gambling? The lfttle principality of not familiar with the finding of the adept at caging the puck, having 12 Counties.
their third meeting, the name more than forty cities throughout the
Monaco pays its expenses from reve Hoover Commission, otherwise known goals to his credit. Second on RockThe games were impartially ref- Knights of Columbus" was selected. country on February 21 and 22.
nue of its gambling casino. It does as the Wickersham commission. I lanA High’s list was Fred Harden, ereed by Brooks Bowden.
Petition for a charter was speedily
not allow any of its own citizens to am familiar enough with it to know
(Continued on Page Five)
granted and. on March 29, 1882. the
that
he
omitted
to
refer
to
the
first
enter the casino at Monte Carlo, it
four
sections
of
that
report,
and
left
knows too well its demoralizing in
fluence and the number of bodies the impression that it favored the re
that float every year in the blue peal of tlie Eighteenth Amendment.
Mediterranean, the fruitage of that
casino. Would you be willing that
Editor Staples of Lewiston Journal Does a Little Book
Those sections read as follows:
While gunning at Andrews Island the victim was brought to the main
this government should derive its
Sec. 1. The commission is opposed
keeping In Regard To Samuel Insull
yesterday Capt. John Brannigan fell land in a power boat, the long trip
income by licensing gambling con to the repeal of the Eighteenth
making a severe draft upon the rug
cessions?
from a slippery rock, accidentally ged fisherman’s fortitude.
Amendment.
Sec. 2. The commission is opposed j
discharging his gun. The shot tore
The boat was met at the Maine Air
Tuesday’s edition of the Lewiston (advancement of Chicago. In short a away part of the calf of his right leg, Transport float by the Burpee ambu
Europe in many places licenses to the restoration in any manner of
prostitution. They do it under the the legalized saloon.
Journal Carries a remarkable edi-* regular wolf for business. And he's leaving a gaping wound which bled lance, and Capt. Brannigan was soon
.
„ 72 vears old at that,
excuse of “regulation," the same ar
Sec. 3. The commission is opposed
receiving skilled surgical attention at
have no defense to offer for any profusely.
gument we have here in regard to to the Federal or State governments, torial by Editor Ai thur G. Stap .
First aid was crudely rendered, and Knox Hospital.
the liquor traffic “It can't be pro as such, going into the liquor busi probably the best known and most man who would do all of those
highly respected newspaper man in j nasty things. He must have made
hibited so let us regulate it and ness.
profit by it.” Are we fathers and
Sec. 4. The commission is opposed the State. In it he turns loose the > a lot of money; issued a lot of stock
„
, , . . ____ i and manipulated a lot of deals; and
mothers of this great country of ours, to the proposal to modify the Na _ , .
the wealthiest in the world, willing tional Prohibition Act, so as to per floodgates of satire and derision upon , ^together been quite too busy. No
to profit by the debauchery of our mit the manufacture and sale of light those who are so free in their con- I man should be as active as that,
Thomaston furnishes the Univer- from Dean Hart of the University:
demnation of Samuel Insull without Man's first business is naturally to
sons and daughters?
wines and beer.
of Maine freshman class with
"I am sure you will be interested
Other governments raise taxes by
There doesn't seem to be much of a knowledge of actual conditions. The !*n an arm-chair and curse peo- sity
„
,
pie who form Edison companies; con- three members this year—Edith in the result of the competition for
national lotteries, or by licensing chance to misunderstand that. Nine story is sure to interest. all
readers
such wicked organiza. Stevens. Paul Morgan and Henry the Freshman Scholarship Cup.
others to conduct them. Their sup of the 11 members of the commission
whether they like or dislike this man tions as the General Electric; build Fales . How well they are faring may While the cup is aw’arded to Deering
port comes from the utter ruination signed that report.
such rapacious organizations as the be judged from the following letter High School, I am writing to conof many of their people. Are you
In another paragraph he paints a Insull, and is here reprinted:
Middle Western Utilities and especi which Principal L. C. Sturtevant of gratulate you and your school upon
willing to have your taxes paid by the very dolorous picture, attributing all
ally contribute $50,000 to election of Thomaston High School has received i attaining third place.”
victims of the lottery?
the ills of humanity to prohibition,
A name that seems to be anathe a U. S. Senator who was on a P. U.
These several evils may differ our financial ills in particular. I al
somewhat in their viciousness, but most wept, the prospect was so dis ma, in certain groups of Maine folk, Commission—Sam's biggest mistake. THE FIRST RACKETEER heeded. Consequently a dozen or
all are vicious and all are immoral, mal. I even expect if my chickens is otherwise regarded in the old home To have united all of the small dy
more Indians laid siege to the island.
and any government must sacrifice have the pip or the family dog has town of Chicago. We have no ex ing poverty-stricken electric light
For two days the valiant Ebenezer
Ebenezer
Hall
’
s
Matinicus
its moral principles that licenses or fleas prohibition will be responsible planation or comment to make as companies into one system and call
withstood all assaults on his home
tolerates any of them.
for it. One of our saloon keepers to the underlying purpose behind the it a "Utility”—what a crime.
Activities Had a Chicago and the savages resorted to guile. All
But it is odd. that in spite of this
As it stands now all the above are use to have a sign over his bar “Every Maine impulse; but when a mans
but one went to the shore and de
Tinge
outlawed by our laws, and I cannot time you take a drink things look own town-folk like him it is possible Chicago seems to like Insull.
parted. The instant the apparently
Wednesday evening, Jan. 20, you
believe that the moral standards of different." He was right, they looked j that the man is not altogether an
victorious defender raised his head
The thrilling story of Ebenezer above the ramparts he was shot dead
may have heard, over the radio the
our people have gone so low, nor different, and they also look distort- ogre.
Hall who was “slain by the Indians by the ambushed savage. The In
The name is “Insull.” When cer
their financial necessities become so ed, the more drinks the more distor
on the Island of Montinicus” was dians took the widow and several
great that they will be willing to tion. I would like to analyze some of tain people, in Maine wish to conjure
(Continued on Page Five)
told to the Rotary Club yesterday by children along with the schooner and
legalize any one of them, nor seek his statements but this is already too up the “devil and Tom Walker" they
Frank H. Ingraham, one of his local other spoils, sailing to Indian Island
to replenish their public treasuries long. As to the kidnapping of the say "Insull.” When they want to
by taxes derived from them.
Lindbergh baby I prefer to await the picture to you a sort of creeping TOWN MANAGER GOES descendants. It appears that this in the Penobscot River.
vigorous gentleman (Mr. Hall) took
• • • •
The original homestead is supposed
solution of that mystery before I slinking pestilence, they say “Insull.”
over the fishing rights at Matinicus to have stood almost directly in front
When
they
want
to
arouse
the
echoes
make
any
wild
statements
about
who
I repeat again that I am not will
and
ruled
with
an
iron
hand.
When
‘of applause they refer to “Insullism.”
of Henry Young’s store on Hall’s
ing to receive, through taxation or is responsible for it.
some resentful Indians undertook to Cove. A large flat rock there is
• • » •
license, money derived from the folly,
operate in his territory he put them pointed out as the base of the chim
the weakness, vices or degradation of
on the spot. Their fellows appealed ney and the ruins of an old well may
Mr. Porter intimates that any one
We suppose that there never was
my fellow men. I do not want to wanting liquor in Rockland can find ' a worse 'man than Old Sam Insull.
to the highest court, Gov. Dummer be discerned. The Hall descendants
receive money through any govern it if he looks for it. I have no doubt I to be sure he was Edison’s right
of Massachusetts and finally, weary have set a commemorative bowlder
mental agency that I would scorn to of that, if they hunt long enough, hand man, for many years, but
ing of the technicalities which ham- on the island. Marcus Chandler of
receive from my private dealings. If And if they hunt long enough they j probably that means nothing. Mr.
nered the law even in 1757, took jus Camden and Morton Buck of Port
that be a “holier than thou" attitude would be able to find a skunk inside Edison summered and wintered him
tice into their own hands, putting land were visiting Rotarians. Al
“make the most, ,of .it.”
Mr. Hall on the spot in turn, hijack bert H. Hawes of Union. H W. Fifleld
,, , . the city limits. In both cases they and treasured his friendship and
ing his schooner and kidnapping his Jr. of Vlnalhaven and Cliff Ladd of
I do not need to have any private wouj,j come back with a malodor at- affection. He came over here from
family.
secret^ service’„ ^nor__ possess ~any . [aCbed to them. Any way the skunk England, after a liberal education in
this city were guests.
” to come* to my
Mr. Ingraham presented his story
“psychic- powers
•• con doesn’t spray his malodorous pres schools of the most varied and cul
clusions as to the natural deductions ence all over everybody willy nilly. tural sort, to be Mr. Edison’s private
with interesting detail against a
to be made from the statements nor the booze either. Not now. Well, secretary and for many years man
background of charming humor. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
made in Mr. Porter’s letter, for the what’s tlie use of hunting up the
Matinicus was visited by explorers
aged Mr. Edison's business. He had
If I had to live my life again I would
second one, as well as the first, places booze anyway, going into places and full charge of all of them, for years
in 1500 and used by the French and have
made a rule to read some poetry
the emphasis on the financial benefit associating with men one would be while Mr. Edison invented. He or
English for its fisheries through the and listen to some music at least once
to follow the repeal of the prohibi ashamed to introduce to one’s wife,
16th century. It was a rendezvous a week. The loss of these tastes is a lose
and managed, for Mr. Edi
of the Indians for many generations, of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
tion policy. “As a man thinketh, so son or daughter, when Rockland has ganized
son. the Edison Electric Tube Co., the
they setting great store by its fish,
is he."
the best water in the world? Let Edison Machine Works and the Edi
DON’T BE SORROWFUL, DARLING
Mr. Porter says that I prefer “that Douglas Mallock answer.
wateilfowl and eggs. Periodic at O don't be sorrowful, darling!
son
Lamp
Co.
He
built
and
ran
the
tempts were made to settle the
the business (liquor business) con Beside the road a crystal spring
And don't be sorrowful, pray:
Edison Machine Works for Mr. Edi
island, none successful up to 1749. Taking the year together, my dear.
tinue without regulation, permitting
Pours (orth forever, cool and sweet.
son
at
Schenectady.
N.
Y.,
and,
when
There isn't more night than day.
when Ebenezer Hall seized the island
it to finance the worst reign of racke And many another lovely thing
everything was consolidated he man
Upon the road of life you meet.
as
his
own,
ruling
it
with
a
stem
teering, blackmail, extortion and cor Down
'Tls
rainy weather, my darling;
yonder there's a dirty pool.
aged the sales and the manufactur
Time's waves they heavllv run;
hand.
rupt politics” et cetera. No, I do not
A slimy spot upon the flat,
ing
for
the
entire
business,
known
as
But
taking
the year together, my dear.
with the Indians is record
prefer anything of the kind. I do But I am certain only a fool
Above is a portrait of Herbert A. edTrouble
There Isn't more cloud than sun.
Would ever turn and drink from that. the Edison General Electric. When
in
1727
when
the
Tarratines
of
the
not want, and do not believe it nec
he finally resigned and organized the Thomas who recently resigned as Penobscot tribe clashed with the then We are old folks now. my darling.
essary for any of them to exist. I But fools there are. With heights to
Chicago Electric he was one of the town manager at Camden, and who settlers of Matinicus. Immediately
Our heads are growing gray:
climb,
do not contribute one dollar to their
leading officials of the General Elec will enter upon his new duties in upon the beginning of Hall’s regime But taking the year all round, my dear.
With men to love, and God to praise.
existence. If the liquor business is They
that
capacity
at
Northeast
Harbor,
You will always find the May.
turn and dip their pens In slime
tric. made by consolidating the Edi
financing any of them the ones who
Mr. Thomas has made trouble was renewed culminating in a We have had our May. my darling.
And write their books and write their son with the Thomson-Houston. April 1st.
battle
which
cost
the
lives
of
two
plays.
are its patrons are the ones who are
many friends in Camden and adjoin
And our roses long ago:
And since then his progress has of ing towns, and devoted a great deal Indians who were buried in Hall's
thousand noble deeds, they pass
furnishing the funds. There are A To
And the time of the year Is coming my
paint the picture of a sin;
course
steadily
gone
downward
until
garden.
This
was
in
1751
The
dear.
of effort to putting the municipality
laws and a governmental policy With trees and blossoms, sun and grass.
he has become president of most of on a successful town manager basis. tribesmen made immediate but futile
For the silent night and the snow.
Prefer the muck to wallow In.
against all of them. Any state or
the mid-western electrical com
Out of the six applicants for the demands on Gov. Dummer and
community that desires to do so can They make the very truth /a lie.
God ls God. my darling.
panies: running .all of the Chicago vacant position was selected Percy IL finally, in 1754. served him with an But
Of the night as well as the day
protect itself against any one of
By making the exception all;
electricity
and
power;
chairman
of
And
we feel and know that we can go
Keller, 53, of Augusta, who is a na ultimatum to remove Hall or they
They find the one cloud In the sky.
them.
this and that, such as transportation tive of West Rockport, a graduate of would attend to the matter in their j wherever He leads the way.
And only walk where shadows fall.
I am in favor of that policy and of But
I am certain only a fool
companies, Chicago Civic Opera. the University of Maine (1901) and own way.
a God of the night, my darling.
enforcing the law, because I believe
To things unclean would care to cling. Chairman of Chicago Council of De
for 18 years connected with the The governor bestirred himself and 01 the nl**it of death*so grim:
it is for the good of my country, and Why drink from out some slimy pool
Along life's way. when there’s a spring. fense. head of railroads, leader in State Highway Conunission as en ordered the offending settler to leave j Tl£ [heVau'thaVieX m HtmEOOd W‘,e’
that it is my duty to obey the law
several enormous campaigns for the gineer.
H. E. Edwards.
the island but the order was un-|
-Rembrandt Peaie>
as a good citizen because it is the law

Birmingham, Mich., March 10.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mr. Porter in his recent letter says
“I cannot see wherein my personality
has any bearing on the question
under discussion.” In that I agree
with him, except as to his bias one
way or the other. But when a person
ality represents a governmental poli
cy which in my opinion will, if
adopted, lower the moral standards
of our country, then I feel like the
old Quaker when he said, "Friend, I
don't believe in violence, but thou
sfandest just where I want to shoot."
The licensing of social evils not
only degrades those whom it licenses
and those who participate in it, but
the entire body politic that permits
it. It raises evil from disrepute to
apparent respectability. It makes
an outlawed business that can be
hunted and punished by the forces
of the law, vested with legal rights
authorized and protected by the law.
Instead of being a fugitive, it be
comes fixed, thrusting itself con
stantly from day to day into the con
sciousness of the community, until
the community becomes complaisant,
accepting it as part of itself. It is an
old quotation, but Pope aptly puts it
home to us all:
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 24. 1932, there was printed a total
of 6193 copies.
W. H. BUTLER
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HINTS AT WITHDRAWALS
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;Sam Conner Hears That Richardson and Dubord Will Not
Stay In Democratic Race

Our Finest and Greatest
Living Room Suite Value

STYLEBargain!

Mayor Charles M. Richardson of
By many Democrats it is claimed !
Seek ye his kingdom and these
things shall be added unto you — Rockland and Mayor Harold F. Du that this will be more helpful to 'i
bord of Waterville are expected to Judge Brann than to any other can
Luke 12:31.
withdraw from the gubernatorial didate. with the possible exception of
race, according to Sam Conner's Mayor Dubord of Waterville. They
article in Thursday’s Lewiston Jour reason that in those places where the !
nal. Sam's political hearing is par Democrat enrollment is up to where ’
ticularly acute, and this may happen, it should be the Lewiston candidate 1
but it will be interesting to see what will be the favorite.
the two mayors in question have to
Thurston leaders are pinning their I
say on the subject.
faith on the candidacy of Mayor Du- |
The Courier-Gazette representative bord to defeat Judge Brann. It is
lays claim to no inside knowledge on figured in this way: Mayor Dubord
the subject, but at Monday night s will cut into Brann's vote in Lewiston,
2-Piece
banquet if the stage wasn't being set by pulling French votes from him
Suite
for Judge Brann the signs were all here, which otherwise would go for '
FROM
wrong, and this in spite of the fact the home town man. This they be- [
that certain Rockland Democrats lieve will prevail in Lewiston and Liv- '
foster-fathered the Thurston candi- ermore Falls to a sufficient degree to
dacy.
prevent Brann carrying even Andro
The York County Roadside Im
From Sam Conner’s article the fol scoggin county.
provement Association, in which the lowing extracts are made:
The Thurston men concede Penob- : Washington, D. C.—Governor and
♦ • # •
distinguished author Kenneth L.
scot county to Brann. but say that in j Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardiner of Maine,
3-Piece
You'd travel far before finding a the remaining 15 counties there will accompanied by their sons, Tudor
Roberts is a prime factor, is very
more cocky band than those Oxford
Suite
much in earnest about beautifying Democrats backing Paul Thurston be a big battle and that their man, and Thomas, are in Washington for
will come through the winner.
i a short visit. While Gov. Gardiner
the roadsides of Maine and wants the for the party's nomination for govWhile the present field in the Dem- attends to business, the two boys and
State to appropriate $25,000 for that, ernor. They are convinced that he ocratic primary campaign has five Mrs. Gardiner are strenuously enpurpose. The association has an will win. They agree that Thurston's candidates, James B. Perkins of j gaged in sightseeing and visiting
especial, and deserved antipathy to most important opponent is Judge Boothbay Harbor, Charles M. Rich- I places of interest in the city. In this
Brann of Lewiston, but say he hasn't
those billboards which disfigure the a Chinaman's chance to cop the prize. ardson of Rockland. Louis H. Brann manner are the two boys spending
of Lewiston. Mayor Harold F. Dubord their spring vacation—Tudor from
landscape and blot out the view of
Thurston will poll a big vote in Ox of Waterville and Paul E. Thurston school in Groton and Thomas from
the beautiful scenery which we are ford. It is said that on primary day of Bethel, many Democrats expect to his school in Southboro, Mass.
(1.) NEW, Luxurious, Massive—87-inch Davenport—(2.) NEW
trying so hard to commercialize for a lot of persons who in recent years see the number reduced by two before
Button-Tufted
Back Fireside Chair------- (3.) Button-Tufted and Pleat
have been voting in the Republican
| some new George Washington Bithe tourists' benefit. If there is no primaries will be casting a Democrat the real fight gets going.
ed
Backs
and
Bases
—(4.) Handsome Genuine Wood Carved Legs,
Richardson and Dubord are the ■ centennial posters, called the Unole
law compelling their removal the caucus ballot and the cross will be two expected to withdraw from the j Sam peters. will be distributed by
Base
Rails
and
Arm
Panels—(5.) Serpentine Fronts—(6.) Multi
association would retaliate by plant after Thurston's name.
contest.
Congressman Partridge to Boy Scout
Democrat leaders throughout the
colored Jacquard Moquette Reverse Cushions—(7.) and EASY
ing trees along the roadside which
Reasons outlined for this are that [ troops and 4-H Clubs which desire
State are beginning to realize that
and ask before the supplv is
would eventually conceal the bill this year they are going to pay the Richardson did not enter the contest
PAYMENTS too.
boards. That would be reprisal, in penalty for meddling in Republican with any expectation of winning, but exhausted. Applicants should adbecause of an interparty quarrel in d,ess the congressman at the House
primaries in the past ten years.
deed.
Knox county. He has not been pull- office Building. Washington.
traordinary charm is bound to endure for years with the superior
Herr is our finest Suite—the Supreme example of BURPEE'S
As a result of this they haven’t the ing with the Moran faction and has
BURPEE Built construction to back it up. Those six BIG UN
NEW 1932 value standards. We're as proud to offer it as you will
Rosa Ponselle, 34-year-old prima big Democratic enrollment through- been able to win in Rockland despite
SEEN QUALITIES are built Into each suite by skilled workmen to
Representative Partridge is back
be
to
have
it
in
vour
own
living
room.
Of
course
you'll
recognize
out
the
State
which
should
exist.
their
antagonism
He
entered
the
donna of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
keep it lastingly attractive.
it instantly as one of the BEST ruites its famous maker builds—
are Qr
numerous
places
where less governorship fight, it is said, because at his office again after a few days
REGULAR DAVENPORT—Entire length 87 inches: entire height
has fame, wealth, a villa in Switzer- , There
than half
thlrd of
thp Democrats
siege with a flu germ.
and
it
is!
But
BURPEE
makes
it
for
YOUR
yiving
room
—
in
thc
of a desire to shut out E. C. Moran,
• ♦ * »
35 inches. Seat 66x22 inches.
eoior of your cwn choice, selected from seven stunning samples of
land, swift motor cars and beautiful are enrolled as such. The rest are Jr., who there were rumors would
BUTTON-BACK or FIRESIDE CHAIR. Entire width 39 inches;
Constituents up in Partrige's con
genuine 100% Angora Mohair. And—right here is our most im
clothes, but she is still seeking the on the lists of voters as Republicans. seek a third nomination.
entire height 37 inches. Seat 22x20 inches.
gressional district are interested in
portant reason for being proud—our price is at least one-third
missing link in the charmed chain of They changed their enrollment so as
Now that Moran is out of that race the pending revenue bill, to judge
Covered AH Over in rich, deeply piled Genuine 100% Angora Mo
lower than most other stores want fcr ready-made suites.
...
v. u j
.__ v°te for some particular Republihair—Your Choice of Seven Popular Colors, Send for FREE
life—a husband. According to the caft nomlnation seeker thev wished it is hinted that Mayor Richardson's from the mail coming into the office
We hardly need tell you that it has everything a living room suite
interest in the governorship has here. The protests against various
Covering Samples. Cord seams in Mohair to match. Rcvcise
should have—style, massiveness, comfort—to meet the most exact
Associated Press Rosa wants some- to help. A consequence of this is that waned to the vanishing point and that
cushions of high grade Multi-colored Jacquard Moquette.
ing demands of our modem, pleasantly liveable homes. Such ex
•body who is Ull and blonde, serious these Democrats are barred from par he will, shortly, eliminate himself features of the sales tax, which have
been arriving in Washington from all
minded and wholesome, not a molly ticipating in their own party caucus from the primary battle.
■ .
sections of the land, are also coming
in
June.
It
is
expected
that
this
may
_
___
__________________
Mayor Dubord. on the other hand. from Maine. There was much pro
coddle or somebody who is so poor
have an important bearing in deciding is expected to get out of the contest,
that she will have to buy his neck | who the nominee of the party for it is rumored, because he will find test against the proposed tax on
canned food until that proviso was
ties. If the right man comes along Governor will be.
! that he cannot win.
eliminated. Interesting to note, al
she will not hesiUte a moment, she
though all New England is supposed
says. Now no man likes to be called
to be rising in opposition to the fuel
a “missing link," but perhaps some
oil tax. hardly any notice of it is ap
parently being taken in thc second
prospect will fall within the category.
district.
♦ 4 ♦ ♦
Unless sunshine eventually be As Reviewed For Six-Year Period By Superintendent Toner
Maine
has
33
Negroes 75 years of
comes monotonous St. Petersburg,
Rockland. Maine—Rank Among the Best
361 Main Street
age or over who might benefit by the
Fla. is certainly a favored resort.
proposed ex-sfave pension bill intro
Seth B. Wetherbce, former Warren
duced in the House by the one Negro
' with defective teeth, 956: number member of Congress, Representative
resident, now basking ln it, sends us To the School Board:
In view of the fact that, as an with defective throat. 299: number de Priest of Illinois. The figures are
ciples of government a common belief
a clipping
clipping to
to the
tne effect
enect that
inat on
on economy jtem ,t has no( been possIWe with defective vision, 66. Each vear. from the 1930 census and were pre
PARTY PLATFORMS
in which has brought its members
March 18 "St. Pete had had 423 days to publish a printed school report for manv of the defects are taken care sented to the House by the Negro
together in one political organiza
of consecutive sunshine. And what’s I the past six years, I feel that It is of through consultation with the representative upon presentation of Are Not Considered Nowa tion.
more to the point it is still located
at this time, as briefly ?s pcs- family physician, bv the generosity of his bill. The bill provides for a pen
Under our Maine law’ todav thc
Modernized and Efficient Sea View Garage Prepares
days In Selection of Candi party convention is directed to preon
the same
was estab- ®!
ble',
issue 8gch^is
Rencral for
statement
cn our
men and by ’the sion of $30 a month, or $360 per
on the
same site
sue where
wnere it
it was esrao
the
Rockland
the paEt
Red local
Cross medical
dental clinic
For a Busy 1932—Some of the Improvements
annum. Maine's population of aged
! pare its declar ation of principles and
dates, Dwinal Says
lished, quite free from the devastat- six^years. .
1 The audiometer tests have been Negroes is made up of 24 males and
! file it with the Secretary of State.
ing influence of the cyclone and the
The High School report by Mr. I given twice in recent years through nine females.
] But persons proposed as candidates
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Blaisdell and the departmental re- the kindness of the Portland Speech
I for the party nominations are not
tornado.
It is estimated that of the 118.466
With extensive repairs and im at the first floor shop section. Now’
The
party
conventions
ought
to
ex

____________
ports from the head of each depart- Readers Guild, which loaned us their Negroes 75 years old and over in the
press themselves as favoring an 1 required to recognize the platform provements completed which have patrons desiring repairs or adjust
The
belief of Norfolk Va citizens I,ment wU? 8ppear ^Para^ly in later audiometer. The report for this year United States in 1930, 100.000 could amendment to the primary election 1 in any way. They are simply re occupied most of the winter. Sea ments merely drive in the big doors
The belief ot worioik, va.. c
issues. A newspaper report is necec- is: Number of pupils tested. 1181:
to consent to thc proposed View Garage is looking forward to and the workmen are at hand. Very
that the kidnaped Lindbergh baby is saril.v in the form of a general state number defective hearing both ears, qualify for consideration under the laws to require candidates for nomi quired
proposed law which would orovide nations to recognize the platform of nomination; to agree to accept if a busy season with confidence. De complete equipment is found here.
within a radius of 30 miles of that ment and cannot conveniently in-! 8: number defective hearing one ear, for each ex-slave living who has ar
nominated, not to withdraw, and if
The former repair department was
'
Two of the above are now under rived at the age of 75 years or over. their party. If political parties are elected at the state election to qualify. pression has not figured in the lives
city, and that negotiations have al elude tabulated statistics, charts, 18.
of the 28 busy employes of this plant in the main basement but is no
to
continue
to
be
effective
in
the
ad

graphs, etc.
treatment
and
two
have
had
free
The
narty
platform,
buried
in
the
"Those of you who remember your ministration of government in this
ready’ been entered into with the kid
fcr they have had no part-time longer recognizable due to the efforts
The comparative registration, 1925 tonsillectomy operations performed
history will know that there were country some way must be found to archives of the state department, is weeks. An additional reason for i of painters. This section is bright and
napers has a hopeful ring. Rear Ad with 1931, is interesting. For the since for correction.
|
no
more
considered
in
the
selection
miral Guy H. Burrage, one of the j year ending June, 1925, the registraThe Red Cross nurses are called 500.000 freemen living in the Negro make candidates for office more rep of party candidates than is Wash- cheer is that Sea View’ Garage is far I clean serving as a used car display
of party principles.
out in front of the division in new [ room. New lighting equipment is be■
tion
in
the
elementary
schools
w*as
almost
daily by the teachers to ex race tvhen the emancipation procla resentative
three Norfolk citizens acting asin-.^. ending June 193, R
Under the old convention system of . ingtons Farewell Address,
amine suspicious individual cases. mation was issued. This includes the nominating candidates for public I Proposed candidates campaigning and used car sales for 1932. Just for 1 ing installed. One section of thk
and therefore
termediaries has several times visit- an increase of 331, or 27.5%. The The nurses do not attempt to diag- , total
,, -population,
.
, ... . about
..
_
. ..
_
,
the party nominations, may pre- instance in the first 20 days in March 60x100 floor is now devoted to tif:,
ed Rockland as president of the J High School registration has fluctu- nose all cases, but report on and ad- 12 4 P®r C2nt> or one-eighth of them offices the 5party convention prepared- 'i for
pare their own platforms, talk about the organization sold nine new cars, sales. In one large, well ventilates
ated above and below’ 400 without vise what in their judgment are sus- are not ox-slaves, said Mr. de Priest
I the weather, themselves, or each oth- four trucks and 38 used cars, a spec orderly room may be found 1000 tires
Naval Trial Board.
picious symptoms.
j in explaining why only 100.000 would j
much permanent change.
' er; but the partv platform need give tacular record that is but four cars of all sizes.
• • » »
] be included In the bill's provisions.
The lower floor is devoted to the
Many public men are changing J.XT™ neccL^m'sthem no concern. A large percent behind the too notch Bangor terri
I believe the music program of the
• • . .
use of the Superior Gas and Oil]
age of the people prefer to vote for tory.
their minds in regard to the efficacy' continue the kindergarten nnd sub- schools has been steadily improved. ! Wlth the exception of the four
The remarkable record made last Co., a subsidiary of Sea View Garage
principles, in the primary elections,,
of prohibition, and the majority of , stitute the sub-primary. Also, to A separate report will be published by Senators from Maine and Vermont,
as well as in the State elections, if vear justified the expansion made which handles Shell gas. During the
them appear to be swinging from dry duddan addlt'o:l to the High School this department. The High School the entire New England delegation
given the chance; and it is this per this winter. Two of the new over past winter a warehouse and office
,
a
.
ic1 building, accommodating the seven
the Senate has gone on record as [
centage that gives strength and sta head “finger-touch" doors have been building 60x40 feet has been erected
to wet. A notable exception is rooms of the 7th and gth gradcs Orchestra has been reorganized. in
Harmonica and rhythm bands have favoring a vote on the question of re- J
bility to government, and to parties installed in the south end of the near the main building and adjacent
Major General Smedley D. Butler. Eight more grade teachers were been established in many of the pealing the Eighteenth Amendment.
their reason for existence. Under the main building, one giving onto the to the 300 foot Dier where the com
who says that he has put to bed hired during this period, but the grades. The Boys' Band has been
March 30 Senator Tydings of
present arrangement, however, they sales Poor and the other offering di pany keeps its big tank boat Nomad,
taken
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Maryland, wet Democratic leader,
have no opportunity but arc forced rect access to the Oildraulic grease formerly the Grenfell Mission craft
many friends of his who are "two- ' avera?e registration per teacher is,
I even now, a bit higher than in 1926.
department and is holding ' will piopose that consideration be [
to make their selections on personal lift, the last word in greasing con Maraval. Storage tanks at this sam
fisted drinkers," but that he is still ,The addition of a sub-pritnary, school
____
,
_________
___
____
____
weekly rehearsals. Glee clubs are had on a resolution sponsored by
grounds, somebody's recommendation, venience and efficiency. This ma location provide for handling 100
dry personally and always will be a entering children at five years of age. - organized in both the Junior and Senator Bingham of Connecticut, or chance.
chine sets in nine feet of solid con gallons of gasoline.
dry.
[gives the advantage of nine grrdcs Senior High School. The Junior providing for repeal of the Eighteenth
If persons proposed as candidates crete and railroad iron so that there
The office and display sections o:
II before
Vxzx fzxvrx entering
sirs 4 «-»»•«»-»»» High OSchool.
— L-— — 1
High School Orchestra, under the Amendment and return of prohibi- |
for party nominations were obliged can be no possible variation. Special the big plant remain untouched ex
direction of Miss Hagar, should fur tion control to the States. The reso-,
to assent to the party platform, built-in lights are an attractive fea cept for painting. The whole four
The New York Daily News says I
__
»
-a
.. a „ , ..
a. ,
*
„
T!le grouping of the 7th and 8’h nish an excellent foundation for the
specifying any portions to which ture ef the device.
floors give a total floor space of 17.400
that Col. Lindbergh plans to sell his ?rades in the High gp,^, Bul!ding more advanced Senior High School lution is now in the judiciary com- ,
they could not give their adhererce.
A new battery room gives that de square feet. The tanker Nomad
mittee and a group of Senators, in- [
new estate near Hopewell. N. J. as 1 and the 6th grades at McLain Build- work.
it would, in many instances, entirely partment better quarters and re operated by a subsidiary corporatior
i eluding eight of the 12 New Eng
soon as the kidnaped child is recov- I !nE allows for departmental work,
The Community Park secured and landers have signed a petition ask-1
change the character of the primary leases much space for the main floor. of the Sea View as arc the Severn
ered or hope has been definitely "h*h T™UJd n°l b^t P085^ Ot^r' paid for by independent action of a ing that Tydings' proposal be accept- i
campaign. Controversial matter in A new and remarkably compact parts filling station properties. Rhama EJ
group of citizens has now been taken
the declaration of principles would section occupies two floors in thc Philbrick and his father, E. H. Philabandoned. In the latter event the each teacher is selected to tearh only , ever bv theCityand offers
an ex- Ied and.thc frcsolu?°,n taken flom the
become the Issues between candidates northeast corner with over $15,000 brick head the organization. C. A.
home in the Sourland could scarcely one of the major subjects, it is pos- : cellentathleticfield for theschools.
‘ commiuee lor debate.
i for many of the nominations and the worth of parts stored in nested bins Palmer is the go-getter general man
Those frcm New England signing I
better results in each subAs methods change, and as new rebe one of other than sorrowful i s'hle t0
I personal feature, which is so dis and racks. Tlie new doors in the ager and William Koster is sales
ject. It also accustoms the child to quiremnets are demanded bv the the petition were Walsh and Coolidge
tasteful to many, would be largely southern end make doubly conveni- manager.
memories.
of
Massachusetts,
Bingham
and
Walthis form of teaching before enter- State and colleges, changes must take
eliminated.
The party platform
■
cott
of
Connecticut,
Metcalf
and
[
ing High School, where thc work is ' place in our text books and equipwould take on the dignity and im
Zelma
M.
Dwinal
Hebert
of
Rhode
Island,
and
Moses
,
The sun is to be in state of total! entirely departmentalized. I believe ment. We have been able, in most
portance that it once possessed, and
eclipse for just one minute in Mainej this to be a progressive step. I also I instances, to keep up with thc de- ■ and Keyes of New Hampshire Keyes
the accountability of public officials
:
is
nominally
considered
a
dry.
An

Aug. 31 and there will be a great believe that putting the 7th and 8th [ mands in this respect.
to the party which elected them
the
"declaration
of
principles,
”
or
cinnHctc for
fpv thc belt
twit thus
into the High
building
I believe that the record of
our other dry. Senator Couzens of Michi- platform, with which it W’ould go be- would be. in a measure, restored.
rush of scientists
thus|Erades
an advantage
It School
separates
these
has also
signed
thcdrys
petition.
i
It seems to bo generally conceded
schools Pof°P*otherrhcities and Rwhen iI gan
is thought
that
several
who bcIt-L?',
0 ,lhe P5°PIe and selected, the can
favored. And the rest of us had bet- larger pupils from the small ones and
PROPERTY IS CHEAPER. I have all kinds of City Property,
that the party form of government
entering
college,
justifies
the
contenlieve
the
people-should
be
permitted
|
JWates
^should^carry
Urn
^party
Farms and Cottages. We desire to list any property you may have
ter go along as we will have to wait j helps to bridge the gap between tha
is best in this country where sec
banner.
Elected
to
office
under
that
for sale.
47 years before another total eclipse I elementary and high school. The tion that our schools arc among the to vote on the question of retaining system, public officials were accoun’- tional interests are so diverse, and ,
.a.
. ... . ,, T, .a , results have been very satisfactory, best of the State. Much credit is due i the Eighteenth Amendment will
the voting franchise is so liberally j
of the sun is visible in the United
standard achievement tests have our teachers, who as a whole are as i vote for the Bingham resolve in the able to their party for the fidelity extended.
V. F. STUDLEY
But the efficacy of the '
States.
been used for some time in the upper hard working, conscientious a group event it is taken from the judiciary with which they gave expression to system has beeij, rapidly diminishing
69
PARK
STREET
TEL. 1081
ROCKLAND
party
principles
in
the
administration
____________
grades and to some extent as far as w’ill be found anywhere. This co committee.
rince the primary method of select
of their offices.
37Stf
The dirigible Graf Zeppelin made ( down as the fifth grade, but finanscs operation and loyalty means much to
Under the present system public ing party candidates has been in use,
any
organization.
Representative
Tilson
of
New
Ha

another crossing of the Atlantic
a T™
^VC
officials and representatives secure and if the party organizations con- [
use, which would be well worth while,
I also appreciate the consideration
Ocean the other day and rated only if carried out systematically from and cooperation of the City officials. ven, known for three years as Presi their nominations by their personal tinue to permit themselves to drift
dent Hoover's staunchest supporter efforts, on personal grounds, and en in their present condition of helpless
a few stickfuls of newspaper notice, year to year. However, much valu
The school committees have all in the House, where Tilson was Re tirely outside of any party organiza ness, many believe that thc party I
and not always “front page stuff.” able data has been derived from taken a real interest in the schcol publican. leader, states that he will tion. Not 10 percent of the people svetem will scon give way to the
i them.
The explanation seems to be found [ The Parent-Teacher Association is system and have given the various probably argue for a wet plank be- who have won party nominations “bide” system which in this country i
problems careful thought. Their de fore the resolutions committee of the j undcr thjs
knew what thc would be geographical and much less !
in the old adage—“Familiarity breeds the largest in the State nnd has done cisions, I believe, have always been Rpnilh
!f>fln Matrnrol
4rCol.
’nl
. , '
. Republican
National Pnnvon
Convention.
Zelma M. Dwinal
party
platform
was;
and not 1 per desirable.
wonderful work in taking care of with the best interests of the schools Tilson at any rate believes that a
contempt."
Camden. March 25.
cent
of
the
people
who
nominated
many of the extra needs that cannot at heart.
E. L. Toner,
prohibition home rule provision
You'll enjoy stopping at
knew what thev stood for. if
Superintendent of Schools. should be included in the platform them
It seems rather ill-timed for the be assumed bv the city. It has only
TO HAVE RADIOBEACON
this
ultra-modern hoteL
anything. Officials selected in this
been by their help that the school
Although the Tilson attitude Ls not way arc free agents so far as politi
New Jersey authorities to be lament milk lunch and some of the noon
Located "a step from
Urdrrtaker—“Depression? I'll say believed to have direct White House cal principle is concerned and no Wcr* Oiioddv Head To Fall In Line
Broadway”, overlooking
ing the high cost accruing from the lunches have been able to exist. so! Whv, I haven't buried a living connection, his position, not only as
With the March of Progress
world-renown Times
Lindbergh kidnaping case. Is there Many worthwhile projects have been soul for a month!"—The Christian the former Hoover leader in thc party can hold them accountable. No
Installation of a radiobeacon and party
can
long
exist
whose
only
duty
Square. The city's most
House but as a personal friend of thc is to elect to office candidates who the increase of the candlepower are j
anybody who begrudges a copper ex financed by thc Parent-Teacher As Register.
interesting places, thea
sociation and much credit is due
President whom the latter would recognize it only as a means of elec the chief items in a modernization
pended in an attempt to recover the those few who have carried on the
tres, smart shops, busi
have accepted as his running mate in tion. A political party, to last, must program now underway at West
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
stolen child of the nation's hero?
work for so many years.
ness centers are all near
1923. has renewed speculation as to be something more than a collection Qucddv Head Lighthouse, aocording '
-----------------] The work of the Public Library in
by. .14-00 outside rooms,
Mr.
Hoover
’
s
prohibition
attitude
as
to
the
Lighthouse
Service
of
the
Dej
of
individuals.
There
must
be
a
com

If you are a subscriber to
The Bath Iron Works is lowest j connection with the schools has been
regards the coming convention.
each with a private bath
munity of interest and belief coupled partment of Commerce.
The Courier-Gazette and are
very
gratifying.
It
has
co-operated
Congressman Tilson believes that with the power to give expression,
West Quoddy Head Lighthouse,
(tub and shower), a radio
bidder on a lighthouse tender to be
leaving home for any time, long
in the finest way . giving much
the convention should take an “ad and possibly to make effective, prin- onlv a few miles from Fastrort and
and servidor. Note sur
known as thc Hickory and here’s thought and attention to the needs
or short. let us mail the paper to
vanced position" on the prohibition
Lubec, serves maritime traffic enter
prisingly moderate rates.
vou during your absence. The
hoping that our neighbor city gets , of the young people, not only with
question. "The people will demand j
ing and leaving both fhe Bay of
sinoLb.
»
regular
copy
of
the
paper
will
reference
to
their
school
work,
but
it,” he says. The New’ Haven man
the job.
Fundv and Passamaquoddv Bay. It
ouuuLii... gt-gs-de
co to the home as usual. Just
___________
I to their general reading.
is likely to go befqrc the resolutions I
is one of the oldest lighthouses on
telephone the address to the
Thc Rcckland Methodist minister cpZ?n<Lhutlt?hW7k <Jar™’d on i]1
committee and urge a plank which
the Maine Coast, having been built
office,
or
mail
a
card.
The
paper
recently talked to the brethren on “"h,001® by the lofal copter of the
would permit states that want to be
Tlie best selection and service in 1838. and is the third light station
“Simmon Follies." It might have I
de;
will follow wherever you go, and
wet to be w’et, and states that wish to
on the Maine Coast to have a radio
serves
much
credit.
A
summary
of
will
stop
on
notice
when
you
ar

remain dry to do so, either with or
beacon installed.
been more exciting had it been “Ziegthis year's examinations follow’s •
rive home. There will be no
without federal support in enforce
Portland Lightship and Mount
feld Follies.”—Lewiston Journal.
ROCKLAND, ME.
44to45$».
ROY MOULTON
Number of pupils examined, 1913;
charge.
ment. But in the wet states the
Desert Rock Lighthouse already have
There speaks a frivolous mind.
28-tf
•t»thAvs^N,Y,
number witli defects, 1058; number
saloon would be banned by law.
such aids to navigation.

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

Covered All Over in Genuine 100% Angora Mohair

PROGRESS OF CITY SCHOOLS

G0 FORWARD WITH CONFIDENCE

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

R--A--D--I--O--S

House-Sherman, Inc.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Littlefield as salesman. It is synony
mous with the Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana.
Mr. Robinson, who did the demonstrating Wednesday night, has been
nine yearg Iubricating engineer for
the Mexican Petroleum Corporation,
and nrior to that was with the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
In his audience were about 50 perwho are keenly interested in the
subject of motor oils. A tasty buffet
'unch was served after the demonstration.

HE ANALYZED THEM

Lent ends this noon.

An Easter ball will be held Monday
night in Temple hall.

W. G. Robinson, Lubricating
r-Engineer, s'Gives Den
Demonstration In Motor Oils

March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—Thomaston town meeting.
Speaking of old geographies—Mrs.
March 28-31-Farm and Home Week at Henry G Walj has one datcd 1838.
Orono.
17
March 28—Easter ball at Temple hall.
There will be a children’s matinee
March 29-30—Democratic Slate Con
vention ln Portland.
Tuesday at 4 o'clock at Park Theatre.
March 31—Republican State Conven______
tloh in Portland.
I
_
. ,
_ . .
March 31—Rockport—Musical enterThe Sunshine Society will meet at
talnment at Town nan by scnool pupns. the club room, 447 Main street MonAprtl 1—P H. S. Minstrel Show.
1
April 1—Student Day program of Ru day afternoon.
binstein Club.
April 4 — Thomaston — Williams- Bra
Edward C. Powell of Community
sier Post minstrel show.
Sweet Shop is convalescing from a
• April 4- Monthly meeting of City Gov
severe grippe attack.
ernment.
April 6—Special meeting of Garden
Club. Dr. Watson speaker.
Mrs. Florence F. Ellis yesterday
April 7—Relief Corps play, a mock moved to one of the Talbot apart
wedding.
April 7—Camden—Annual ball of Cam ments, School street.
den lire denartment at the opera house
April 8—Bates College Glee Club at
Mrs. Anne Snow and Mrs. Myra
High School auditorium
’76.” by Watts will be in charge of the supper
April 14—Cantata. "Spirit
at Legion hall tonight from 5 to 7.
pupils of Junior High School.
April 18—Boy Scout Rally at R. H. S.
8.
auditorium.
The next meeting of the Baptist
April 19—Patriot's Day.

Men’s League will be held Thursday,
April 21, the usual “third Wednes
day” having been definitely aban
doned in favor of the third Thursday.
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F.very-Other-Day

_____
W. C. Robinson, lubricating engineer for the Mexican Petroleum Cort poration, gave a very interesting and
i he'pful demonstration and lecture
Wednesday evening at the Thorndike
grill, when different grades and kinds
of motor oils were analyzed. Various
Latest reports show that peace is
types of crude oil and refining
methods were discussed and demon still raging in the Far East.—Judge.
strated as to quality or motor oil pro
duced from each, and there were
comparisons which showed interest
ing, not to say surprising results.
T’.'ie motor public had heard a
great deal about these oils, but this
SERVICE & REPAIRS
was their first opportunity to see
them demonstrated, and they found
all makes of sets
no occasion for disappointment.
The Mexican Petroleum Corpora
R. W. TYLER
tion has its representative here in
PIIONE 58-23
the Pan-Am, conducted by Raymond
E. Thurston as agent and George E.

RADIO

Rejoice! Rejoices

sessional “O Day of Resurrection,"
Who can but sing, when God displays
Times change, and with them the i
tn anthem, “The Light Along The
The love that all our fear allays;
thoughts of men; but there is an |
When he who died on Calvary,
Ages” and as a Recessional “Jesus
Rose
from
the
dead
that
we
might
see
ever-present evidence of Easter. It
Christ Is Risen Today.” Margaret
The Destiny our faith portrays—
McMillan will play as a violin solo,
tells us that the soul of man is
Rejoice! Rejoice!
Henry Felton Husc.
“Serenade,” by Widor; Muriel Mc
eternal. Tomorrow Easter Sunday j
North Haven, Me.
Phee, Vieno Kangas and Jane Welch
will be observed in all our churches, |
will sing the trio “Long Ago the
Ex-service men eligible to the pro ar.d services of particular signifi
Lilies Faded." and the boys' chorus
posed Veterans of Foreign Wars or
will present “ 'Twas a Bluebird Told
ganization are asked to meet at 360 cance will be conducted, embellished j-------Main street over Newberry's, April 3 with musical programs of high order, i sanna ■ by Granier. Mrs. E. F. Tribulation—Is the World Now En- the Story.” There will also be a
at 2 p. m., and to take their discharge all planned to convey the ever-beau-' Berry at the organ will give these taring that Period?” S. T. Constan- candle lighting ceremony, and Easter
hymns will be sung by the entire
WEATHER
papers.
1 numbers: .....................
— tine, con
tenor, will be guest soloist.
Prelude. "Andante
tiful message.
church school.'
moto in F major,” by Guilmant; ofWhen Easter falls as this year on
At 3.30 p m.. a vesper service of
The automobile registration bu
, ... , fertory. “Spring Song,” by Men- Pratt Memorial Methodist Episcopal music will be offered by the quartet
an earlv date, up here in the northpostiude “March in D”
wert corner of the States we never reau which has been located at the First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Charles , dels;ohnj
Church,
Rev.
II.
H.
Marr pastor
and Immanuel Choir, assisted by sev
MacDonald pastor
by Guilmant. Following the sermon
kr.ow just what to expect in the way State Police headquarters, Main
The services of the day open at 7
The chorus choir, directed by Carl j the Lord's supper will be adminis- o’clcck when a sunrise service will be eral local singers, and Miss Bertha I.
of weather. The ground has been and James streets, will be removed,
Luce, violinist. Miss Adelaide E.
covered with snow the greater part probably April 4, to the Central Fredrickson, tenor, will have as so- ■ tered and the new members, received. held by the Epworth League, follow- Cross will direct the chorus and Miss
of this Easter week. The weather Maine building, Union and Willow loists Mrs. Mildred Havener, soprano, church school at the usual hour, and I ln an established custom. Dr. H V. Stahl will be at the organ. The pro
Miss Gladys Grant, contralto; and comrades of the Way at 6 p. m.
1 Tweedie will be the leader. This
man thinks tomorrow will be a fair streets.
gram:
« • » ♦
Charles Wilson baritone; with Miss
spring day, but there are several ifs
service takes the place of the regu Violin and organ—Agnus Dei ........ Bizet
Mrs.
Sidney
M.
Oxton
is
lamenting
Bertha
Luce
of
Thomaston,
violinSt
.
Peter's
Episcopal
Church,
Rev.
E.
lar
„
m
maetin
which
will
in his prediction. Yesterday was
Miss Luce, Miss Stahl
rv nwtlCT
I
1
artist. Aire
Mrs. SJS. T.
O. IT
Kenyon rector
fine, 38 at r.oon; today is warm and the death of Ooldy, a lovely canary, ist, r.as„ „assisting
solo—With Verdure Clad, from
omitted. For the morning service at Soprano
which
for
nearly
nine
years
had
been
“
The
Creation"
............................ Haydn
Constantine will be at the organ and
overcast, looking as if showers were
The celebration of the Queen of 10.30 Mr. Marr will preach on "The
of the Haydn Bl-centenin the effing. Wind is southwest, 10 a source of enjoyment to the family. Miss Edna Gregory at the piano. Feasts of the church year will begin | Risen Christ." The musical program (In observance
nlal falling on March 31, 1932)
Dicky, a joyous singer, is still a happy The musical numbers for the morn
o'clock temperature 44.
Miss Cross
with the first, vespers of Easter and will be:
member of the family, doing his best ing service at 10.30 include:
Violin
—Rienzi’s Prayer .............. Wagner
lighting of the Paschal candles at Organ voluntary—Hallelujah Chorus ....
to
console
them
for
the
loss
of
Goldy
Miss Luce
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett enters the
Prelude—Trio for organ, piano and violin 4.30 Saturday afternoon. On Easter
...................... -............................. Handel Cantata—Immortality ..... R. M. Stults
Anthem—Come, Sing We Loud Hosan Day there will be a celebration of the
employ of Senter Crane Company
Miss Carol Gardner
Part I—The Prophecies
New car deliveries by Sea View Ga
nah ..... .<....................................... Spence
Duet—The Lord Arose
Chorus—O Clap Your Hands. All Ye
Monday.
rage this week include: C. B. Doyle, Baritone solo—The Resurrection. Shelley holy communion at 7.30, a solemn Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Miss Helen Mattson
People
Mr. Wilson
celebration of the holy eucharist and Offertory—Easter Morning .......... Mailing Tenor solo—God Will Redeem My Soul
Bath,
l
’
/4
ton
truck;
Mrs.
Nellie
Organ offertory—The Break of Dawn
Mrs. Miles Haskell is recovering
Miss Gardner
Chorus—Therefore. My Heart Is Glad
sermon
at
10.30.
In
the
afternoon
Merrill,
formerly
of
Rockland,
de

Violin—Consolation .......................... Liszt
Began to Dawn. Vincent Bass solo—Thou Wilt Not Leave My Soul
from a badly lamed ankle, caused by
there will be adoration of the blessed Anthem—As ItChorus
Miss Luce
luxe coach; Leland Beal, Spruce
Choir
Bass and tenor duet—Thou Wilt Show
a fall several weeks ago.
Anthem
—
In
the
End
of
the
Sabbath
sacrament,
at
which
time
children
AnthemHosanna
........ Granler-Adams
Me the Path of Life
Head, coupe; Theodore Cyr, North
Choir
Soprano solo—The Right Hand of the
Organ
—
Postiude
—
Postlude
in
B
flaC°Page
of
the
parish
school
present
their
Haven,
sport
roadster;
Ronald
Lord,
Postlude
—
Rellglopo
................
,
.......................
Thc Thrift Shop, which closes to
Lord Is Exalted
........................... Goltcrman-Westbrook Quartet—I Know That My Redeemer
Mr. MacDonald will have as the
night, will be open this afternoon city, coach and Charles E. Linscott
coach.
Liveth
subject
of
his
morning
sermon
"All
T
f
?"
^h
e
children
will
be
held
The
choir
will
be
directed
by
Mrs.
from 2 to 4 and this evening from
Organ offertory—Chant Seraphlque ........
Church school at noon and j U^erc.^?ft afte,r th<7,seSvic^.
_,,, Marr There will also be reception
Hail.
7 to 9.
...................................................
Guilmant
One of the most striking motion the Christian Endeavor meeting at1 The liturgical music for Easter will of probationers and members.
Miss Stahl
pictures which Rockland will see this
be the lovely plainsong of the Missa
The evening service at 7.15 will be
Mrs. H. Pearl Studley of Park year is “The Shanghai Express” 6 p. m.
II—The Resurrection
The boys will sing the devoted to an Easter concert by thc Women'sPartvoices
—Now Upon the First
At the evening service at 7.15 Mr. Marialis.
.
......
street, slipped on the ice Thursday, showing today at Strand Theatre
®
That
i
K
y
rle
Antiphonly
with
the
whole
Day
primary and junior departments of Chorus—And They Found the Stone
tearing the ligaments in her left with Marlene Dietrich and Clive MacDonald will preach on
------ , .
„ ....._ ... . ..
Stone."
Mrs.
Constantine
’
s
numbers
5
el1
L*
1
,
e
i
ankle badly.
Rolled Away
Brook in the leading roles. All of the will be “The Heavens Are Telling," fw the Benedictus and the Agnus Dei the church schcol under the direc Soprano
and tenor recitative
tion of the department superintend
action takes place in or near the ex
Soprano
solo—chorus and obligato—They
"Tho erooHon” hv Havdn- The offertory will be the lovely
Mrs .May Cross will act as hostess press train and is highly dramatic
Easter Jov,' 5 Lawrence, and | ^ench /5th century Plainsong carol ents. Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. Henry
Hrfve Taken Away My Lord
for the card party to be given Tues You’ll see wonderful acting.
deRochement.
Tenor and bass duet—And It Came To
“Christ
Chvicl the
tho Lord
Tnrd is
ic Risen
Picon Today,
Tndav ”
” by
hv
O Fllll et Fllae,
bV Jean T1S..Cday evening by Auxiliary of the Sons
Pass
'
rand
d.
1494.
the
music
a
Sciesmes
Chorus and soprano and alto duet—Why
of Union Veterans.
“Summer in New England' is the Ashford, while the choir will sing the version. Mode III.
Universalist
Church,
Rev.
George
H.
Seek Ye the Living
anthems. “Christ Our Passover," by
Chorale—Quartet—Angels Roll the Rock
Welch pastor
....
Mrs. George L. St. Clair is chair injunction on the beautifully colored Nevin, and “I Am He That Liveth,”
Away
Part III—Life Forevermore
man of the cafeteria supper being cover of a booklet issued by the Bos by Fischer, There w’ill also be an First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Mr. Welch has chosen for the
i
Tenor
solo and male quartet—I Am the
given tonight from 5 to 7 in the Uni- ton & Maine Railroad. The colors Easter sing under the direction of
topic of his sermon for the morning
Readers,
Mrs.
Edith
Fischer
and
Resurrection and the Life
may
be
a
bit
gorgeous
for
some
of
the
vcrralist vestry under thc auspices of
; Chorus—Behold I Show You a Mystery
Mrs. Helen Cross; organist, Mrs. service at 10.45 “The Resurrection
States but we live up to them Mr. Fredrickson to embrace many
Groups 7 and 8.
and The Life.” Claremont Com- I Chorus—O Death Where Is Thy Sting
Frank D. Rowe
here in Maine. The booklet is of the lovely Easter hymns, and there
Finale—The Heavens Arc Telling, from
will be a baptism of new members.
While this church makes no special mandery, K.T., will be a special
“The Creation” ............................ Haydn
The Universalist Church observed valuable as a directory besides
♦
♦
♦
•
gutst
at
tills
service.
Music
by
the
Chorus, organ and violin
observance cf Easter, Mrs. Damie
Holy Communion Thursday evening, spreading the advantages which the
quartet
composed
of
Mrs.
E.
R.
The chorus will include: Sopranos,
Gardner will offer as a solo the
when 10 persons were taken into New England States possess for all St. Bernard’s Catholic Church. Rev. Rose
Veazie, soprano; Mrs. W. E. Morgan Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Mrs. Florence Mc
J.
Flynn priest. Rev- Joseph beautiful number “O Hear Ye, Israel” contralto;
membership. The beautiful service tourists.
Chester Wyllie, tenor; and Millan, Mrs. K. B. Crie, Miss Mabel
by
Dudley
Buck.
O'Gara
curate
was interspersed with the singing of
John Robinson, bass; and the Im F. Lamb. Mrs. Susie Davis, Miss Ruth
R.
E.
Skipton,
associate
architect
Easter and communion hymns.
At the first morning service at 8
manuel Choir, with Miss Margaret Davis, Mrs. P. P. Bicknell, Mrs. R.
of the Treasury Department has
o'clock children of thc parish will Littlefield Memorial Church, Rev. I.. G. Stahl at the organ, will consist of C. Wentworth, Mrs. John H. McLoon,
been
in
the
city
this
week
gathering
Hugh B. Snow left Wednesday for
sing Faster hymns. At 10.45 the
G. Perry pastor, assisted by Evan these numbers:
Miss Hazel Keller, Miss Dorothy
Searsport to join the Steamship Mal- the necessary data for the proposed Mass of the Sacred Heart will be
gelist B. C. Bubar
Prelude—Easter Morning ........... Mailing Dimick, Miss Evelyn Morse, Miss
annex
to
the
Rockland
Postoffice
tern cn which he will be a part of the
sung
by
the
choir,
with
“
Regina
Stahl
Sibyl Jones, Miss Margaret Sim
The sermon at this church at the Solo--There Is Miss
steward's department. The steamer The government had planned
No Death ............. O’Hara
Coelis" as the offertory. The usual
mons and Mrs. C. A. Palmer; con
Mr. Wyllie
goes to New York and probably into brick addition with granite trim ben-'diction
service
will
take
Dlaee
mornin
«
service
at
10
30
wiU
be
de
‘
mings, but Mr. Skipton found intense oen.aicnon service win take piaee liv red bv Mr Bubar who wiU bave Anthem—The Resurrection Morn .......... traltos. Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Mrs. Vic
Southern waters later.
Galbraith... tor Atwood, Mrs. C. W. Lowe. Miss
opposition to thus spoiling the ap at 7 p. m.
as his subject: “Did Jesus Christ ..................................................
....-...........
Quartet
* * ♦ »
Really Rise from the Grave, or Was Anthem—The Magdalene ........... Warren Mary Bird, Miss Hope Greenhalgh,
Leo Howard is in Boston for a few pearance of our handsome federal
Immanuel Choir
Mrs. E. F. Berry. Mrs. Nettie Bird
days to attend an audition of sound building, and the matter is in abey Congregational Churrh, Rev. Walter His Body Stolen?” Musical numbers
S. Rounds pastor
films
portraying
the
complete ance until the custodian, Edward R.
will be the anthems “The Wondrous Offertory—Echoes of Spring .......... Frlml Frost, Mrs. Robert Snow and Miss
Veazie
can
present
figures
as
to
the
modern process of thc manufacture
At the morning service at 10.30 Mr Cross" and “He Is Risen,” by the Postlude—Triumphal March .... Guilmant Katherine Keating, tenors, Chester
Miss Stahl
Wyllie, E. R. Veazie, John Black, R.
of window, plate and laminated probable cost of a granite annex in Rounds has selected as the subject! choir; solo. Bright Dawn at Easter,
keeping
with
the
existing
structure.
rla°“ sponsored by the Boston Plate
of his sermon “That Ye Might Have by Mrs. Evelyn Hart, and a piano
At the church school a special C. Perry, Almon B. Cooper, Almon
& Window Glass Co., at thc Lan
Life.” The Pilgrim Choir, under the solo by Howard Chase. The evening Ea ter service will be conducted fea Richardson; bass, John Robinson,
The Boys’ and Girls’ Glee Clubs of direction of Marshall Bradford will service will be opened with a big sing turing a musical program arranged John H.' McLoon, Frank Tibbetts,
caster Thtatrc.
Jiinior High School, under the direc sing the anthems, “Alleluia. Death Is , led by Evangelist Bubar, who .will by Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, director. Charles Wilson. Ross McKinney, K.
At thc meeting of thc Speech tion of Miss Elizabeth Hagar, depart Conquered," by Tompkins, and “Ho- deliver a sermon on "The Great The Junior Choir will sing as a Pro- 1 B. Crie and E. F. Berry.
Readers Club Wednesday afternoon mental music supervisor, are to pre
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown conducted sent the patriotic cantata “The Spirit
DIED
V. F. Studley, real estate dealer.
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer
the lesson, with Mrs. J. C. Hill in of 76,” by Ira B. Wilson, in the High
charge of practice for the Interstate School auditorium Thursday evening. has recently sold the following: Block Camp, S. of V.»observed its second i storer—At Waldoboro, March 22, Ada
E.
Storer,
aged
78 veara,
lipreading tournament. The club April 14, as an observance of the farm, Thomaston, to Walter Maurer; anniversary Wednesday evening at
—At Rockland. March 26, Fred H.
REAL ESTATE
sent out Faster greetings to members George Washington Bicentennial. Archibald farm, Cushing, to Lawrence the Legion hall. C. F. Snow was the BURNS
Burns oi Vinalhaven. Burial at Vinal
The cantata will be augmented by Harper; Maxcv Gas Station. Thom
who are shut-ins or ill.
haven.
other features, including dances, or aston, to Chester Allen; and the 1 speaker, relating his experiences while ROWELL—At South Thomatton, March
TRANSACTIONS
25, Warren R. Rowell, aged 76 years, 1
The Junior Y.P.C.U. of the Univcr chestral numbers, etc. Miss Hagar's Stover house on Broadway to Carl j in thc service. He was introuuceti by
work
-in
music
with
Junior
High
month,
6
days.
Funeral
Monday
at
2
Mrs.
Ella
Hyland,
the
president.
E.
Benson.
salist Church is to hold an Easter
"/*V7*V7»W
o’clock from Burpee parlors.
I'________________________________
This music program, in charge of
sunrise service at the church temor pupils is recognized as being most
WHEELER—At Rockland, March 24,
efficient,
which
guarantees
an
enter

Mrs.
Eliza
Plummer,
was
given:
row at 7.30. Mrs. E. L. Toner and
Rockland High School is a busy .
.
Hattie E., wife of Gardner Wheeler,
Chester E. McIntyre of Warren
Miss Evelyn Sherer, directors, will tainment of high order.
place these days. Special talent from Trumpet and piano selection, Marion
aged 70 years, 9 months. 23 days. Fu sold land and buildings In Warren to
neral
Sunday
at
2
o
’
clock
from
Bur

be assisted bv Rev. and Mrs. George
the four classes is rehearsing for a ,and Dorothy Harvie; solo, Ruth
Edgar J. Smith of Rockport.
pee parlors.
A special feature of Easter Sunday minstrel show to be presented April 1 ®cwa ’ P^ano and mandolins, Alta
H. Welch and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth.
I Agnes E. Benner and Etta V.
DONOHUE
—
At
New
Brighton.
N
Y„
will
be
the
vesper
service
of
music
to
Dimick,
Doris
Hyler
and
Dorothy
The service will be followed by an
1. It is being coached by Miss Ade
March 22„ John Donohue, aged 78 Bracey of Camden sold land ln CamEaster breakfast prepared by the be given at the Universalist Church laide Cross, assisted by Mrs. Char Dimick; reading, Frances Young;
years, 11 months 19 days.
I den to Frank J. Blood and Wealtha
at
3.30,
under
the
direction
of
Group
mothers of the youthful members of
lotte Jackson, Proceeds "go to "the Pled3e t0 the Flag- assembly; solo.
’ E. Blood of Camden.
6.
Mrs.
Gladys
Morgan,
chairman.
Ruth Scwall; trumpet and piano
the Union.
Wilson B. Keene of Montclair,
The quartet and Immanuel Choir, junior class.
Harvey Sisters. The program was
N. J., sold land in Rockland to Joseph
SERMONETTE
Mrs. Carolyn Stewart was initiat with Miss Margaret G. Stahl at the
closed by the singing of America.
W. Robinson of Rockland.
The Katahdin Mountaineers which Refreshments were served by Mrs
ed into membership at tho meeting organ, will be augmented by several
Lottie M. Hamblen of Rcckport
The
Master
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs local singers. Miss Adelaide E. Cross have been engaged as- a special at Myra Watts and committee. Special
sold land in Rockport to Lawrence
day evening. Supper was served director, in presenting Stults' melodi traction at Park Theatre for next guests were Col. F. S. Philbrick and
Ye call me Master: and ye say well;
W. Miller of Rockport.
for so I am.—Jesus Christ.
under the direction of Mrs. Bertha ous cantata "Immortality” and two Wednesday and Thursday will give | c t j A Huntley of the G.A.R :
Emma L. Robbins of Rcckland sold
Higgins, Miss Etta Blackington and numbers from "The Creation," the a 15-minute entertainment at the department commander Stockwell of
He was master of life, of his
to Mab"lle A. Beaton of Rockland
___ “The Heavens Are Telling , Lions Club luncheon Wednesday. the Spanish War Veterans, and Mrs. own life and of all lives. He was
Miss Annie Mullen. The afternoon chorus
was devoted to sewing for the Red and soprano solo “With Verdure j -phis feature will doubtless bring the Stockwell of Camden; E. Howard master of things. “All things were i lot of land situated in Rockland.
Stella Thurber of Melbourne, Aus
Cress. Plans for the mock wedding Clad," by Miss Cross, as an observ junglemen out in force.
Crockett, commander of Raipn made by him and without him tralia, sold land and buildings in
to be presented Apri: 7, were dis ance of the Haydn bi-centennial.
Ulmer Camp; Mrs. Fred Achorn, de was not anything made that was
Rockland to Ardrey E. Orff of Rcck
Miss Bertha I. Luce of Thomaston,
cussed.
Charles E. Linscott former warden
land.
violinist, will bb featured in solos. of the Maine State Prison, has leased partment president of Auxiliary of made."
Sens of Union Veterans; Mrs. Eliza
He was master of the elements.
Agnes Thurber and Ella Thurber,
Albert McCarty who is home from The public is invited.
apartments in The Bicknell and will beth Barton, president of Edwin
Peace, be still." “Who is this that
Holy Cress, Worcester, Mass., for tlie
take possession next week. Mr. Lin- Libby
___ _________
_______
___
_ Snow, even the wind and sea obey him?" both of Campbello, Canada, sold land
Relief
Corps;
Mrs.
Anne
Miss Marjorie Hupper has gone to rcott and the members of his familv | !e?ent of Lady Knox Chapter, DAA'
with buildings in Rockland to Ard
Easter recess, received his ranking
rey E. Orff of Rcckland.
He was master of circumstances.
notification Thursday, containing in Farmington where she is to be in the made many friends in Knox County ar.d Mrs. Ella Hyland, president of
Fred W. Pierce of South Thomas
formation that he is on the honor laboratory of the Farmington Hospi during his incumbency of the war- the Auxiliary ,of Winslow-Holbrook In his hours of trial he was mas
ton sold land and buildings in S^uth
roll. ■ This.is particularly gratifying tal. This hospital is one of the in denship. and Rockland cordially wel Post, A.L., Mrs. Snow and Mrs. Hy ter of Caiaphas, of Herod and of
Thomaston to Ethel R. Borgerson of
in view of the fact that Mr. Mc stitutions built from the Common comes them as residents.
land also members of Ralph Ulmer Pilate. They are only remem
Rcckland.
bered because of their brief con
Carty was absent at two periods of wealth Fund said to be in the neigh
Camp
Auxiliary.
Eastern Realty, Ire., of Rockland,
some duration due to illness; also borhood of $40,000,000. Each town or
tact with him.
This is the closing day of the high
sold land with building in Rockland
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The Downyflake doughnut shop, of
which Mont P. Trainer is proprietor
has moved into the Park Theatre
annex. Mrs. Carolyn Sherer Swett’s
real estate office is also now located
there.

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”
YOUNCr (Wl.WlAY 3
DOtf-T \OU WE.fYR.flt
COPrt rn' rfilllENS
IN TWS COLD WEAIrer?
s------------ ------------

OW I donT hrve
TO WO-RRN,LRDV

WE'RE FVUE
HEftVILN INSURED.'

A'NT ANNA SEZ
“The best insurance against your home be
coming tiresome or unattractive ts to oc
casionally change thc scheme of decoration
with new home furnishings from Studlev’s.”
She sez that store has the best values in
Rockland.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE

HOME

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND,MAINE

61 PARK ST-

DO IT NOW
DON’T WAIT ANOTHER YEAR
You know how you and your good wife have dreamed
that “some time" you would improve your home. Perhaps
it’s a new bath room you want, or some hard wood floors
and electric lights, or thc piazza glassed in and thc house
newly painted, and happy thought, an oil burner! We can
help you make these dreams come true.

Thc cost will he small monthly payments spread over
several year:, or it may be repaid at any time. Come and
see us about it.

ROCKLAND 10111«DUILDIIC ISSN.
37Stf

TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real
Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre
paring to serve Tax Liens under Section 28, Chapter
14, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax
payers, I hope all who can, will make arrangements
to pay taxes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.

C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.
25S37

....

WEEK=END
SALE
FRIDAY «SATURDAY SPECIALS
P. & G. NAPHTHA SOAP,

2 cakes

TABLE OIL CLOTH, yard

.05
.15

OIL CLOTH TABLE COVERS, each .20

RAYON UNDERWEAR, per garment .10

FOR SALE

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

E. B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1 Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE
37‘lt

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiii

HEART OF
THE NORTH
B,
William Bqron Mowari)
(WNU Service)
Copyright by William Byron Mowery

Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll
THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Six bxndlts come
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry in
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmomun.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounten,
draws his gun ln the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
rufflans. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.

CHAPTER
II.—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime ^to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after tlie bandits ln the
hig police launch with the corporal
and four constables.
CHAPTER
III—Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in the care of Alan’s
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan ls alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
is thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him: then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage ls not definitely
certain.

CHAPTER III, CONTINUED

month after month Joyce had
waited for word of his marriage.
The word had not come. She won
dered, . . . What was causing this
long delay? She eonld only guess
at possibilities, hut diirint the
lengthening months the belief had
been born in her that something
had arisen as a harrier to the mar
riage and that the engagement
might be broken off.
When she thought of ail these
things and remembered how Inti
mate and comradely she and AJan
had been to one another, Joyce
could not kill her lingering hope.
As she stood there on the planking
now, awaiting the patrol, with her
heart thumping at the prospect of
seeing Alan and talking to him
once more, she knew that tonight
she would come a little closer to
discovering whether her wild
guesses were truth or only wishful
hoping.
Down the river a great yellow
eye Winked through the trees.
Swinging around a bend, it played
up across the water. In a few mo
ments more it picked her out, there
on the landing; and Joyce stood
bathed in the Winding shaft of the
launch's searchlight. The craft
came on and on until hy shielding
her eyes she distinguished its out
line and caught the glitter of rifle
steel.
The engine ceased. Skillfully,
gently, the launch nosed in toward
the landing. A figure stepped past
the searchlight and stood holding
the painter on the half-deck of
the bow; and Joyce knew then, her
eyes seeing only him, that Alan
Baker led this patrol.
Joyce tried to welcome him calm
ly, but ln that moment she was
thankful for the deep twilight, and
she stepped back a little, where the
shadows of a low-sweeping balsam
veiled her face. About the only
rag of pride left to her tuns the
fact that Alan Baker did not know
or remotely guess her heart toward
him.
With hls first question, after
their warm handclasp, he asked
her;
“Has anybody passed here lately,
Joyce?”
“Not that T’ve seen. Nobody In
the last four days."
“But surely they did! Were you
here all day?"
Joyce noticed then a tantness In
hls voice, and she saw he had
brought five men with him on this
patrol. It was no routine work
no ordinary pursuit, this time.
She answered: “I was out
hunting this morning, and I slept
a couple of hours this afternoon.
They might have passed then. But
they couldn’t have gone by while I
was here and awake.”
“What time were you asleep this
afternoon. Joyce?"
“I can’t exactly. . . . our clock
Isn’t. . . . Probably from about
four till six.”
Alan half-turned to Hardsock.
“Bill, you heard what Joyce said?
They couldn’t have reached here
this' morning, so they must have
passed here after four. We're
nearer up with them than I figured.
We'd better stay here till the deep
dark breaks. At night this way
we can’t sight those men on ahead.
They'd hear the launch coming and
dodge aside into some creek.”
He turned again to her. "If It
won’t be Imposing, Joyce, will you
give us a bite to eat and some
coffee?”
Imposing—an hour of his com
pany, setting a meal for him, learn
ing the truth of his relations with
Elizabeth! But she merely nodded
and invited the patrol up to the
trading store.
Ahead of the men the two of
them went up the path together.
Alan shielding her from the brush
overgrowing tbe trail; and as they
went he told her briefly of the rob
bery, the murder, the escape up
the Alooska.
The news fairly stunned Joyce
as It had him when Bill reported.
And with her there was an added
reason, a reason that struck" her
with sudden fear. Before Alan fin
ished, she was grasping his arm in
trembling fright.
“My dad! He’s on northeast, up
river—up there somewhere! He’s
bringing down some furs. Alan I
jyhat if he runs into these meni”

Every-Other-Day'
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evening
at
her
home,
the
occasion
USUal 5 3° Sdpper Thursday at the ^rpllwPover all Liabilities. 1WX) 000 00
SOUTH WALDOBORO
I being her 11th birthdav anniversary. at the Sunday school hour. 11.45; the, Hayden as president of the Common vestry. The housekeepers were Mrs. I Market Values as ol Dec.
Epworth League service will be omit- , council. Subsequently a writ of J. H. Carver, Mrs. Franl: Mullen, J 31, 1931 ................................. 566.253 25
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of Games were played and refreshments ted; at 7. Easter concert, followed by mandamus was necessary to get a
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. were served, and the young folks en a pageant “The Sign Will Be Given;' joint convention of the two boards Mrs. Guy Peaslee and Mrs. Frank Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,498,269 75
Winslow.
joyed a very pleasant evening. Elinor
C. F. Jackson.
31-8-37
Ladies' Aid Wednesday afternoon; for the election of city official;.
At the last Girl Scout meeting Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Shuman, Mrs. was presented several nice gifts. piayer meeting Thursday evening.
Rockland's
ice
bound
harbor
was
Victor Shields gave an excellent talk |
Ernest Robinson and Mrs. C. F. Jack- Thc’e present included Margaret
a reminder that winter had not on First Aid.
son called on Mrs. Amanda Winslow Stanley, Phyllis Stanley, Morris
,
broken.
Celeste Carver arrived Friday '
Stanley, Madeline Stanley, Flora
SOUTH THOMASTON
in Warren, Sunday.
Horsemen were elated over the an from Bates College for the Easter va
Mrs. Dan Giroux and son Paul Bridges Lamson Bridges. Maxine
nouncement that Knox Trotting cation.
have returned to their home in Sprague Avis Sprague. Charlotte
Village schools will reopen April 4 pa,k was to be reopened for a Fourth
The Weary Club met at the home j
Waterville.
Matthews. Lewis Bridges. Lurla Kent.
of Mrs. Bert Robbins Monday for i Now is the time to cull your flocks.
of July celebration.
Rev and Mrs. T. H. Fernaid and . Norman Stinson. George Moulton Jr., after three weeks vacation.
With the low price of eggs you can’t
The annual town meeting was held
Miss Mildred Clark completed her an all-day session. The day was
Mrs Edna Turner attended the Bvron Carter, Fdith Staple.s. Mrs.
afford to keep “boarders."
funeral of Irvin Mank in North Wal- Cora Page and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Monday and appeared to be a cut duties as director of the Baptist spent in sewing patchwork for-a quilt 1
and dried affair and contrary to Choral Association.
to be put on sale later, and the eve- !
For highest prices call or write
doboro Monday.
Staples.
most expectations no verbal firePrize winners in the baby show ning was enjoyed in playing 63. The
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and daugh....
COHEN BROTHERS
works were exhibited. No heart sponsored bv the Rockland food fair guests left late and carried with them [
ter Gloria spent the week with her •
School Notes
failures were observed because of were Grace M Robbins. Raymond O. memories of a pleasant and profit- ;
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
sister Miss Evelyn Genthner, R. N„ in
schools closed Friday for a period "retrenchment cuts in appropria- perry £ari q Perry, Adelaide Shep- able day, also attractive souvenirs!
Trucks
will be in Warren all
Port-land.
twn wp°ks
as apparently these had been ^ertj Mary C. Jameson, Charles from the hostess.
winter
Alfred Shuman and children and
Orammar room: The following tions.
Reuben
Carver
returned
Wednes

9Th-tf
Reddington Shuman of Portland were pupUs haying maintained an average previously agreed upon by interested Cables Marlon r. sleeper and day from Northeast Harbor.
parties. Any personal animosities 1 paunne Sherman.
at S. J. Burrows Sunday
of ovcr
jn technical music will fizzed out harmlessly and a record
Mrs.
George
Strachan
entertained
william M. Crockett went to New
Mrs. Edith Dingle of Malden, Mass., be excused from that branch of reci' crowd was in attendance.
the Rainbow Club Friday night at
York as assistant manager of the her home.
is visiting at S. J. Burrows’.
, tation during the spring term; Lewis
All Masons are asked to be present wind£or
Mrs. Nellie Wallace visited her ______
_ __
_____
Mrs. Fred Lawry was a Rockland
/oenJ
1 The Eastern Steamship’s new tur- visitor Thursday.
daughter Mrs. Sidney Carter in Bridges. Iawrence Orcutt, George W.M. Ralph U. Clark 28
For Reliable and Complete Elec
of Rockland bing
Camden was launched
Miss Alice Creed returned Thurs- |
Friendship last week.
Moulton, Bvron Carter, Merrill Or- n charge the annual inspection will from the Bath Iron Works the craft
trical Service of Any Kind
day from Stoughton, Mass., where
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Studley and cuR Maxine SpragU". Lurla Kent,
First
Class Work at Fair Pricea
.
u
u
«
,
!
being
christened
by
Miss
Martha
she
has
been
the
guest
of
her
sister
Kenneth Winchenbach of West War- Margaret Stanley.—Winners in the
South Thomaston should feel very
8 daughter of Governor William
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
Inc.
Mrs.
Percy
Spear
for
some
time.
ren were at Delbert Winchenbach s Speiunr contest were Hugh Stanley proud of Miss Marion Rackliff whose
*
direcU)rs
585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine
Mrs. Elmer Simmers was hostess to
Sunday.
and Phyllis Stanley.—Those not ab- achievements have been so good durelected
Established 1920
“The Pals" Wednesday at her home.
------------------sent cr tardv for the winter term: mg her hree years in Rockland High
Company. U.R. K. of P.
Mrs. Jennie Patterson returned
Telephone 721
WHITF HFAP
Norman Stinson. Lewis Bridges, School that she Is to graduate in
y was playing first rush Thursday from a few weeks' stay in
23-tf
Keeper and Mrs A. J. Beale of the Maxine Sprague, Avis Sprague, Hugh June, the first pupil of that school to ,
..
.....
, . .. .
1 for the Sharon (Ohio) roller polo Boston and Rockland.
Light and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulk- Stanlev. I urla Kent.—On the honor accomplish
the work m that time.
Funeral services for Capt. Win
ingham of the coast guard were in! roll: Phyllis Stanley, Flora Bridges, Miss Rackliff is also in line for an
'
....
throp P. Greenlaw were held at 7.45
Rockland Monday for the day.
Madeline Stanley, Lewis Bridges, honor part. She is the daughter of
Thursday morning at the home, Rev.
L. B. Beale has a new 1932 Chevro- 1 Norman Stinson, Lawrence Orcutt, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Rackliff and is I These births were recorded:
Stonington. Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Clifford, pastor of Union Church
let coupe.
i George Moulton. Effie Turner. By- 17 years of age.
officiating. Capt. Greenlaw had been
Carl Newcomb. Mr. Bridges. Gil- , ron Carter, Margaret Stanley, Maxine
Mrs. Edw. Hopkins entertained at 1 Fred T. Simpson, a daughter, Vir a resident of this town for the past $ EMBALMING!
man Ramsdell,________
coast guard- telephone
, Sprague. Merrill Orcutt, Lurla Kent, cards Tuesday night in honor of her 1 ginia Grindle.
____________
.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 18, to Mr. and ten years. He was bom at Stoning MOVQR AMBUIANO
men, have been here recently repair- F’inor Staples, Avis Sprague. Hugh 1
Randall’s birthday anniversary.
ton 78 years ago, the son of Jamps
ing the lines between Norton’s Island Stanley
Those present were Mrs. Milton Mrs. Berton Vinal, a daughter, Cora and Sarah (Lane) Greenlaw. Before
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
and Whitehead.
Rank cards are cut: All A's, Mar- Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. James Laberne.
coming to Vinalhaven the captain's
served the families of Knox County
Waldoboro, Feb. 19, to Mr. and home had been at Rockport and the
The coast guard cable boat A. B. 9 garet Stanley; all A's but one. Lurla Mitchell, Jesse Sleeper, Edw. Allen
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs. Charles Rowe, a son.
is In Rockland waiting for weather Kent. Norman Stinson. Lewis Bridges, and Earl Hopkins.
remains were taken to that town tor
Washington, Feb. 6, to Mr and burial in the family lot in Sea View
Day Telephone 450—781-1
to repair the Matinicus Rock cable. Phyllis Stanley, George Moulton,
Many complimentary remarks are
the Cro^y fami- '
H°ward'a dal«hter' „ cemetery. Accompanying them were :
Div. Supt. Charles Berg of Boston is Byron Carter, Hugh Stanley Law- bei^ made
BURPEE’S
ly woodpile, it being wholly the work
“ar‘inrsvl2le'vMarch 2’ 10 Mr' and the son, Matthew Greenlaw and I
on board. Mr. Berg was a recent .rence Orcutt.
visitor at the station for the day.
I Primary room: Hot lunch was of their 11-year-old son Harvey. Jr..
E;
Cook' a
t „
sister Mrs. George Callahan, the j
ROCKLAND, ME.
TO BE CONTINUED
J Saturdays and isj. now•: Stonington, Feb. 18, to Mr. and widow Mrs. Fanny Greenlaw and ;
Freeman Boale 0? the coast guard served at noon Friday for the little who cut it on
motored to Jonesport Wednesday J folks —The school is glad to welcome fitting it up. This is all the more Mrs. Edward Wood, a daughter.
daughter Mrs. Owen Balcom of
Deer Isle, March 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynnfield, Mass. The bearers, all 1
after his family who have been visit- Charlene Tinker again; she has been remarkable because last summer the
DEER ISLE
members of Moses Webster Lodge,
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Wil ing relatives there. He was accom- attending school at Union and re- lad's life was despaired of at one Phil D. Haskell, a daughter
1855
IS3!
Deer Isle, March 13, to Mr. and F.A.M., were C. L. Boman , A. E.
liam Coolen in the death of her son- panied bv Noyes Alley. They are both ! cently her parents have moved back time because of an injury to his leg.
Libby,
C.
C.
Webster,
L.
B.
Dyer.
on
48-iiour
leave.
here.
—
Nearly
all
of
the
children
are
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
The 83d anniversary of Frank M’is' l^nry Hwa,ske“' a daughter.
inlaw Walter Wilson of Castine. Mr.
Clyde Grant is on 10-day leave of wearing a health guard pm. and they wade's birthday was March 21 and 1 Rowland, March —, to Mr. and James Smith and Ambrose Peterson.
Waldoboro and Rockland
and Mrs. Wilson were at one time
,
sence.
will
be
glad
to
repeat
their
Health
the numerous.cards and gifts ! MrS-' David Watson, a son, Martin.
absence
Highland*
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
residents of this place.
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater of Spruce ; Pledge to anyone who desires to hear from other friends a very touching ; Wa18,
COMPANY
Mr and Mrs.
Artistic Memorial* In Stone
1
Tt, rLv Iftwnc^n8and wtion I Hcarl was an overnight guest recently it -The pupils have been studying
781
Main
Street,
Fitchburg,
Massachusetts
idwill was exhi- i He±bert W' WaItz' a daughter.
W-tt
last _Sa-urt<^yna^1ri20^1 ,a”dw^i°” of Mrs. Clifford Elwell and Mrs. J. W. Holland for the past few weeks and little display of goodwill was exhi
Thomaston, March 14, to Mr. and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
bited by the girls of the Pine Tree
taken on two articles in the warrant
Mrs.
Guy
Libby,
a
son.
have
made
windmills,
wooden
shoes
Real Estate ............................. $130,000 00
4-H Club, who each cooked some
which were not satisfactorily dis Kelley.
Stocks and Bonds ................. 579.664 50
| (cf paper), posters, etc., to illustrate special dainty which was presented
Cash ln Office and Bank ......
62,887 83
posed of on town meeting day.
; the customs, clothes and country.— to Mr. Wade by a committee of girls
The
marriages
for
this
period
were:
Agents
’ Balances ....................
68,804 23
MOUNT PLEASANT
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Perez are
Paper cutting has been started. The representing the club.
Interest
and
Rents
.................
8,333 03
Thomaston,
March
7,
William
F.
Chester McIntyre has sold his farm chjldren find that bv foldlng paper
employed in South Deer Isle at the
All
other
Assets
......................
6 902 06
Tibbetts of Rockland and Miss Gert
Speaking
of
4-H
Club
girls,
or
any
to
Mr
Smith
of
Rockport
and
is
a
so
an(J
cutt
i
ng
carefully,
some
very
home of Miss Ella Downes, who re
JAMES KENT, D. O.
rude
Burkett
of
Thomaston.
Gross Assets ........................ $856,651 65 i
other kind of girls, the correspondent
cently suffered a serious ill turn.
Pretty and interesting things can be believes it will be difficult to find a
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Auburn. Feb. 28, Hudson K. An- Deduct Items not admitted .... 72,354 67 i
farming
tools.
Mr.
McIntyre
expects
122Stf
made. They have already made smarter, pluckier girl than little | derson of Auburn and Mrs. Lena
Miss Flora Philbrook has returned
to
vacate
by
April
1.
Admitted
.............................
$784,296
98
vases filled with pretty flowers.—On
from a two weeks' visit to Bear
Mrs. Ruth Burgess of Bucksport the honor roll are John Martin, Doris Pierce, 11-year-old daughter ol White of Rockland.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce. Both
Portsmouth. N. H., March 12, Al- Net Unpaid Losses ................... $32,34779
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Haskell and visited her daughter Mrs Marguerite Charlotte Matthews, Basil Orcutt, father and mother are ill in bed with bert C. Jones and Miss Edith A. Unearned
Premiums ................ 430.47482
Hulda Johnson, Rubv Turner, Freida
son Raymond, and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll, Sunday.
All other Liabilities .............
14 209 98
grippe,
also
their
young
son
Kenneth,
Perkins,
both
of
Rockland,
Ber.iah Packard recently bought a Tinker, William Turner, Virginia
& SON, Inc.
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 307.264 39
Henry S. Haskell recently motored to
wood lot from Chester McIntyre.
Page, Hazel Bridges. Verna Staples.— and Doris, besides taking all the care ! Rockport, Ulysses G. Merrifield of Total Liabilities and Surplus $784 296 98
Boston.
Cemetery
Memorials
of
the
three
invalids,
doing
the
work
,
Hope
and
Miss
Bertha
O.
Walden
of
T. J. Carroll sold a wood lot to Not absent or tardy one-half day,
Mr. and Mrs. Reynold Lufkin en
37-S-43
and cooking for the others of the Rockport.
Oscar
Greenrose
last
week.
EAST
UNION,
MAINE
William
Johnson.
Hulda
Johnson,
tertained several friends at cards
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Smith visited ! Miitan'snraaue^’RubUTurner Verna famllV
caring for milk dishes,] Rockport, March 12, Elmer E.
4-tf
Monday evening.
JL
I
and frosted a cake for the town s Matthews of Briercliff Manor, N. Y
A large number gathered at the Mr. and Mrs. John Partridge in j stanles—Winners in the spelling i made
USED
and Edwina L. Lovejoy of Rockport.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
contest were Hazel Bridges. William meeting dinner.
Chase Emerson Library Thursday Rockland Wednesday evening.
Springfield, Mass., March 9, Ralph
STEAMBOAT CO. .
Johnson, John Martin.
evening of last week for a community
J. Smalley of Tenant’s Harbor and
•
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Rank cards are out: All A's, Ruby
party. There were several tables of
PLEASANT POINT
Susan E. Davidson of Springfield.
8teamer leaves Swan'a Island at 5.30
cards and other games, and refresh DR. PERLEY R. DAMON Turner, Freida Tinker. William
A. M„ Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Boston, March 6, Thomas Foley of
Johnson, Charlotte Matthews, MilVinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockments were served. The proceeds
At the Pleasant Point schoolhouse Boston and Miss Katherine Sprowl 9FA VIFW C.ARAC.F Inr i»n<i a*»ut 9.30.
ton Sprague. Hulda Johnson. Verna
resulting were presented to the
DENTIST
t IE.W VJ/AIx/AVJEa, inc. Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
pastor’s wife, Mrs. Frank A. Junkins, 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland Staples, Paul Stockbridge. Louise ! Easter Sunday, Rev. E. L. Timberlake f of_Waldoboro.
2.45. North Haven 1.30, Ston
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250 Vinalhaven
will
deliver
the
sermon
at
2.30,
and
j
Deer
Isle,
March
10,
Ernest
Gott.
Hazel
Bridees;
all
A
’
s
but
one,
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’*
as a birthday gift, and she was also
ROCKLAND
Island
about
6 00 P. M.
Harold Page, Frederick Ranquist, there will be an Easter concert at Pickering and C. Jennette Bray.
the recipient of a prettily decorated
139*60
B. H. STINSON,
uenerai Agent.
56-tf
7.30. Everybody welcome.
1 Prof. Henry A. Lermond of WarVirginia
Page,
Charles
Ranquist.
140-tt
birthday cake.

’’Good Lord!” Alan breathed to
himself. “If they meet Dave . . .
They’re not the kind to let any
body go past alive and report their
whereabouts!”
For Joyce's sake he tried to He
convincingly. “They may not meet
him at all, Joyce. And If they do,
why, they’d hardly shoot a man
down wantonly. If for no other
reason, it doesn’t pay. They’ve got
charges enough against them as it
ls. And they won’t rob him; their
canoes are riding heavy now.”
He saw that his lie succeeded
with Joyce, for she began ques
tioning him about the details of
the robbery, wondering who these
six strangers could be, and giving
him some valuable Information
about the water stages on up the
Alooska.
They went on back to the kit
chen. and Joyce set about getting
a meal for six tired hungry men.
As he set extra plates and cups
on the table, Alan asked hipiself:
“Isn’t she wondering why I
haven’t been here for so long? I’d
think she would wonder at least
why I stopped helping her about
Dave. But she hasn’t mentioned
lt; she must not have missed my
help much. It was pretty shabby
of me to stop like that, even If
...” He recalled how Elizabeth.
Jealous of the comradeship be
tween him and Joyce, had asked
him to let Bill attend to any pa
trol work up the Big Alooska.
Elizabeth's references to “that Mac
Millan girl” had antagonized him
at times. They seemed positively
cruel, considering the hard lines
Joyce was In.
A question from the girl broke
Into his thoughts.
“When are yon and Elizabeth go
ing to be married. Alan?"
Her question, or rather the way
she asked it, hurt Alan, for some
reason he could not exactly word.
Her voice was so very casual, as
though she had not even a friend's
interest in his marriage. Could It
he possible that he and Joyce, once
so intimate and so near to each
other that they had spoken of chil
dren and a life together, were now
castipJly discussing his marriage to
another girl?
He said, "We haven’t—we're—
we don’t exactly know yet.”
There was a pause. A swift col
or had flown into Joyce's cheeks;
a little feverishly she was repeatinc those surprising words; “He !
doesn't know yet. he doesn't know
yet! Does that mean—mean he’s
doubtful if it will ever he?"
“But it'll he this summer. I sup
pose?” she questioned, poking at
tbe stove and still not looking at
Alan.
“I don’t know. Yes. I guess so.
Joyce.” Then he explained reluc
tantly. “Elizabeth wants me to get
out of the Mounted."
Joyce gasned. Out of the Mount
ed—she could not imagine such a
thing. The work was a part of
Aian. What would he do without
it? And what would Fort Endur
ance do without him?
She said: "But Alan! What
would you turn to? The Mounted
ha« been your york—”
"Well. I've cot the offer of a Joh
down in Victoria. It’s pretty cnod.
as far as money goes. And Eliza
beth would like it there. I haven’t
exiictlv decided. It’s a hig step to
take.”
Those few reluctant sentences
were a revelation to Joyce, like a
white light Heating upon something
which had been dark to her. Aian
didn't want to go! Elizabeth was
trying to force him. She wanted
to live in a city; she wanted the
things which that salary would
bring her; she was using Alan to
get what she wanted. But she and
Alan were not of one rniqd! If
he reaily loved her. deeply and
passionately, would he be so re
luctant, would he allow anvthinc
on earth to come between them?
Joyce dared not ask him any
thing further then; he might add
a word that would destroy this
neW.born hope. But a hundred
thoughts
were
running
wild
through her. . . . "Suppose he
doesn’t yield to Elizabeth! Suppose
he won’t go! Then she won't mar
ry him! She'll throw him over for
Haskell: that’s what she'll surely
do. Bill savs she and Haskeil
are together half the time Alan’s
away from Endurance. Isn't that
the reason?—she’s not sure of
Alan yielding; and if she can't
have lier way with him she’d like
to he an inspector's wife!”
With swift unerring insight Joyce
saw the all-crucial question: Would
Alan get out of the Mounted? She
was still uncertain what he truly
felt for Elizabeth, but from his own
lips she had learned one thing
which an hour ago she had scarcely
dared hope could be true. The mar
riage was not sure; it might never
be!
In her abjectness she whispered
to herself: “I don't care if he does
like her. I don’t, I don't care! If
she throws him over, then we'll he
friends again, then he’ll come here
to me again; and then—after that.
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POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

ELECTRICIANS

HSUaiSUiYHI

RECTAL DISEASES

A COUNTER ATTACK

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
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Every-Other-Day

A PLAY ON NAMES

AN AVALANCHE OF SATIRE

Esten
Porter
Pays His Correspondent Makes Some
illustrate nothing.
Continued Prom Page One)
Amusing
Combinations
Respects To Prohibition
considerable. Maine
From Local Directory
Defender
account of a remarkable meeting, in onions. It may well
Chicago. The Chambers of Com fairs as they are.

It may mean
knows her own I
consider its af- I
Fernaid law is I
reestablished and is dead as an issue. 1
The fate of many industries which '
was certain less than two years ago
is now in the hands of others, than
they then were. Patience, courage,;
confidence and hope remain ty be'
evinced. In all political adventure
of the summer at hand, we may do
well to consider all phases of a mat
ter of no small importance, the :
maintenance of Maine business on an j
even keel, hoping that the time may
come when excessive profits shall 1
cause us to demand rights, far great- |
er than the book-balances now sug
gest. Maine's big job is to cuib ex- I
penditures; lessen taxation; cut,
down outlay; relieve unemployment;
abolish a lot of sentimental and cod- '
dling bunkum in so-called philan-:
thropy, encourage legitimate busi-'
ness, wait wisely for genera! expan- .
sion before entering on advanced j
ground in development of fancy
theories, and play the game safe and
sound on its present sound and sub
stantial credit and general business.

QUALITY and
FRESHNESS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
merce, of which there is a branch
What’s in a name? How and i called the Junior Chamber including
At last, in Mr. Newbert, Maine has
whence came your name? You were
a worthy successor to Artemas Ward, not responsible for it. There are no man or woman over 35 years of
age. met to award a great honor. It
and Will Rogers must look to his those who have told us they disliked was the annual award to the citizen
duty owing to the complete loss of j laurels. However, i had some diffi- or even hated their name. This is of Chicago, not over 35 years old who
Boon Island
J culty in determining on which side not a city directory, but in looking was the outstanding example of-the
At last weather has permitted the eyesight.
Clitford Johnson, son of Surfman of the liquor question oMr. Newbert through one in the city where we person who had done the most re
landing of accessories for complet,
, „
.
. .., Harry A. Johnson is confined to the would finally light. It required sev- live, we found several curious and markable service for his fellowmen
ing the new electric light here and it. bouse with a severe cold. Last year eral readings before I was able to de notable points of interest. One was during 1931.
For years GOLDEN HEART BREAD has been known
shines brightly at this writing, about this time he was ill with pneu- cide whether he was with me or the many long names that could be
The speaker who made the award
as n QUALITY loaf. Down through all these years lt has
divided
in
two
parts,
each
making
as
was preceded by the heads of laborNumbers of friends on the mainland monia.
“agin” me, but finally concluded that
maintained this leadership among ALL brands of bread,
the weight of evidence was on my serviceable a name as the original organizations, by the President of
have called up by telephone, to tell |
and all because of the SUPERIOR ingredients used.
with
a
vast
saving
in
time
in
writing.
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce and
side.
Of
course,
I
have
heard
of
“
poManana
how very bright it looked. A vast
etic license” and presume there must,
cruelty t0,.a LelpJess each of them said that when the
Fresh, sweet milk; rich vegetable shortening, properly
The March Lion roared again Tues be an equivalent for the humorist.' dabe
improvement over the old lights, say
giving it a name like Caskie- committee came to consider the mat
aged flour, pure cane sugar, and the correct amount of salt
day
in
the
form
of
a
snowstorm
and
the keepers.
Doubtless this accounts for the' lema Analostine Chnstofferson-35 ter of the award, but one name was
produce a flavor and sponginess that are delightful.
Howard Gray is busily painting, gale southeast. At the same time the vagaries in his thesis.
then imagine naming a baby mentioned—Samuel Insull, Jr. Said
fog
signal
was
roaring
its
warning
to
varnishing etc. in his quarters, getFor example, he closes as follows: I
HadlJah Llewellyn Appleblossom. the labor-man, “this should be a
All these splendid ingredients are moulded and blended
ting ready for June when he will seamen. But soon we can say goodHere’s another idea—the names comfort not only to him but to his
into one smooth, perfect mixture and baked to that degree
“
What
we
need
is
some
good
spinal
................
....
_.
..
bye
to
winter
and
welcome
the
spring

that can be joined together and make
lshed father, who ha9 also
have his family with him. Station
of nicety that makes Golden Heart Bread the most popular
painting is progressing slowly on ac time. Thfe keeper and others are busy marrow in the national backbone to readable sentences. If your name is, __ ___________ ___ ,
of all. And then to make sure you get it FRESH, speedy
done
for
Chicago
and
its
people
in
make
the
law
effective.
When
John
housecleaning
and
from
now
on
“
Our
count of the cold weather. The keep
or is not written here, don’t get Riley. every good way what few other men
trucks deliver it fresh trom the ovens to leading grocers
job
is
painting,
”
as
“
The
Old
Painter
”
j
Barleycorn
was
buried,
they
neglecters have begun to paint inside, but
but Reid Orne Dickey—no offence have ever done for a community in
TWICE a day . . . For the BEST Bread in Maine, ask for
says
over
WEEI
There
is
always
'
ed
to
cover
him
with
quick-lime.
”
r.o outside work as yet.
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the night, reading letters from home,
Assistant Keeper V. A. Foss has fective, and second, that the “re- i t 4g Sinunons 35 perry 33 young sistance; in all sorts of efforts to
Tune in—Station WHDH, Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
newspapers etc. No one except a ordered a new Miraco seven-tube mams” of John are widely distribu- 31 gnow and Spear 30 each- clark welfare.” The young man responded
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and modern, including Farmer,
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Twenty-three leaders of the 4-H
Of special interest here is an en creasing so fast as it is very interest ful nature because the quicklime has Harper and Piper. We then looked
Of course Maine is right about it.
gagement announcement which re ing to all here.
never been applied.
for Fields and found Banfield, Mans We have no defence to make for all Clubs of Knox and Lincoln Counties
cently appeared in a Portland news
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Mr. Newbert and I are in perfect field, Merryfield and Fifield; also the things the so-called “Insulls” recently dined at Stahl’s Tavern when
paper, that of Ruth A. Harmon of
accord
on these two points, but un there were birds—A. J. Bird, Pelli have done to Maine through their the meeting of the organization was
Heron Neck
[Continued from Page One]
I distant Siberia, wherever soldiers or
Scarboro and Howard L. Hutchins of
like myself he appears to prefer to cane, Partridge, Swan and Robbins, representative Mr. Wyman. They held in the Board of Trade rooms.
Meenagha Grange will meet Mon ------ —-— -------- ------------------------ - | sailors needed help or assistance.
Joyce Bennett who attends High wallow in the mess rather than have with such animals as Does, Mink, have about ruined us—of course.
York. Mr. Hutchins is the son of
Tlie advance of the Knights of
With reference to the war work of
Keeper Hutchins of this station. School at Vinalhaven spent the it cleaned up through the repeal of Hart, Hare and Lamb.
They have disturbed the flow of our day evening and a full attendance is
Friends offer congratulations.
weekend at home, accompanied by the amendment.
■ Then to Hyland and Hills, with rivers by building dams across them desired as special business is to come Columbus beyond the borders of Con- j the Knights of Columbus. Secretary
was Inevitable. Had its de- , of War Baker, speaking for PresiIsle of her friend Miss Hildred York. School
.Keeper
—»— John
------ Olson
------- of
— —
This is all the more surprising be Flint, Stones, Oaks, Achorns and after some million of years of idle- ; l’efore the meeting. Lunch will be necticut
velopment at this stage been in | dent Wilson on August 6. 1919, at the
Shoals has recovered from his seri-1 closed this week for two weeks’ vaca- cause of the discomfort he experi Nutts, good Ayer, Snow-Banks, Hale flowage. They have disturbed the served.
ous accident and is back on duty.
' tion.
Mrs. Fannie Burnes is in Boston hands less capable of controlling the Supreme Council meeting in Buffalo,
enced from spending only one night in Frost, Lakes, Rivers; Fish, Pollock
of peaceful towns like Bucks
Incidentally, “Hutch” would like to ! The spring housecleanmg at this “The Bog.” At least the dirt in The and Pike, a Marsh with Reeds, quiet
where
she will remain for a month, action of the new machinery, the Or- used the following language in his
port and built a paper mill, and prob
know if Mr. Hilt is over the measles, station is well under way and Keeper Bog is “clean” dirt and does not com Weeds, Mudd and Sands; a Savage ably built it out of money sweat guest of her daughter, Miss Mary der might have suffered from ill-con- public address: “I now have the
stdered and too rapid expansion. But honor, ln the name of the President
Hard luck, Frank, to wait all this , Bennett is busy with the paint brush, pare in repulsiveness with the remains Redman with Bowes and Spear. from the people of the land by means Burns.
time before deciding to have them.
Mrs. Jeannette Gregory recently of the corpse which he so graphically A Little Low Long Lane, a Hunter of three to five dollar a month bills
The Homemakers' Society of the the standard of membership was , of the United States, Commanderand Fisher—King, Prince and Lord; for fighting homes, supplying power Methodist Church will hold a box so rigidly maintained. By the early , in-Chief of the Army, of presenting
Hope he is O. K. now.
visited Heron Neck, the time being described.
spring of 1892, councils had been in- j to James A. Flaherty , Supreme
Will sign off now hoping all read- pleasantly spent playin; cards,
No wonder I am confused as to the Orff and Orne families; Rhodes, for refrigerators, etc. They have cial in the vestry Monday evening at stituted in more than sixty cities and j Knight of the Knights of Columbus,
ers have a pleasant Faster. And bv
old man winter has certainly been what this disciple of Mr. Aldrich House Wright by a Wall. An Elm
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gone
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into
such
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as
the way have you all purchased your '
the job ,ately Tuesday morn!ng
that tcok two Weeks, a Day and
a box lunch for two and to invite an towns of Connecticut and Rhode | this Distinguished Service Medal in
Easter bonnets. Better hurry up. hj was a toUgb Snow3torm, too bad thinks, for in another place he says, Knight to cut; Carrs and Ryders. Bath, Augusta, Lewiston. Auburn, escort. There will be a program ln Island, the membership exceeded token of his own high leadership and
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Not many days left. (This last is for weather fflr phjlip Bennitt tQ gQ t0
Fuller Cases; a Whitehouse and
charge of Rev. James McKillop of 6000 and the Order’s existence as a in recognition of the distinguished
the ladies, of course).
town to school. He has missed very was effective” (sic.) This implies Booths where one can Cook, Cram, dence of feeling have entered the Nobleboro, and games. No admission factor in American life was well es and conspicuous service rendered to
that it is now effective, and in the Eaton, Drinkwater, and Strong Black very bed-rooms of industries that
the Army of the United States by
tablished.
• • • •
I few days through the school year.
next paragraph he writes, “The
were peacefully dying and admin will be charged.
Father McGlvney conceived the him and the great organization of
The Woman’s Club met at the home
Portland Head
Mrs. Andrew Bennett is visiting her government has been lax in enforce Coffey; Turner Shadie Story, Cross istered oxygen to them; made them
The recent storm was not too bad j fri®nd Mrs- Carro11 Gre«ory of ment,” which implies that it is not or Gay (Dick Hurd Shaw say God
of Mrs. S. H. Weston Tuesday after Order as a fraternal benefit society which he is in command."
frey Damon); Shute, Dodge or Chase sit up and go to work. They took the
and during the first ten years none
M. Marcel Knecht, speaking for the
here, however we get severe ones vmalnaven....
now effective. The proverbial flea that Ball. Will Larrabee Walker Bath Iron Works, and compelled it to noon and heard her give an interest but insurance members were accept French Republic, bestowed the Cross
is a monument of immobility com Knott? Rankin May Tell. Calder get out of its death-bed and re ing paper on “The Geography of ed. In 1892, the Supreme Knight of Knight of the Legion of Honor on
sometimes.
White Head
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay O. Goff and j
pared with our Rockland humorist. wood Bray, Bragg, Barter, Curry or sume. They revived the Edwards Money." There were ten members
Here we are again, having been si Or perhaps that is part of his subtle Frye Rich Savory Ham. Duncan Mill at Augusta, when Maine was present. The annual banquet will be recommended that associate mem- the Knights of Columbus as a mark
son Richard of Westbrook visited F.
lent for some time. They say it’s humor, and I am too obtuse to catch Grant Bickmore Grace. Maker Dear looking sadly at its demise and pre held next Tuesday at Stahl’s Tavern bers be admitted and his recom- of appreciation of the splendid work
O. Hilt last Monday.
mendation was adopted. This was done bv them during the war.
Willard R. Hilt attended pictures spring, but the writer doesn't believe on and laugh.
born Moody Bushea Shephard Waltz paring to ride in the procession as and gentlemen's night will be ob- | considered
time
President Coolidge, when Governor
‘J J a radical move at the “
at Fort Williams last Tuesday eve they are going by the weather. So
* • o ♦
Daily; Downs Dow Cables Bates Far- mourners and they got it back into served. Mrs. Rena Crowell, Mrs. Ida
I Stahl and Mrs. Maude Gay were ap' but it was destined greatly to en- of Massachusetts in 1919, said:
ning. He has been tied down the we’ll say the spring weather has de
well.
Keep Stahl Post -Havener a sort of running order.
Again he refers to the “So-called Hurtle with Moran Moor Noyse
pointed on the nominating commit- hance the Order’s power. By 1904 “Yours is in every sense a patriotic
past three weeks during his father’s layed us.
! tee. and Mrs. Stahl, Mrs. Nan Weston only five states of the Union were I Order . . . Your Order has ever shown
illness.
Boys are all busy these da’-s. With failure of the amendment.” Here Haley Rising Moon, North Starr Nye
And made money! We hope so., and Mrs. Ida Soule on the banquet without councils of the Knights of I Its steadfast devotion to American
New cases of measles are breaking painting and scraping of boats and he says the failure is only “so-called," Olde George Burns Cole Winters,
intimating that it is not a failure. Smallwood Summers; Marshall Luz- Nobody else seemed willing to try. committee. The annual business Columbus and cities in these soon Ideals. You are Knights of Columout every day nearby. Robert Ster floors time goes very quickly.
ling thus far has been immune and
Have noticed in the Boon Island Yet in the same paragraph he says zia Mills Keyes; Whicher Cross Niles They came over to Lewiston and , meeting will be held at the home of applled for and received charters, j bus, a name of great significance. . .
Already represented in Canada, the There Is no finer Knighthood. In it
his school and social activities are , news that they have a new second that there was no need for Mr. Annis or Graves? Will Otis Small took the Androscoggin Mill when it I Mrs. Earle Spear Tuesday at 2.30.
carried on as usual.
assistant by the name of Howard R. Hoover to appoint his commission as Trim Young Rose? Shea Karl? Dar was about to liquidate; freeze up; I At a Democratic caucus held ln the society now spread into the Philip- 'your noble Order stands resisting all
The keeper of Ram Island station ' Qray. w B carter would like to his "neighbor who shovels coal, (and ling Little Merry Child May Carey board-up; and grow moss on its j town house the following members ot pine Islands, Mexico, Panama, Cuba.! evil counsel, supporting every patri°ttc cause, following the truth at
visited R. T. Sterling recently. Mr. near from him, as they went to school presumably /now if it storms) knew Joy or Keene Payne, Oram Lawry towers and walls and spent a quarter j the town committee were elected: Puerto Rico and Alaska.
Today, with a membership of 600,- J every hazard, exemplifying anew the
Lyddie and Lilly Young Sweet Cates of a million or more to reorganize it, Ernest G. Castner, chairman; Preston
Meyers wears on his coat sleeve a together when Mr. Gray’s father had all they found out five years ago.”
Finnigan had nothing on him, for Cousins? Will Bishop Newhall Wade in the courage of belief in ultimate! p. Lewis, secretary; James A Duane,! 000 in more than 2500 councils, the (eternal principle , that ‘the truth
star and one stripe which signifies he Marshall Point Light. A very good
has seen many years in the service.1 man
once more he is “on agin.” He says, or Swim Swift Riley Jordan Rivers? revival of textiles which has not yet treasurer; O. V. Hassner, Dora H. Order has reached an eminence un- , shall make ye free'."
Often when the bovs are ashore from
wbat seems
the matter with “No man of dry principles wants the Pray Willey? Dickey Bird Counce arrived. They took over the Hill Yorke, A. E. Walter, Jr., Alton Win dreamed of by its founders. In
Ram Island and have doubts as to a the Burnt Island station? Th
law repealed.” But Finnigan was an Marks Long Coats Shields Barron Manufacturing Co. and bought con chenbach, Elmer E. Hahn, James ascribing this growth to its principal
Gen. John J. Pershing, USA.,
suitable landing they run out here haven-t
news at a,[ ice wagon in speed compared to our Shanks, Elwell Beaton Withee Cano trol of the Bates Manufacturing Co., Harkins. Hilma Lewis, D. O. Stahl, cause, the need of a society for
and soon determine tne situation.
I
gentle teller of parables, for a few Burrows, Bend Holt Blood and Duff when it also was on the verge of Victor Burnheimer, Elizabeth Genth Catholics that could offer social ad- Commander of the American ExpedlWar,
fines further on he is once more off Rooms with Economy, Merritt Gowen liquidation. They have kept some ner, Nellie Overlock, Geneva Welt, vantages heightened by a background } °.n,a^?' ^orces in
Surfing we?e present at “he regular -Ba*ba“.tt
amendment track, saying, “The Miles Reuter Welch Finn; Foolie 5,000 to 8,000 people at work, as well Ruth Hinckley, John Burnheimer, of nractlcal religion, we must not lose ,
^e following eloquent tribute to
meeting of the Good Timers’ Club
‘??® conversation just now, all the
Sewall Dunn Lewis Keene Rich and
of Columbus at the celelast Wednesdav at the home of Mrs. *altinflg for tfc® s*>rln« weather and difficulty is in stopping the leaks. Swift, Gay Gallant Tarr Merchant as it has been possible to keep any Cecil R. M. Newbert, Levander New sight of the enormous amount of hu- ' t,^e
The law handles the bootlegger very
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Fales, Cotton Webb Sacker Sale
organizations that took part in the
were laid for nine at the bountiful! Surfman Clyde V. Grant is absent gently. There are enough of them Price Moore, Smiley Crie Mayo are building new business daily, in , Addie Walter, Vida Davis, Ruby W. organization to international magni winning of the war, with the excep
dinner and Mrs. Ethel Wade of ?n ten days leave. Hope he is enjoy- extant, who, if all were arrested and Coyne Oliver Lynn and East Rye red-ink, we assume, but hoping for Miller, Lottie Pitcher, Lottie Burnes. tude, achieving results unprecedent tion of the military itself, there was
Minnie Vannah, Bessie Winchenbach, ed in the history of American fra
Woodfords was an invited guest. In j inS this invigorating weather more fined to the limit the so-called reve Boss Leach Ames Steele Staples at black.
none so efficiently and ably admin
nues would exceed those paid by
A single word from them or from Thelma Benner, Cora Walter, San ternal societies.
the afternoon Mrs. Kingston came to than the writer does.
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demonstrate applique quilts. Mrs.i B- M- lc <L> Freeman W. Beal,
Cushman Overlocks Bridges Knowles
Aid in Great Disasters
In 1930, and again in 1931, the Or
Sometimes we wonder Clinton E. Matthews. Foster Jameson,
Herrick served fight refreshments be and Surfman James N. Alley, left on fine illustration of the effectiveness and Street, Seaman Huntley Gotta Lewiston.
The Knights of Columbus was
contributed five thousand dollars
tween stitches, conversation and liberty for Beals Island. Quite a ride of the law! When he gets “hitting Baird Tripp, Franke Beverage Welt that he does not say it, and be done Thomas P. Benner, Franklin Pitcher, among the first to answer the appeal der
for the Catholic Hour radio program
laughter. Mr. Herrick arrived just in the condition that the roads were high” Mr. Newbert can outdo any Morse Black and Greene, Ring Loud with it. He gets very little except Merton Winchenbach, George Delano, of the President of the United States under the auspices of the National
advocate of repeal in describing pres er Ladd! Post Scarlott Wescott.
subtle abuse, from some quarters. Herman Burns, Lester Bums, George
as the club was adjourning, the in.
for emergency relief for the stricken Catholic Welfare Conference.
ent conditions.
proud possessor of a large mess of
Oaks Talbot Strong Towers Over They took over the Saco (York) Palmer, E. L. Oldis, Fred Burnes, Gar people of Japan, donating $25,000; it
Essay contests on historical sub
He quotes the old axiom that “a Storms and Flood; Sweet Little Pet mills. They have spent about twenty diner Mank, L. I. Mank, Gardner
clams such as are dug in Jonesport—
MANK'S CORNER
man is known by the company he tee Sleeper will March up Golden millions or so around here, with two Burns, Ernest Stetson, Gardiner Wal was among the first to offer relief jects with national and district prizes.
only these clams, hailed from Peak's
keeps." That is not only an “old”
ter, Theodore Feyler, Annie O. Welt, to the sufferers of the San Francisco have been conducted under the ausIsland. It is rumored that he came
Mr. and Mrs. James Black were in axiom but a true one. Let's have a Stairs; Farmer Carroll Mayhew Or great dams and all of these ventures. Percy E. Storer, W. R. Walter, Flor disaster; it helped the flood sufferers ] pices of the Fourth Degree for many
near losing his precious delicacy—es Jefferson last week.
cutt Beech Wood, Hewett Stack or They did ask once upon a time to be
of Colorado, Kansas, Ohio and years past. The subject for the
ence Flanders, Anne Burnheimer.
short roll call on both sides. On the
pecially as Adora Hilt was among the
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and j side of those who believe the law is Burnett ' Daley; Hardy Winslow permitted to sell surplus power under
Texas; the fire sufferers of Chelsea Eighth Annual Essav Contest in the
company.
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„ j American Medical Association The Knox Police Marshall Cilley; Goody they said nothing, thereafter only
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 tion. The late Senator Morrow is
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unless disturbed by hostlles. Their ington has been the weekend guest and five thousand dollars for New ! campaign of education to the end
to bring the latter’s family from a mother Mrs. Margaret Newbert, has
England flood relief. In 1928 eleven that the people of the United States
a fair illustration of the character of
ventures are decidedly of her sister Mrs. Lilla Moulden.
visit to Mrs. Osgood’s mother.
returned home.
Father of Volstead Law Expresses industrial
thousand dollars was given for hurri might not be misguided and misled
otherwise,
as
ventures
but
have
had
The Collier Berwinglen passed up
Wilbert Mank who has been ill is those leading the movement for re
Himself On the Plan Fbr State one merit. They have sustained em “The old post-mistress is getting cane relief in Puerto Rico and by anti-Catholic propaganda dis
peal.
to Bath on the 12th. Tlie small tank making good recovery.
Control
seminated by crafty and cruel poli
er B.B.W. is making regular trips TO
ployment; have pair wages; have terribly absent-minded. This morning Florida. In 1930. five thousand dol ticians in control of the govern
Rachel Orff closed her school for a
lars was given for relief work In
Bath for gasoline. This boat used to few days on account of the illness and
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into
the
inspector
caught
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trying
to
As Hamlet said, “Now let’s look at
ment of Mexico, as a result of which
Andrew Volstead, father of the Na
make regular trips between Boothbay death of her sister Mrs. Annie Pierce this picture.” The bellwethers of tional Enforcement act, asserted Maine business.
Have kept the steam open a post-card."—Dublin Santo Domingo, following the de propaganda the American people had
structive hurricane that visited
and Portland as a freighter.
fires
burning
in
many
a
modest
Opinion.
of South Thomaston. Friends extend the flock are fairly well exemplified Tuesday that the plan to refer pro
that island republic. The Order also come to believe that the Cathollo
Mrs. Osgood and son Fred were sympathy to the family.
by William Anderson, former anti hibition to State control would mean home. We don't know what might be
carried
on relief work in the drought Church was responsible for the de
visitors in Bath Monday and attend
ASSESSORS'
NOTICE
the state of affairs in Lewiston,
Clifford Robinson has been sawing saloon league leader of New York; repeal.
areas,
and
for the past two years has plorable conditions in the republic
ed the picture at the Opera House.
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Bishop Cannon, to mention whom
“There can be no such thing as a without the adventurous spirit, the
co-operated
with the President’s Or south of the Rio Grande.
Keeper Osgood was in Bath Satur wood for L. M. Newbert.
The
subscribers.
Assessors
ot
Tires,
of
W. T. Watt who has been visiting is quite enough. These gentlemen group of States remaining dry while courage and the fight shown by Mr the Town of Owl's Head, hereby give ganization for Employment, during
The Knights of Columbus record
day and also went to the movies.
Wyman.
notice to the Inhabitants of said Town the first year finding forty-three ed its protest against the American
The Osgoods will be glad to see his granddaughter Mrs. Geneva Eug are closely followed by Al Capone, another group is wet,” he said in an
• • « •
and other persons having Taxable Prop
Government giving further counte
Keeper and Mrs. Small this sum ley has returned to the home of his One-eyed Connelley, speakeasy pro article in the Yale Daily News,
All this is purely gratuitous, on our erty within said Town, to make and (housand jobs for the unemployed. nance and aid to the Communist
prietors. bootleggers, highjackers and undergraduate
publication.
“Na
mer Does Willie Corbett remember daughter Mrs. Margaret Newbert.
bring In to said Assessors true nnd per Whrrever there has been any great
part.
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not
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racketeers
in
general.
Oh,
yes,
and
Z. G. Mank has been working for
tional prohibition came because
fect lists of thelr polls and all thelr public calamity the Knights of Co regime in Mexico, and gave notice in
the lobster trap he hauled with the
there are the honest but misguided brewers, distillers and others per man face to face for four years, that estates, real and personal, in writing In lumbus has been among the first ‘o August, 1926, that it would carry on
his brother the past week.
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we
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have
never
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Friends of Mrs. Ada Storer, 78, were ones who join these worthies in a sisted in shipping liquor to dry ter
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debts due more than owing, aud all offer practical, substantial assistance a campaign of education so that
cated with him; never had a letter and
actual conditions in Mexico might be
saddened to learn of her death early foolish hope that sometime, somehow ritory.”
property held ln trust as Guardian. to all sufferers.
from
hlrn
in
our
lifetime;
have
had
Quoddy Head
Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
made known, and the people of our
He argued that “the right of one
Tuesday. Funeral services were held prohibition will prohibit.
During
tbe
Spanish-American
War
otherwise
(except
as
ls
by
law
exempt
I suppose it would be hardly “par State to be wet is no greater than no communication with any of his from taxation which they were pos in 1898, the Knights of Columbus country informed that such condi
Several wild geese have been seen at her late home Friday. Mrs. Storer
agents or assistants in respect to the sessor of on the first day of April. 1932,
lately which, it is said, is a sure sign will be much missed, her always wel liamentary" for me to mention the another to be dry."
conducted relief work for the ty tions menaced the liberties and in
of spring. The boys here think the come greeting and kind words endear fact that the largest town in the
He termed prohibition “a success company or its business, save the and to be prepared to Make Oath to the phoid-stricken soldiers, chiefly at stitutions of free America. More
of the same.
weather must warm up considerable ing her to all who knew her. She was United States (almost unanimous) as and a great help to the masses" and other day when we telephoned over truth
And they are particularly requested to Montauk Point, Long Island. New than one million dollars was con
before spring reaches Quoddy.
cared for by her daughter Lottie who reported in the Digest poll is Zion asserted “the suppression of the sa to get the figures on rural electrifica notify the Assessors of the names of all York, where the men in the tributed by members of the Order for
tion and received the same.
persons of whom they have bought or
The schooner Lucy Evelyn sailed did everything possible to make her City. It may be significant that that loon was a distinct gain.”
the carrying on of the Mexican work,
♦ ♦ • *
to whom they have sold taxable property army were quartered.
is the same place where they believe
Monday with a cargo of potatoes from illness easier to bear.
The return of beer as a means of
a large part of which was used in resince
the first day of April. 1931.
We
do
not
know
what
sins
of
the
earth
is
flat.
Lubec to New York. This is the second
j I’ef work. Exiled bishops, priests.
increasing revenue is principally ad
And for the purpose of receiving said
finance have been committed, by In- lists and making transfers of all prop
In 1916, wnen oui troops were on(C.;erRy and religious were extended
No Mr. New'bert, you are not far vocated by the rich, he said.
trip from -here with potatoes this
EAST
SEARSMONT
sullism.
We
are
told
that
they
are
er
,n
^
’
u
S,
ht
»h
e
.
Tnw„
rs,
H»^
'
the
Mcxican
Border
'
the
Knights
of
pecuniary aid and assistance, as were
wrong in your prophetic vision that
winter.
“They frankly confess that one of
4!®als0 members of the Order and their
John Ramsdel moved last week
some day in the future the 18th the chief reasons for pleading for awful. We are aware that plans are 7ro!nVoc"ock to 4 o'clock u,[the .“er- i
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner were Amendment will be exhibited along
I Oulf of Mexico to the Gulf of Cali- ; families who had found refuge in this
from his home at North Lubec to a
beer is to relieve them from paying being formulated for an investigation noon
Monday, april 4, 1932
, fornia, sixteen in number, furnished countrv.
house at South Lubec owned by Roy guests Sunday of their parents, Mr. with Aaron Burr and Jeff Davis, and income taxes. They are interested of rates in general of all electrical
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Morse
and
Mr.
and
Notice to Executors.jidminlstra-1 an yprts of clean, healthy amuseAt tbe Convention in 1921 it was
Kelley, and will start lobster fishing
be labeled as having been an infinite in shifting the tax burden from their companies in Maine, by State ap Special tors,
Trustees or Guardians
Mrs. Leslie Marriner.
propriation to a large amount. This
soon.
ly more disgraceful blot on the name own shoulders to the beer drinkers.”
The statute provides that you must ment. and enabled those of the j yoted to raise an endowment fund of
Mrs.
Mary
Burgess
recently
passed
A telephone has recently been in
of our fair country than the two
Volstead denied prohibition had is agreeable to us. We understand bring In to the Board of Assessors a true Catholic faith to have the benefits of one million dollars for welfare work
from what we heard last winter at a and perfect list of all taxable property their religion at all times. This was jn Rome, jn response to the request
stalled at the home of Leon Minzy the anniversary of her 99th birthday. celebrities.
increased crime.
your possession to date of April 1.
Her
son
J.
F.
Burgess
and
her
two
hearing at Augusta that this wall be ln
<Ret.). Mr. Minzy was B. M. lc (L) at
One more observation in closing:
1932, otherwise it will be taxed as the done without anv expense to the peo of tt><> Holv Father. This endowment
grandsons
of
Rockland
visited
her
agreeable to the companies, only statute provides, and any personal ex ple of the countrv and entirely from fund has been raised, and in addition
Quoddy Head station for some time,
He
gauges
the
Literary
Digest
poll
as
WASHINGTON
they want it thorough. We join in amination of property by the Assessors the funds of the Order itself. At thereto playgrounds
,________________________
being forced to retire from active during the dav.
and recreational____________
Oscar Ihander made a business trip a measure of the desire for strong
Services
Easter Sunday at the a disapproval of all monopolistic neglect of any person In bringing Intrue I,b^ ,'nd of
“'or,k the Order re‘ i facilities? representing a capital lndrink,
on
the
part
of
those
voting
to Belfast Saturday.
Methodist Church, Rev. Richard H. gouging. We stand by the people in and perfect list as required by law.
i ceived mast flattering compliments i vestment of more than five hundred
Mrs. Christina Hall of Augusta re against the amendment. He says, Moyle, pastor: 1.30 p. m., Easter pro resentment
________________
of special_______
interest over- with
Anythis
person
to to
comply
of military and. civil -fife
thousand dollars,
dollars nave
have been
provided
“
This
country
must
have
developed
noticewho
will neglects
be doomed
a tax , | frO
h m ,those
h j , thousand
Deen provided.
cently visited her parents Mr. and
gram
by
the
Sunday
school,
Miss
!
charging
due
to
over-valuations,
or
a terrible thirst since the 18th
according to the laws of the State and ■
naQ seen
worK aJ0I1B tne
____________ _
Beinice
Beechy,
superintendent,
fol|
profits
based
on
watered
stocks
and
For RHEUMATISM take Mrs Albert Marriner.
be barred of the right to make applica- border.
Leroy Richards of Belfast visited Amendment was passed.” No, Mr. lowing the program the pastor will I excessive book values. We do however tion
either to the Assessors or County j ft was this success in the work IN FIGHTING AGAINST
his mother Mrs. Mabel Buzzell last Newbert, you are wrong, while with preach on The Empty Tomb. The I deprecate the sentence before con- Commissioners for any abatement of _,on„ ti1P MPvirqn Rorder that led
taxes, unless such person offers Kuch I along me Mexican Border mat icn
out a doubt there are many advo
week.
services
will
be
in
the
auditorium
and
viction
and
the
use
of
any going list with hls application and satisfies the (the Knights of Columbus to offer its
Clifford Marriner has a fine flock cates of repeal who believe they are everyone is invited to be present.
SPECIAL COMPOUND
business as stalking-horse- fcr per Assessors that he was unable to offer it' services to the Government when war
being deprived of an inherent right
of
chickens
started
which
are
do

Keep the bowels open and take
You will not regret it. For sale at all
was declared in April. 1917. These |
sonal ends or individual prominence at the time BW^u‘Jj£NTOOMERY
when a ban Is placed upon the legal
leading drug stores. Let us send you ing well notwithstanding the cold sale of liquor, they are joined by prompted by what they sincerely be in politics, in this distressing period.
chairman services were quickly accepted, with :
BROWN’S RELIEF
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab windy weather.
J DANA KNOWLTON
the result that the Knights of Columimmense numbers who have no per lieve to be real temperance and for We face business as it is. Its reforms
Mrs.
Rhoda
Lawry
is
seriously
ill
on
arising and retiring
GEORGE
W
HASKELL
bot Village, Me.
are essentially fundamental, not
Assessors of Owl's Head i bus entered into the work throughout
and her daughter Mrs. Etta Marriner sonal use for such beverages and the best interests of the country.
Norway
Medicine Co.
13-tf
personal.
The
Chicago
incident
may
37-40
this
country
and
in
Europe,
even
in
E. W. Porter.
whose interest in the matter is
is caring for her.

Have Made Golden Heart
Bread Famous

GOLDEN HEART BREAD
THEIR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

BUXTON’S^’

FLU-GRIP

Every-Other-Day
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SPRUCE HEAD

Thomaston; June 4, Thomaston at
HAD GOOD SEASON
Lincoln.
1
____
Carroll was
was opeiaiea
operated upon
upon f . pi L*
Walter Drinkwater of the Biddeford i M iss Elizabeth Creighton who at- Lawrence
t-awrence varron
Club In NuLloyd Crockett has been appointed
!s the Burnham
School in North- Wednesday at the Osteopathic Hospi- f orty v lUD s Klfle Club In 1NU
Pool coast guard station is spending ! tends
Grange insurance agent.
_ ....
_ .......... ....................... ....... to' WnctnD Uo ctnnr)
nnoratll'tl
KH
1
IVZ' 1
a ten days' leave with his family.
; ampton. Mass. arrived Thursday to ta*;,Boston. He stood the operation
merous Matches — Wish- DODGE truck crank handle lost. ReJoseph Belmore is painting for II.
Spruce
Head
was
well
represented
'
spend
the
holidays
with
Mrs.
Herbert
wcl
J
and
favorable
reports
later
are
v'arri. Return to THE COURIER-GA
T. Crockett.
ZETTE office.
36-38
man Elected President
at town meeting Monday in South ' R. Linnell. She was accompanied by 100Kea *°rMrs. H. C. Parsons is afflicted with
CHILD'S light brown high boot and
Malcolfn Creighton who will spend
Mrs- Truman Sawyer was the guest
Thomaston.
a badly ulcerated tooth.
The annual meeting Of the Forty j rubber, lost on Ocean St.. Rockland, or
the Easter vacation from Williston of ber daughter Mrs. Errol Buker in
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston. Leave at
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Rackliff
en | Academy
F. W. Sampson has a new deluxe
tertained'over
the" weekend
Mr.and
in
Easthampton
Mass.,
^ath
Wednesday,
returning Thurs- Club Rifle Club was held at the ; COURIER-GAZETTE office
McDONyield more quickly to
i Chevrolet coupe.
35*37
Mrs. John Willett and Michael Willett!
Alice George has arrived in Armory Monday night, Ttie organi- j ALDS Drug Store. Thomaston.
double direct action
Mrs. Garnet Thornton has traded
of Bangor.
zation
has
18
members.
During
the
,
her Whippet sedan with Frank
Stephen Lavender, a senior at Bow Boston from Honolulu., She will rcof Vicks VapoRub.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drinkwater doin College, Brunswick, arrived main there a while but will come to winter postal matches have been shot, * - - - - -•-••**«--*««**'«»*«**«*«*Sl
Sampson for his Willeys “6” sedan.
♦
and sen went Wednesday to Hewett's Thursday to spend the Easter recess Thomaston in time for early garden- with Brooklyn Edison Rifle and Pistol ,
Mrs. Alfred Dyer and family spent
♦
£ Use the new
Island where Mr. Drinkwater will lob with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Allyne ing'
Club,
Brooklyn;
Basic
Creek
Rifle
.
.
I last Saturday with Mrs. George
ster
during
the
summer.
W.
Peabody,
Becchwoods
street.
I
Truman
Sawyer
who
went
to
NcedClub,
Freehold,
N.
Y.;
Washington
Vicks Nose Drops
' Thurston.
Mrs. Freeman Beal and children
F. Crockett Brown who was called ham- Mass., to do carpenter work for | post 287 Rifle Club, Lancaster, N. Y.;
with VapoRub in
HORSE, harness and wagons for sale.
i Repair work will be started on the
have
returned home from two weeks' here by the illness of his mother Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. George Potter has com- ■ Stanton Pistol and Rifle Club, Pitts- Inquire
17 Trinity St. E. B. St. CLATR.
I High School building as soon as arvisit with her parents in Beals.
Fannie Brown, has returned to Rj’e, Pleted that job and also another for, ton, pa.; Milico Rifle Club, New York
the Vicks Plan.
36*38
' rangements can be made.
ione °f their neighbors.
] City; and Waynesboro Rifle Club,
Mrs. Annie Thompson was a . din X. y.
APPLES. Starks and Ganos for eating
| Chester Dyer and Donald WitherPerley Hall was tendered a party by j, Waynesboro, Pa.
and cooking. 75c per bu. J. F. CALDERThe public card party to be given ....
ner guest Thursday of Mrs. Mary
I spoon have new Ford coupes recently
36*41
next week by the Eastern Star Circle. bis wife and Mr. and Mrs. Robert) Shoulder to shoulder matches have WOOD. Union.
icks
Burke.
The
Last
Word
in
bought of Rockland parties.
Nose&Throat
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Post visited will be on Tuesday evening instead Llbb>’ °n the anniversary of his birth- i been fired with Thomaston Rifle Club I —HOusehold furniture and piano for
Mr. Anderson who was visiting his
ie at Joseph adams' place, BeechQuality and Style
Mr. and Mrs. David Mann Sunday at of Wednesday as previously stated 1 daV recently. Bridge and 63 with and Central Maine Power Company j sa
woods St., Thomaston.
38*38
daughter Mrs. Anna Beverage has
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne who has Prizes aud a lunch occupied the eve- Club.
Ash
Point.
now priced at
ning. Mr. Hall was' presented with a
It was voted to affiliate with the
returned to his home in Dover-FoxHARD WOOD fitted. $12 ano $14;
betn
spending
several
months
with
Mrs.
Cassie
McLeod
and
Mrs.
Ella
BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS"
valuable gift. Those present were ( Maine State Rifle and Pistol Associa- Junks, $12; small round wood, stove
croft.
$4.00 and $5.00
Cook were recent Rockland visitors. her daughter Mrs. A. G. Eustis in Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby. Mr. and tion. Harold Coombs and Dr. E. L. lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H
Waterville,
has
returned
to
her
home
Floyd Duncan moved his bungalow
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
2C-tf
Mrs. George Snow is spending a few
Mrs. James Thornton. Mr. and Mrs. Scarlott were appointed to act as di
Wednesday to the Little Thorough
days with her daughter Mrs. Clifford) on Beechwoods street.
Sold by
USED
CARS
for
sale
in
the
following
Mrs. N. F. Andrews and grandson Henry Montgomery, Mr. and Mrs. rectors from the club.
WEST ROCKPOR;
fare.
makes: Nash, Pontiac. Whippet, OldsElwell on Whitehead.
Plans were made for outdoor shoot mobile, Essex. Ford, Chevrolet, Dodge,
BURPEE & LAMB
Master Everett Creighton of East Howard Beattie and Mr. and Mrs.
P. L. Brown got a dory load of
ing this summer on the Thomaston Bulck, Chrysler Durant, Studebaker.
Milton, Mass., were dinner guests of i Wallace Feyler.
Misses Barbara Belyea and Doro smelts recently, the first of the seaROCKLAND. ME.
Viking. Erskine. Reo. Ilupmoblle. Prices
TENANT S HAKBOR
Wilford J. Bryant of Union was in range.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson of
thy Lord of Camden hiked here last
range from $35 to $685. MILLER’S
The
following
officers
were
elected:
town
Thursday
on
business
and
Mrs.
GARAGE. Rankin St.
35-37
Warren
recently.
Saturday and spent the day with Mr.
Several farmers have cut and are
The
Easter
morning
sermon
at
the
Bryant
spent
the
day
with
her
niece
President,
Oscar
E.
Wishman;
vice
Mrs. Charles C. Wotton of Rock
and Mrs Walter Wheeler.
AXMINSTER RUG 9x12. oak dining
ROCKVILLE
president, Rupert Stratton; secretary, table and mahogany stand. all In good
Baptist Church will be on “Rolling land visited her grandmother Mrs. ! Mrs. Mary Luce.
Away Stones of Doubt." There will Maria W. Prince, Thursday.
Miss Eliza Whitney went to Quincy H- C. Wentworth; executive officer. , condition, at reasonable price. MRS.
Tuesday Club this week.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Hunter
spent
Thursday
KENNEDY 92 Cedar St
37«39
be two special musical numbers by
Da’.on Brown has 250 baby chicks.
John Carlton Mason of North 1 Friday to visit her niece, Mrs. George j Lloyd Daniels.
The prayer meeting was held at the
with Mrs. F. J. Hunter at the High
~FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
Mrs. Frank Calderwood is working lands, Rockland. She was accom the choir: “Rejoice Ye People” and Easton, Mass., arrived Friday to join York.
church vestry this week being the
modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
“O Wondrous Sight," Geibel. The Mrs. Mason at the home of her mother
first of a series of Holy Week serv for Mrs. James Pendleton.
WITH THE BOWLERS apple orchards, lumber and Are wood.
panied by her little son Vernon.
Christian Endeavor 6 o'clock service Mrs. John Hanley, Main street. He
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
ices.' Union services were held at
Lewis Mills had a wood-chopping
G. Clinton Young returned Sunday
Mrs. Katherine Crawford enter
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
21-tf
Rockport Thursday and Friday eve bee last Saturday and a social for the to Portland with his brother William will be omitted. At 7 o'clock there will return Sunday.
Next
Week
’
s
Games
tained
Mrs.
Georgie
Robinson.
Miss
will
be
an
Easter
concert
by
th?
Bible
EIGHT
large
white
full
blooded
Pekin
nings.
*
The appropriations committee ap Eliza Whitney and Mrs. Matie Spald
young folks Wednesday evening.
Brown and son Maynard who came school. David Sivewright. Sr., super
Monday night—Texacos vs. A. & P. ducks for sale. Including drake not re
There was a social at the vestry
pointed at the last annual town meet ing at cards Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond re to attend the funeral of their mother intendent.
Tuesday night—Burpees vs. Perry’s lated. Extra large birds. Laying. Fine
The
following
classes
last Thursday evening and a candy turned Monday from a winter so- Mrs. Aubine Haskell. Mr. Young will
for breeding. $12 for lot. bargain. DR.
ing met Monday evening in the office
Market.
have cooperated with their teachers of the selectmen and voted to recom- i Mrs. Robinson had highest score.
SHERMAN. Rockland. Tel. 598-W 37-lt
sale and games were included in the | jOurn jn Sarasota, Fla., making the visit there for a week or longer.
Wednesday night — Federals vs.
The correspondent has received a
and
with
the
superintendent
to
make
mend
followlng
amounts
to
the
LOBSTER TRAP sills, hardwood, bored,
program
. , trip in five days in a Pontiac. Mrs.
Mrs. Aubine Haskell died last Fri
newsy letter from Boston in which a Baibers.
meeting: For schools. $13 630; number of Thomaston people are Thursday night—Boiler Makers vs. 2‘,ic; door cleats lc. Runners, oak bows
The special services Sunday in j
£ Ladd accompanied them as far day in West Rockport where she had possible the program. Busy Bee Class,,,
and boat lumber cheap. B. M. CLARK.
commemoration of Easter will in as Rockland where she has remained been boarding at the home of Mr. a*2f?'-"SS5. 22£i»iw» ««««
Union, Me._______________________ 35*37
mentioned. Mrs. Annie Henderson Centrals.
Class, Mrs. F. W. Barton, teacher; j h ht
,
elude a concert in the evening by the I a few days before returning home.
and
insurance
foi;
TWO COWS for sale, also grocery
Russell. She was 87 years old. and Beginners and Primary Classes. Mrs. 6
Friday night—Gulf Refining vs.
Brown, a native of this town and
children of the church school.
wagon and mowing machine. TEL. 108-4
Easter Sunday at North Haven some years past had been a resident J. C. Simmons, superintendent; Agnes
t
.-°
<7?
graduate
of
the
class
of
1882
in
ThomKickapoos,
and
Barbers
vs.
KickaThomaston.
35-37
The Rainbow Hour broadcast Wed- 1 Church: Morning service at 11. ser of this place, making her home with
ewright and
medical aston High School, has been spending poos.
and Margaret
Margaret Reid,
Reid, teachteach ' DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
nesday evening from the First Bap- | mon by the pastor, “Christ Risen,” her son. G. Clinton Young here. She Sivewright
:
Pathfinder
Class,
assisted
by
the
,
speo
1
«
h
°°'
s
'
«
75:
‘
°™
in
Boston
but
will
soon
re$10; Junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood
tist vestrv in Rockland by remote and special music. In the evening at leaves three sons. Funeral services ers:
er» salaries, $24<5; salary town audi- 1 turn to her home in Portland. Mr. and
The Centrals got tangled up in mixed. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
control through station WLBZ. Ban the 7 oclock service an Easter pag were held at the chapel Sunday and choir
26-tf
I tor. $25; town expenses. $2000; re- j Mrs. Percy Moody (Helen Brown) the buzz saw Wednesday night, los
gor came in very clearly cn sets here. eant will be given, entitled "The interment was in Rockville cemetery.
pairs on sidewalks. $1000; highways and family are living in Andover, ing four points to Perry’s Market and
NEW 11 ft. skiff for sale; at Perry's
.
EASTER DAY
Mrs. J. F. Heal attended the Tl.'iumph," with special music. A There were beautiful floral tributes
Railway. Price very reasonable ELMER
by Alvalene Pierson, aged 1.. of J and bridges, $3000; breaking ouC where Mr. Moody is running a cotton then being treated by the Federals SIMMONS. Limerock St. Te’. 139-Y.
W.C.T.U. dues tea in Camden Tues record attendance is urged at the from neighbors and friends which IWrlttcn
Tenant's Harbor Junior High School | ’ roads. $800; shoveling snow from side- ; batting mill. Mrs. Brown mentioned ih the same shabby manner. In the
35-37
day.
Sunday School.
were much appreciated by the rela Easter Day ls here again—
walks, $750; State Aid road, $1194; that Mrs. Harry Moody and son Ken- game with the Marketeers there was
HORSE HOE. horse rake, disc harrow,
Miss Bernice Parker in company
Tls a beautiful time of year.
tives, also the many kindnesses be
patrolled
highways,
$331.80;
maintenneth
had
not
been
very
well.
John
only
one
total
above
300
and
that
two cultivators, sulky plow^No. 4 Hussey
Everything so peacefulr and sweet
with friepds from Rockland motored
stowed.
ance of highway, SCO: third class road. Creighton was operated upon Mon- honor went to Abbott who also had plow, potato digger for sale. Inquire
You know the Saviour's near.
CLARK ISLAND
33*38
to Portland Tuesday to attend the
$240: lights, $1819; support of poor, day and is doing well. Mrs. Carrie high string, 128. Gardiner was high R. F. D. No. 2. BOX 15 Union.
Lawrence Tibbctt concert, returning
DRY hard fitted wood $?0. Junks $10.
We read of the glorious story.
$1000; repairs on postofflee, $53656; ~
line
in
the
Federal
game
but
Perry
Thomas
has
been
kept
in
for
a
week
PORT
CLYDE
At the First Baptist Church an
How on this day He rose from the support of fire companies. $600; fire
4-foot wood $9. delivered M. LOFMAN.
Wednesday.
with an inflamed knee. Boston and had high string, 117. The summary: R F. D. 1. Rockland. Me. Tel. 263-11.
grave.
There was a good delegation from Easter program will be given next
alarm.
$15:
fire
equipment.
$300;
stor

And
came
again
to
his
disciples.
35*37
vicinity
has
many
Thomaston
people
First
Game
Easter Sunday at the Eaptist Chap To show them how others to save.
this place at the town meeting Mon Sunday night at 7 o'clock bv Miss Mar
age of chemical engine. $365; hydrant for residents, whom their friends at
USED CARS for sale or exchange;
el. Rev. Milton R. Kerr, pastor: At
Perry’s Market—Schofield 266, Ab closed
garet McKnight of Rockland.
day.
models In good condition cheap,
Mrs. Charles Johnson has been ta 3 o’clock an exceptionally fine And when he hung there on the cross, .rent. $2900; purchase calcium chloride, home like to hear about.
bott 303. Melvin 248, Norton 297, time payment. Slightly used tires 33x4
The high school pupils are riding
I $85; town nurse. $1000; interest on
Thetr hearts were torn with grief—
A charming spring party was given French 274, total 1388.
program
of
music
and
verse
parts
for Reo and Model T Ford
Used
ken
to
her
home
in
Rockland
in
order
in a larger Chevrolet bus recently
And though some had not been faithful, town debt. $1883; principal of town Thursday evening, with Mrs. Warren
has been arranged which promises to
Centrals—McKinney 246, Dudley cars. E D. LINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St.
to be nearer a physician.
They ne'er faltered In their belief.
purchased by Crockett’s Garage.
Tel.
812-W.
35-37
debt,
$3000;
surety
bond.
$150;
public
O. Feyler and Miss Ada F. Coleman as 291, Rogers 272. Black 261, Gardiner
Mrs. Martha Maker and grandson be a real treat. You cannot appreciate
library, $450; town police, $600; im the hostesses, at the home of Mrs. 281, total 1351.
SEVEN-ROOM hove for sale. bath, fine
And although he ascended to Heaven.
it
at
home,
so
be
present
and
enjoy
it
Earle
Rogers
have
been
visiting
Mrs.
It won't be war. we assume, unless
cellar, barn. 14 ace held. Ollter St.,
He remains in our hearts alway—
proving cemetery, $400: repairing cul-, Feyler. Colors of the season were
4. mile from postofflee. Quick sale
Second Game
the
Chinc'e
ccrupv
Japanese Byron Wotton of Rockland for a few all together: at 2 p. m. the Sunday And wc appreciate Him especially
cert on Georges s'reet, $400: Western carried out in the table appointments.
$2500
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
On
this
glad
Easter
Day.
school
closes
its
big
contest.
days.
territory—Weston iCre.) Leader.
Federals—Perry 301, Philbrook 271.
1080.
18-tf
I Meadow and Green House hill, $1000, f There were three tables of bridge with
Dudley
285,
Benner
244,
Rackliff
282,
repairing concrete road at Corner honors falling to Mrs. Bowdoin Graf- , . . ,
FOUR ROOM bungalow. Just oil Main
St. In Thomaston for sale. In perfect
$1000; Williams-Brasier Post. $50: re- 1 ton. Miss Thelma I.inscott and Mrs. total 138?'
condition, large lot of land. Manv other
Msswr —
i rontraa
Centrals—Rogers 252, McKinney desirable
pairing Eureka engine house. $500; re- Ronald
~
properties. DR. ALLYNE W.
pairt on Counce engine house, $400; were Miss Gladys Doherty, Miss Helen 247' DanlcLson 285' Black 279, Gardi- PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
ner
311,
total
1374.
28-tf
j total. $46,240.11.
Studley, Miss Helen Killeran, Mrs.
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
At the Federated Church Easter Alexander Donaldson. Mrs. Wallace
Bobbie—Here, mister, is a pocket $10. Junks $10. W. L OXTON, West
Sunday will be observed both morn Feyler, Mrs. Hollis Young, Mrs. J.
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden 31-tf
ing and evening Sunday school at Russell Davis. Mrs.'w*B“D Grayland book >’ou drc°Pcd down the strcct
BARGAINS
In
new
and
used
Johnson
Gent
—
Oh,
thanks,
my
little
man.
9.45 a. m. with Easter program. Morn- Mrs. Lawrence Leach of Rockland.
Outboard motors. A. L. ANDERSON.
Here's a dime for your honesty.
I ing service at 11. subject, “Beyond 'he
Camden.
24*37
Bobbie
—
Aw,
that's
all
right,
mister.
Poplar;" anthems, “Hark the Voice
APPLETON
RIDGE
I
kept
a
quarter
out.
—
Pathfinder.
of Love and Mercy.” Adams, ana
Life Up Your Hoads," Schnecker. Eve
ning service at 7. when the choir will
The drama to be presented by A. H.
i sing an Easter cantata, “The Dawn S. seniors and the Easter pageant at
1 of Victory."
the Baptist Church have been post
Advertisements in this column not Ho
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms
• • • •
poned on account of illness of some exceed three lines inserted once for 25
toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment
of
those
taking
part.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi and
of
flve rooms and toilet. Incpiire 12
Easter services at St. John Baptist
lines flve cents each for one time. KNOX
ST. Tel. 156-W.
33-tf
The monthly missionary meeting tional
I Church (Episcopal) will be; Holy
10 cents for three times. Six words
33-tf
Eucharist at 7 a. m. and 9 a. in.; at was held March 18 at the home ot make a line.
TENEMENT of six rooms to let. newly
j the second service the choir will sing j Mrs. Frances Gushee.
napered and painted. Inquire FRANK
the "Missa de Angelis" and other spe- 1 Misses Esther and Charlotte RobBUTLER. 155 SouthJllain St. ___ 36-38
♦
cial 'music w 11 be the offertory, Gou- bins have returned to their home in
SIX ROOM rent, three rooms down,
three up, attic, yard, garage if desired.
I nod’s Ave Maria, sung by Mrs. William South Hops after a few days visit ♦
Good
repair. Good neighborhood. TEL.
, Kenney of Rockland, also a 16th-cen- with their cousin, Julia Brown.
♦
577.
37-tf
♦ -*■ *
I tury carol, “By Early Morning Light.”
Mr. and Mrs. A. Irving Clark of
W ELL FURNISHED room to let in prlEXPERIENCED mender and darner vate
by Mrs. Kenney. Miss Irene Young, Camden were dinner guests Wednes
family. Fine home. TEL. 961-M.
wanted to do miscellaneous sewing
E. Watson.
33-38
' and Mrs. Eayward Hall. Choral VfS- day of Rev.. and Mrs L....
...
for adult family. Write MRS. D.. care
35.37
1 pers at 7 p. m. Saturday afternoon, Mr. Clark is a representative of the 1 thls onice.
Two rents. Winter St., six rooms, first
floor; flve rooms second floor, lights,
I Easter Even, service of baptism at 4 I Rawleigh
„
, ,Products Co.
i TO RENT building suitable tor auto
T. SHAPIRO. Army and Navy
o’clock
Gwendolyn Robinson who has been ! repair shop In Rockland. Write AUTO toilets.
store.
Tillson Ave.
35*38
37*39
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle boarding at Rev. L. E. Watson's is REPAIR, care Crurler-Gazette.
ROOMS to let at 32 School 8t. MISS
LONG HAIRED KITTENS wanted at ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
will meet with Mrs. John Tillson now at Abner Grant’s.
34-tf
7 to 16 weeks old—male or female.
Cecil Arrington was guest Saturday once.
Wednesday, with supper at 6
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
D YORK, Rockland Tel. 293-W
37-39
good location, rent reasonable.
Mrs Eva Sayward of Union was in night of Normin Perry.
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted. let.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel.
Johnson Pitman has returned to PETER
town Thursday calling. Her many
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. ROBERT
77.
26-tf
37-33
friends are glad to see her recover school after an absence of several Tel. 806-J.
AVAILABLE for rent four medium
1
ing so rapidly from a recent serious weeks due to an injured knee.
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
- - - -Evangelistic services at the Bap
automobile accident.
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
25-tf
tist
Church
closed
last
week
Thurs'
’
The dominant note at the Baptist
TWO rooms for light housekeeping and
dav
and
Rev.
Mr.
Emery
returned
:
♦
one single room to let. All modern con
Church Sunday will be “Victory,”
veniences. 11 UNION ST. Tel. 735-W.
which will be preached and sung. Friday to his home in Ellsworth.
35-37
The evening service at 7 o'clock will
WAITRESS and plain pastry cook
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
be featured by an illuminated cross
MR.
wants position Good references. TEL. electric lights, toilet, garage.
MARTINSVILLE
with songs sung by antiphonal choirs
735-J.
35*38 SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.
28-tf
of 35 voices.
SITUATION wanted by a working
IFNEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic &t.
Easter Sunday at the Ridge Church housekeeper. TEL. CAMDEN 8918.
The Legion minstrel show tickets
36*38 Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTOH. 176
are now on sale for the evening of of Martinsville and Glenmere, Rev.
Main
St. Tel. 871-W.___________ 26-tf
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired
April 4. The best talent available in Milton R. Kerr, pastor: at 10.30 morn References.
TO LET—5-rootn flat, all modern. 23
C. L. ROACH. 132 Park St.
ing
worship
with
special
music
by
the
town and vicinity will be in this show,
Tel. 441-J.________ _____________ 30*41 Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT
240 Broadway.
26-tf
which promises to be the best of the choir; pastor's subject. “The Calvary
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for
Miracles;"
7
p.m..
an
exceptiona'ly
1 season.
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. flue cellar,
elderly person, or helper or companion
electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Students and others are coming in good program is arranged for the ser- for same. References. 88 CAMDEN ST. toilet,
large veranda, large vard. Adults only.
, daily for the Easter vacation. Miss vice at Port Clyde; at 11.40, a large Tel.. 180-J.______________________ 37-39 Inquire 23 T STREET. Citv.
26-tf
SALESMAN wanted. In Maine, to sell
Blanche Henry. Paul Morgan, Henry ar.d growing Sunday school will meet. ! our
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
highlv refined, distilled and filtered
Fales, Miss Jane Earry and Stephen
I motor and tractor oils to the farm trade able for family of two or three, at 15
St. Apply to MRS. FROST
i with credit accommodation to Fall of Summer
Barry have arrived from University
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
Your Chevrolet dealer is in a better position than anyone else to give you
! 1932 without note, interest or mortgage. Tel. 318-W.______ ____ ___________ 26-tf
: of Maine.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
| Liberal commission to salesman with
TENEMENT of five rooms and bath, gas.
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes., |1 weekly advancements and full settle- lights, heat, to let. at 9 Suffolk St. M.
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters,
quality work at lowest prices. His service station is factory-supervised.
the City of Rockland, hereby give 1 ment the first of each month. Must M. GRIFFIN.
33-tf
will serve a dinner in the banquet of
notice to the Inhabitants of said City have car. THE LENNOX OIL «fe PAINT
room of the K. of P. hall Monday be end other persons having Taxable Prop- ,I CO..
A
BEAUTIFUL
five
room
heated
apart
Dcpt. Sales. Cleveland. Ohio. 35*37 ment with every convenience to let; five
He has factory-designed tools and equipment—factory-trained attendants
ginning at 11.30. Mrs. Ada Chadwick, nrty within said city, to make and bring I
minutes walk from Main St. Undoubt
in
to
said
Assessors
true
and
perfect
,
Mrs. Katherine Studley, Mrs Harriet lists of their polls and all their estates j <«•**•*«•••••••*
*o- *•**•**•* 35 edly one of the best In Rockland. FREE
Tillson,
Mrs.
Adelaide
Jones
and
MAN S. YOUNG, 163 Main St. Tel. 766-J.
real
end
personal.
In
writing
Including
,
and mechanics. He uses only genuine Chevrolet parts. And he is per
.
_ __________ I
Money on Hand or at Interest, and J ♦
Mrs. Sadie Pryor have charge.
d«?bts due more than owing, and all ,
Mrs. John Brown left Thursday property held In trust as Guardian.
*•**•••••
••• I .
n
sonally interested in seeing to it that you are satisfied with your Chevrolet.
morning for Haverhill. Mass., sum Executor. Administrator. Trustee or |^ «•*••> ■•« *•• *•• *•• *••
*•* *• ••* *•* w t
t
I
(except as Is bv ’aw exempt! HAWES BARRED ROCK chicks 16c
moned there by the serious condition otherwise
from taxation) which th* were posses Every chick from large hen's eggs of high I
♦
of her brother Seth Watts, a native of sor of on the first da of April. 1932. i
4
production. Let me hatch your eggs ?
A series of weekly service specials to emphasize the low prices on Chev
Thomaston. Mr. Watts had recently end to be prepared to Make Oatli to the egg
lVaC
each,
guarantee
your
chicks
free
of the same.
undergone a major operation from truth
of
all
diseases.
ALFRED
C.
HAWES
NOTICE-—On and after this date I will
And they are particularly requested
23-39 not be responsible for any bills other
which he is not recovering as hoped to notify the Assessors of the names of j Union.
rolet repair work starts today. For the week of March 28th, the special
all persons of whom they have bought
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We will than those contracted for by myself.
for. He is 82 years old.
or to whom they have sold taxable | deliver by truck or postpaid. April chlx AUGUSTA STEWART. March 1. 1932
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet property
since the first day of April, for $16 per hundred. State accredited
36*33
will be brake adjustments, for which the bargain prices below prevail.
Wednesday afternoon, with supper at 1931.
for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE &
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
*
And for the purpose of receiving said. SON. Thomaston, R. 1.
30-tf Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
6 o'clock. A program will be pre
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN, DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
lifts and making transfers of all Drop-1 —
26-tf
sented by the Junior and primary de erty
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
bought or sold, the undersigned will
partments, and a collection taken for be In session at the Assessors’ Room, i Eestj ; Accredited. Trapnested and
LAWN
MOWER
SHARPENING
is a
No. 7 City Building, from nine to twelve bred for heavy laying and egg size. W specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
j their benefit. Their funds have been o
25-tf Main St.. Rockland.
’clock in the forenoon, and from one L. MERRIAM. Union. Me.
26-tf
I used to carry on their work and they to four o’clock In the afternoon of each I BARRED ROCK BABY OHIX 15c;
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and
[ are taking this method to replenish day.
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers remodeled,
reasonable rates; reproduc
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds tions made. Satisfaction guaranteed. W.
their treasury.
APRIL 1, 2, 4. 1932
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship F. ’ BILL’’ SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J DunThe baseball schedule has been Special Notice to Executors, Adminis-1 Me.
Tel. 128-11.
26-45 ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St..
tra’ors, Trustees or Guardians
made for 1932. Rockport has dropped
32*37
The statute provides that you must 1 S. C. R. I Red baby chicks. Hatching City.
ont of the league, but by vo e of each bring
in to the Board of Assessors a true eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
club St. George has been taken on to and perfect list of all taxable property ' C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
27-tf moderate cost for your spring cleaning
fill the vacancy. The new schedule is In your possession to date of April 1. ren.
1932. otherwise It will be taxed as the
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
Mav 4, Tfccmaston at St. George; May statute
provides, and any personal ex -1
cians. Phone 721. next to Ford Agency.
j 7. Camden at Thomaston; May 11, amination of property by the Assessors I
31-tf
j Vinalhaven at Thomaston; May 14. will not be considered as a waiver of!
AGENTS’ COMMISSIONS. Sell high
neglect of anv person In bringing in true j
Thomaston at Rockland; May 18. Lin and perfect list as required by law.
blades. Cost you one cent
Kevs made to order. Keys maue grade razor
Make 100 per cent profit. Send
Any person who neglects to comply
coln at Thomas'on; May 21. St.
to fit locks when original keys are each.
25c for 10 sample blades and particu
with
this
notice
will
be
doomed
to
a
tax
George at Thomaston; Mas* 25, Thom according to the laws of the State end ; lost. House, Office or Car. Code lars. JONCO SALES CO., P. O. Box 263.
aston at Camden: May 28. Thomaston be barred of the right to make application
23-tf
books provide keys for all locks Rockland.
at Vinalhaven; June 1, Rockland at either to the Assessors or County Com
without bother. Scissors and LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock

NORTH HAVEN

THOMASTON

: LOST AND FOUND j
»-.

. . . Chest
COLDS

FOR SALE

U.M

IIATS

^0^
(.rW
V

CHEVROLET

In Everybody’s Column

You get the best

TO LET

WANTED

from your Chevrolet dealer at the

SITUATIONS

for quality work

EGGS AND CHICKS

MISCELLANEOUS

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Strout Insurance Agency

SEE

YOUR

CHEVROLET

DEALER

17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, MF..
Insnranre in all its branches
Probate Honda
Notary Public
J.

Walter Strout

Alfred M. Strout

missioners for any abatement of taxes,
unless such person offer such list with
his application and satisfies the assessors
that he was unable to offer it at the
time appointed.
M. M. DAGGETT.
Chairman.
L. A. THURSTON,
H. VV KEBP,
Assessors of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine, March 1, 1932.

31-39

Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791

96-tf

land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
26-tf
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
pairing. JAMES II. HALL. 231 Main St.,
opp. foot Pleasant St.
30-tf
WATCHES. CLOCKS, antique and
grandfather, repaired. Call and deliver,
mall or leave. Experienced workman.
S. A. MACOMBER, Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
27-tf
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Every-Other-Day

Katahdin Mountaineers, a
Very Unusual Attraction,
Here Next Week

■m

GO TO SPRINGFIELD

COMING TO THE PARK

Chimney Corner
Chat

Knox and Lincoln Boys and
Girls Selected For the
4-H .Trip

NEVER BEFORE

Adella F. Veazie

The Maine State Chamber of Com- '
Just as accidental discoveries have
merce has announced the list of 140
brought fame to many of the stage
tiZ&v&WiiwSiii/i)
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Everett B. Gray entertained
boys and girls of Maine’s 4-H Clubs
ing departures and arrivals, this depart the Jolly Jokers Monday evening. and screen stars, an accidental dis
We are sometimes asked if we like who, with their chaperones, will be
ment especially desires Information of
covery brought fame to The Katah
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Games were followed by refresh
certain persons, and we aty often at
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be ments and1 a very pleasant evening din Mountaineers.
a loss for a reply, in fact we cannot entitled to represent their respective
gladly received.
was spent. Among those present were
A well-known theatre man and answer without going into a long ex counties as guests of the State Cham- I
TELEPHONE ............................. 170 or 794-W Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Pettee, Mr. and
sportsman discovered these mountain planation, and this involves a dis ber on the annual trip to Springfield,
Mrs William Widdecomb, Mr. and j
.
. cussion of personal characteristics on Mass., in September, and the week’s
Mrs. Ensign and son Randall, I
a flshlng tr‘P
which no two persons will agree. For training encampment at the Eastern
Clarence Widdecomb, James Widde- Northern Maine.
instance, I once had a most obliging States Exposition. The selection was
It
is
the
habit
of
the
mountain
comb, Clarence Simmons, Mrs. Laura people after the daily work has been neighbor. She would go to the house made by State Club Leader Lester H.
Widdecomb, George Van Stuben and done to congregate at the home of of a sick neighbor and do any dis Shibles, based on records of achieve
E. B. Gray.
one of the neighbors and indulge in agreeable chore that a trained nurse ment In club projects. In order to be
eligible the club members selected
a bit of horseplay and music. It was would be required to do.
Mrs. Elmer Pinkham of North at one of these evening song tests
She would use the last drop of any must be still engaged in approved club
Main street, was hostess to the Bc- that the sportsman noticed four men remedy she happened to have in her' project Sept. 1.
i
rean Bible Class yesterday afternoon. who were outstanding in their rendi home to relieve a sick neighbor or one
This is the sixth year that the State
cf
his
animals.
She
seemed
to
be
al

tion of the old mountain songs and
Chamber of Commerce has included
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter entertained dances. He saw possibilities as a ways on the lookout to do little neigh the Springfield expedition in its an
at bridge Tuesday evening at her stage attraction and from this chance borly acts of kindness, yet that wom nual budget, at a cost of $3500 a year.1
home on Grace street. There were meeting, the Katahdin Mountaineers an heard more bad things about folks
The boys and girls of Knox and
two tables, with honors falling to emerged to startle the country as than all the rest of the community Lincoln Counties included in the
Miss Ethel Smalley, Mrs. Donald Far- one of the most novel acts yet seen of together, and the moment she heard selected lists are: Clifton Meservey,
said stories she was seized with an Robert G. Farris, Raymond Rhodes,
rand and Mrs. Audrey Teel.
its kind.
Now,after touring the country, they immediate desire to run and peddle Annie Rhodes, Union; Chesley Cripps,
Miss Margaret Hellier went to Bos
Fales Circle Ladies of the G.A.R. are appearing in their native State them out, and this before she had
We have received a Brand New
ton Friday to visit a former school will hold a card party Tuesday eve for the first time. These mountain ascertained whether they were true or Simonton; Robert W. Graffam, Hazel
friend, Miss Harriet Williams, ar.d ning at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth people by their very size and man not. She seemed to really enjoy hear Hall, Aina; Gertrude Hardy, Hope;
Shipment of Floor Coverings of
this evening will be honor guest at a Barton, Orange street. Playing will nerisms bring forth a hearty laugh ing that some one had committed an Falena Hilton. Whitefield; Charlotte
Bragdon,
Damariscotta.
party Miss Williams is giving to an begin at 7.30. The Circle’s next meet from the audience as soon as they indiscretion, or even a crime. Now
all sorts in the Newest Patterns
nounce her engagement.
what was I to say when asked if I
ing will fall on Wednesday, April 6. appear.
Suitable for Every Room in the
WARREN
"Shorty” Long, who plays the liked her. when the fact was that I
when Mrs. Priscilla Smith will be in
Mrs. Fanny Brown who recently charge of the public supper.
fiddle, is exactly 60 inches but claims fairly dreaded to see her coming, even
House.
Josef Vinal arrived Friday for ten
underwent a surgical operation at
he’ll be a great help when he grows when she was on her way to do me a
days
’
vacation
from
his
studies
at
the
up.
Exactly
opposite
in
stature
is
Knox Hospital is gaining encourag
kindness?
Miss Gladys Bowen, Cottage street,
ingly. Her son, F. Crockett Brown, was hostess to the Moonlight Auc Dave Hamby who x stands 6 feet 4
I am not fond of enumerating the University of Maine.
Herman Killeran and daughter
who was called here by her illness, tioneers Wednesday evening. The inches high. They are the long and faults of my neighbors and friends,
has returned to New York.
Easter season was in evidence and short of comedy. Hank Stebbins and as I am a plain speaking person Orpha Killeran of Cushing were visit
color scheme of yellow and green was measures in between the first two I could only answer her by saying: ors Wednesday at Mr. and Mrs. New
SOME ESPECIALLY HANDSOME BIGELOW-SANFORDS
In the absence of Mrs. Faith G carried
_____ _______
out in decorations and ar- and says that he has had a good time "Why, yes; I like her just as I do any ell Eugley’s.
Warren friends were pleased to note
Berry, Mrs. Leola Noyes conducted j pointments effectively, The prize- traveling around the country but will one else. I like the agreeable qualities
be
glad
when
he
can
get
back
home.
the lesson in musicianship, devoted to ; winners were Mrs. William Vinal,
and I dislike the disagreeable ones," the splendid rank received by Millard
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Music of the 16th Century at the Mrs. Earl Sukeforth, Mrs. Warren Newt Goddard the youngest member which answer though somewhat Hart, a former Warren boy, at the
of the group served with the Army equivocal was the exact truth, but I Rockland postofflee.
meeting of the Junior Harmony Club Eldridge and Mrs. Fred Haining.
during the World War and therefore, neglected to state that it was a reliet
Mrs. Lawrence Dolham spent Wed
Wednesday evening. A letter from
Mrs. Guy Gannett, State president of
Mrs. Pearl Studley was hostess to claims more “eddication” than the to me when circumstances took her nesday with Mrs. Etta Hutchinson at
the Federation of Music Clubs set the Cheerful Circle Wednesday rest.
and her family to another town and I Pleasantville. They were joined for
The Katahdin Mountaineers will be was no longer obliged to listen to her the afternoon by Mrs. Ina Harding
forth the needs of the Eastern Music evening.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
at Park Theatre next Wednesday and loads of gossip she always brought.
Camp and asked the various music
and daughter Ethel.
Thursday.
Here
is
your
opportunity
clubs of the State to pool and con
Jennie
Starrett
of
Scarboro
comes
Miss Rose Adams of the teaching
Now I hold that it is sheer impert
tribute $150 toward this worth while staff at the Wassookeag School. to see the most new and novel act inence to ask if one likes a neighbor today, Saturday, for several days' va
enterprise. Forthwith the Junior | Dexter, sails this afternoon from New that has ever played Rockland.—adv. or an acquaintance. We can't feel cation from her duties as teacher.
Harmony Club voted to donate $5 , york on the Steamship Monarch of
Madeline and Annette, daughters
the same toward every one, though
of Mrs. Emery’s sister. Miss M. E.
as its share. The greater part of the Bermuda for a 10 days’ trip to BerRURAL PROBLEMS
we can find some likeable qualities in of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, are both
CAMDEN
Bartlett.
evening was devoted to reviewing ma- | mU(ja
every one if we but look for them, and ill.
Fred Eddy of Rockport has bought I
terial for the music memory con
Rev.
Leroy
A.
Campbell,
pastor
of
Lloyd
Simmons
was
the
victim
Wed

by
doing
this
I
managed
to
discourage
Will Receive Attention At
the A. W Keene house on Free street [
test to take place in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts of
the gossiping habit of another excel nesday night of a severe attack of in
A. B. Crocker
the Baptist Church announces for and
will occupy it as a residence.
For the next meeting, Wednesday, Houlton who are guests of Mr. and
! I Easter Sunday, the following services
the Farmers’ Conference In lent neighbor who alvays found digestion, but he is now out again.
Frank Blood has bought a lot of
April 6, these teachers are to pro Mrs. David Hodgkins and Mr. and
(.—— — — — — — — —
and exercises: 7.30 a. m.. "Sunrise”
something derogatory to say of anv
Dorothy Simmons has been ill.
land on Washington street known as
vide pupils for a program: Miss Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts for a short time
Orono Next Week
person who happened, to be mentioned
Mrs. Ruth Philbrook, Mrs. Grace'Hang out your flags, birch and willow! service with baptism and <com- ;the
lot and will have a resi-l
Margaret Stahl, Miss Mabel Lamb, motored to Bridgton Thursday. On
Shake out your red tassels, larch!
She also was a most obliging neighbor Wyllie, Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Ella
munion; 9.15, Baraca class; 10.30, deneeJones
erected on it. The lot Ls locat-|
Mrs. Emma Harvie, Mrs. Noyes and their return they were accompanied
Farm and Home Week, to be held and I never knew her to refuse to do Cunningham, Miss Edna F. Boggs, Up. blades of grass, from your pillow!
morning
worship
with
special
Easter
Hear who ls calling you—March!
Miss Alice Fuller.
by Miss Faye Hodgkins and Miss next week at Orono as usual will be a favor when asked.
music; at this service the Camden ed bt tween the Jones house and Mrs.
Mrs. Marjorie Allen, and Mrs. Gert
—Lucy Larcom.
Mary Lawry who are home for their devoted principally to farm, home,
Fire Department will attend in a Lillian Elliott’s residence.
When she began telling me about rude Rowe met Thursday afternoon
Tennyson
has
told
us
about
the
ofl
Miss Adelaide Snow who has been Easter recess from Bridgton Acad and community problems. Nearly somebody’s faults I at once began with Mrs. Anna Starrett for the pur
body; 11.45, special program for the „ Mr. and Mrs. Frank. Merrill
. ..
visiting relatives in Brookline, Mass., emy.
150 speakers are listed. Sixteen or reminding her of some good quality pose of making and fringing the. young man's fancy in the spring- church school, sponsored by the R/ading. Mass are gueste of Mr. and
is now with Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand
ganizations in the state are coopera that person possessed, and when she monk's cloth draperies for the lower time. Some of us older boys have a Junior department; at 7 o’clock the Mrs» R J Mathews.
Miss Mary Lawrence home from ting with the college in conducting told me of some wrong act of an hall at the town house. The five fancy for skumc cabbage, violets, Senior Girls Guild will present an
Mrs- Paul Young is a surgical paBass in Springfield, Mass., for a time.
University of Maine for the Easter the program. From the Milking acquaintance, I at once reminded her pairs of curtains were completed and
Easter play with stage settings and jlc.nt
Camden Community HospiGeorge Wood of upper Limerock recess is accompanied by a classmate, Contest held on Monday, when Bert of some neighborly, generous act the ladies enjoyed an agreeable social trailing arbutus and pussy willows. appropriate music. The public is ,tal; „ .
1 Amity Lodge, F&A.M., was in-,
street has entered the Veterans Hos- 'Miss Elaine Wilson of Canton, Ohio, Gould of Milo endeavors to retain which more than offset whatever I time as well. Lady fingers and orange But not too soon just because "Natures Program” tells us to look for
Qf
spcctcd last week bv Ralph U. Clark
pital in Portsmouth, N. H., for medi
his championship honors, to the final fault had been committed. In this ade were served.
them in March, for there is a quaiiof Rockland. D.D.G.M. of the 9th
cal treatment.
Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to banquet with the Governor speaking, way I headed her off from time to
fying clause, “unless winter Is ab- I D The re willbc a joint meeting of the dis,rict
Miss
Beulah
Starrett
came
Friday
the Thursday Auction Club at her the program is bound to be of in time, and seeing how well it worked night from the University of Maine normally late in taking his departure,
™'and. Thema'r>n, W arnn and
M[. alld Mrg Kelth Brown arc
Rockland students at University of home on Broadway.
terest to everyone.
I took pains to think up the good i to spend a vacation of several days you should find the hepatica and ,' i.1!' il
clubs
at
Rockland
mov
jng jnto the rent on Mechanic
Maine and Bowdoin College arrived
A strictly new feature this year points of nearly every one we knew-, | with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Hollis many of Its rivals before April
An£ua, meeting and elecUon Qf street recently vacated by John Alley
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Miss
home yesterday for the Easter recess
Bernice Martin attended the Law is a roadside marketing program in order to be ready for her and I G. Starrett.
comes.
When I fust started o i 0{jjcers of the Methodist ladies' aid ’ ?, *
P ... . hh/oiiv i'i
of 10 days.
* • • •
looking for the aforementioned flora
, .
, Wrdn»/iav n thMrs. George E. Allen ls critically 1.1
rence Tibbctt concert in Portland which is designed to give Maine resi really think I made an impression on
dents
the
latest
and
most
up-to-date
her,
for
she
acquired
the
habit
of
John
M.
Clements
at
her
home
on
Union street.
I paid no attention to that qualify- church vestry.
hrr hnmB nn TTninn
Miss Alice Hellier and Walter Gay Tuesday.
information on this rapidly growing joining right in with me in praise of
Mrs. A. W. Rich and Miss Helen |
are home from Bates College for the
Warren
lost
one
of
its
oldest
citi

ing
sentence,
but
I
learned
my
lesson
!
Miss
Bessie
Bowers
will
entertain
my fellow beings, and in the mean zens in the death of John M. Clem -"Not so fast, young man.”
entertain
the tFriends-InMrs. Harlan Pattershal of Brooks business.
, the Good chper cll|b of the CongrP. , Rich will
»“■ yutv.
«... t,a.■
Easter vacation.
Another strictly new feature in time it taught me quite a useful les ents, 82, which occurred March 15, at
has been the guest of Supt. and Mrs.
Easter is early. March 27. The ; gational
Ka
tional Church
Church Wednesday
Wednesday eve- t'obncl1. Tuesday afternoon.
„
_____
son
besides,
inasmuch
as
I
learned
the
way
of
entertainment
is
a
puppet
Regular
meeting
of
Seaside
Chap-|
The P. J. Club had luncheon 1E. L. Toner for a few days. Mrs.
the home of his daughter Mrs. Dun florists' windows are full of Easter; ning.
Thursday evening at Wadsworth Inn, i Pattershal is a helping teacher in show to be given by a group of Orono hew easily we can influence our fel can Starrett in North Waldoboro, lilies, and spring “bunnets" have i Members of Camden Commandery, ter Monday evening.
women who have attained nation low creatures by a few carefully
Mr. and Mrs. Pobert Dexter arq
Camden, with cards at the home., of ! the Brooks School.
after several weeks' illness. He was been in evidence for weeks, but it k. T.. will attend the morning service
wide recognition in this method of chosen words.
Miss Hazel Witherspoon.
does not follow that spring weather : Sunday at St. ffhomas Episcopal receiving congratulations on the ar4
born
at
the
Clements
homestead
in
The Shakespeare Society will meet presenting plays.
Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. Archl- and spring flowers that grow out of Church and Rev. Ralph H. Hayden, rival of a son. born Monday at thq
Each day's program with the ex
Camden Community Hospital.
All reservations for the Methc- Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
FRIENDSHIP
bald A. Clements, one of a family of j doors accompany those “signs of | will deliver the Easter sermon,
ception of Monday is opened with
Tillson Thomas is at home frorri
besec Club’s annual spring dinner, to Eva Hellier, Talbot avenue.
eight children, and obtained his edu- spring." This is the day before j Mrs. Charles E. Lord will enterdevotional services at the Library
take place at The Thorndike Friday
Friendship schools will re-open cation in this town. At the age of spring begins officially, wind S. E., [ tain the Monday Club next week at Colby College for the Easter vacation
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston go to under the direction of Ralph S. March 28.
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. A E|
evening, April 1st, must be arranged
22 years he became the first mail J snowing, thermometer at noon 36.her home on Chestnut street,
with Mrs. Jane Beech, 925-W, not la Farmington today to spend the week Adams of the Bangor Theological
Burnham & Morrill’s clam factory messenger between Warren village i Ugh! “But winter lingering chills J The Friday Reading Club met this Thomas, Washington street.
end with Mrs. Thurston’s parents, Seminary.
Tim tobacco store of Maynard Pav-I
ter than Wednesday noon.
at Medomak opened March 23.
and the station at West Warren, aTso the lap of spring.” How familiar the week with Mrs. A. L. Worthing,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry White. .
son and the barber shop of Felicn
Reduced rates on Maine railroads
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Davis of driving a coach for the accommoda seed boxes in the store windows look; Washington street.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Jordan enter
will make it possible for many to Boothbay have been visiting Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery ®ab,n^' 011 Bay View street wen
tion of passengers. This was in the one of the first things my youthful ■sailed
H. N. McDougall of Boston was an attend.
tained the Friday Night Club at sup
this week from New York city entered sometime Thursday nigHt oil
Mrs. Melvin Simmons.
mind
grasped
was
the
seed
box,
fall
of
1871,
directly
aftethe
Knox
over night guest of Mr. and Mrs.
per and cards.
Attendance last year reached 1288,
for a cruise to Panama and the West early Friday morning. Tire glass ini
Mrs. Alason E. Wotton is visiting and Lincoln Railroad was built.
"Ferry
’
s
Seeds,
”
with
the
fancy
pic

John H. Mcloon Thursday.
each door had been broken to prrmitl
which is the highest on record.
Indies.
her daughter Mrs. Nellie Brasier in
Mr. Clements was united ir. mar tures. These seed boxes came long
Judge and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery, |'hr robb('r °r robbnrs to reach inside^
Mrs. Alice Robbins of Maple street
Danvers.
Mass.
years
after
riage to Miss Dora Davis of Waldo
Mrs. Frederick Bird who has been
Ls spending the Easter weekend in
daughter Barbara, a student at Bos tnd open the latch. The loss in eachl
The American Legion Minstrel boro, by the Rev. Newell F. Dunton, "The Golden Age was first created UNION
Portland guest of her son Archer and the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bird
ton University, and son Oscar Emery, store amounted to about $150. Tliesel
show
will
be
held
in
Friendship
There
was
eternal
spring,
aud
placid
Services at the Methodist Church
and Miss Eleanor Bird for the weelt
pastor of the Warren Baptist Chu-ch,
Jr.,
of Bar Harbor were recent guests stores were entered in a similar tnan-|
zephyrs
with
warm
family.
Thursday,
Ami!
7
instead
of
April
6.
on Faster will include, at 10.3P. special
returned to Boston yesterday.
June 30, 1877. and of this union three Blasts soothed the flowers born without
ncr on the night of Feb. 9.
Maynard
Carter
is
working
at
the
music, subject of sermon, “Some Out
seed."
children were born, Florence, now
Wednesday Mrs. Sarah Lufkin of
Morse
boat
shop
in
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie have re standing Proofs of the Resurrection;”
When this cool spell passes away
Glencove entertained a few friends
A chimney fire at the residence of Mrs. Duncan Starrett of North WalMONDAY-TUESDAY
MONDAY-TUESDAY
at dinner in honor of Mrs. Lottie turned from West Somerville Mass.. 11.45, church school, Clarence Moody, Lew J. Wallace Sunday night i doboro; Margaret, now Mrs. Leander and the Shawonda'see, or south wind,
Crie Rhodes, whose birthday oc where they visited relatives for a few superintendent; there are classes for threatened for a time to destroy the 1 Page of Keene, N. H.; and Ida, who begins to blow, we will hie ourselves
all; 6.15, Epworth League service to
died when but a young child. Myrtle, | to the Fells, and the first thing we
curred on that date. The dinner, days.
which all young people are cordially building, but the timely arrival of j daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard will look for by the brookside is that
which bespoke the culinary art of the
Fire Warden Stevens and the chemi
Mrs.
Gardner
French
entertained
welcome;
7
p
m.,
Easter
program
by
hostess, was very nice. Mrs. Rhodes at bridge and luncheon Wednesdaycal engine soon extinguished it. I Hunt, sister of Mrs. Clements, was purple-streaked hood pushing up i
was the recipient of many cards, let evening at the home of Mrs. Leland young people of the church. Every Slight damage was done to the adopted into this family when but1 through the mud; that is the door
one
is
invited
to
these
services.
three years old, and was brought up of the skunk cabbage. It may be a
ters and a most welcome telegram Drinkwater. There were two tables
building.
bumblebee is hovering around get
as their own.
from her brother, Frank Crie of and honors were won by Mrs. A. R
LONG COVE
Mr. Clements with his pair of horses ting its first load of yellow pollen.
Mitchell, Neb. Mrs. Rhodes also re Havener, Mrs. Charles Schofield ar.d
This I found was very good advice '
carried the mail for 46 successive
ceived other mementoes.
Those Mrs. Drinkwater.
years! until In 1917, at the age of 68 for a saunterer: “Don't think you j
St. George's Church, (Episcopal),
present besides the hostess and son
years, his health forced him to give must always walk in a new direction, j
Clifton Lufkin, were Mrs. Rhodes,
Arthur K. Orne and George Adams Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: On Easter
it over to another. He still managed Go often to the same woods, and be-1
J
________
/
Mrs. Ida Hall, Mrs. Julia Wardwell g{ tbe teaching staff of Wassookeag Day there will be evensong and ser
however to do light work about his come familiar with them. You may
of Belfast, and Mrs. Phebe Lufkin of j
Dexter, are home for a 10 mon at 7.30 p. m. Every one in the
community will be most welcome at
place until about five years ago and not see much the first time, but each i
Pigeon Cove, Mass.
j days’ vacation.
this service.
was not ill in bed until the beginning succeeding walk will show you things
you missed before.”
of last fall.
Miss Margaret Adams is home from i jjiss E(ja Knowlton who was called
I know now where to look for a j
Nasson Institute, Sanford, for the home by the death of hcr father, E.
..Mrs. Sherman E. Willard and
Funeral services were conducted at
Easter recess.
North Waldoboro Friday afternoon, number of old1 friends that I made
A. Knowlton, returned to Winchester, daughter Patricia are visiting rela
tives in Boston. Lieut. Willard has
the bearers being brother Masons, the acquaintance of some three or
Mass., yesterday.
Mrs. Lorenzo D. Jones who has
completed his month’s leave, spent
Oscar Starrett, Niven Crawford. A T. four years ago. And in some sunny ,
been visiting her sister, Mrs. G. A.
MLss Maud Pratt was hostess to the mainly in this vicinity.
Norwood and Benjamin E. Watts. In spot I'll spy the mourning-cloak'
Oxton in Montville, the past few Tuesday Club.
terment was in the family lot at Fair- butterfly, or as our English friends :
weeks, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Babb have re
fi (fnnimount (picture
view cemetery. Surviving relatives call it, the Camberwell Beauty—and
Can’t live with ’em Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett of North turned home after spending the win
are the widow Mrs. Dora Clements; it is a beauty. Mr. Chipmunk will be
Mrs. Clarence Gordon of Burkett- Main street entertained the Jolly ter with their daughter, Mrs. Frank
Can't live without 'em!
a sister, Mrs. Lucinda Sidelinger ol there to greet me, and probably a
ville was a recent guest of Mrs. Sid Eight Wednesday evening. Honors McAuliffe, in Winthrop, Mass.
Billerica, Mass.; three daughters, Mrs. few wild duck northward bound. And
ney M. Oxton, Warren street.
in bridge were carried off by Mrs.
“THE
Margaret Page of Keene, N. H.; Mrs. the weeping willows are putting out
Mrs. Fred Burns of Vinalhaven ar
Annie Aylward, Mrs. Flora Post and
Myrtle Spellissey of Lowell, and Mrs. their catkins, the two sexes on dif
rived here last night, to be with her
Mrs. Harold Greene and daughter Mrs. Cora Davis.
Florence Sterrett of North Waldo- ferent trees. The masculine and
husband who has since died. Mr.
Ruth have been the guests this week
boro; several grandchildren, and a I feminine willow trees “marry."
Miss Ruth Lawrence arrived home Burns' brother William is also here.
of Mrs. Harold Ames in Camden.
I haven't seen the turdus migrabrother Edward Clements of Warren.
yesterday from Eastman School of
torius as yet, but robin redbreast will
Speaking from Experience —
Mrs. Ralph Trim is general chair
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sukeforth of Music, Rochester, N. Y„ for the
be showing up some day soon. Quot
and what Experience!
STRAND THEATRE
man of the ladies’ night to take place
Bucksport, and Mr. and Mrs. Perley Easter recess.
ing from Thoreau who knew the very
at the Elks Home Wednesday eve
Sukeforth of Bangor, were guests
heart of nature: “We can never have
Drama of the thoroughly modem enough of nature. We must be re
Joan, daughter of Mr and Mrs. ning. Dancing and buffet lunch will
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Suke
tvpe is "The Wiser Sex," talking edi freshed by the sight of inexhaustible
Harold W. Look of Mechanic street be features, with Kirk's orchestra
forth, Main street.
Laughtear Hit of the Season
- --tion of Clyde Fitch's play, "Her Con vigor, vast and titanic features, the
is seriously ill with pneumonia, two furnishing music.
^/////////^'^
with
fessions," which will be seen Mon seacoast with its wrecks, the wilder
Norma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. trained nurses being in attendance.
A
James Elwell of Unity, formerly of
day and Tuesday.
Rhama Philbrick, Chestnut street,
f Claudette Colbert j
Claudette Colbert, perhaps the ness with its living and its decaying
Hector Staples who has been very Tenant’s Harbor remains a patient at
celebrated her 9th birthday Thurs
"most unscandalized” beauty of films, trees, the thundercloud, the rain
day afternoon entertaining several ill at Knox Hospital, has returned to the Veterans' Hospital in Togus fol
mo DICKIE MOORE
lasts three weeks and produces
y Melvyn Douglas
and an exquisite brunette is featured which
schoolmates at a charming party. In his home on Admontem avenue, lowing a severe attack of lumbago.
freshets."
a WARM*
I ih the new offering with Mclvyn
the bunny contest the prize was won where he is gaining slowly.
Lilyan Tashman
So long until next time.
BROS PICTURE
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan entertained
j Douglas, young stage thespian.
by Barbara Black, in the Easter egg
N.
C.
C.
2.
P
William Boyd
J
Miss Colbert is cast as a charming
Mrs. Edward Gonia gave a bridge informally Thursday afternoon with
hunt by Estelle Jackson and for
* Bated en the
Somerville, Mass., March 19.
lady of luxurious means, who givrs
alnry "Old Man
guessing the number of beans in a luncheon Wednesday afternoon at luncheon and bridge at hcr Main
MINCH"
i up a European play tour to come to
jar Leatrice Benner. The luncheon her Summer street apartment. street home.
I the rescue of Douglas. Douglas, who
table was gay in Easter deckings, a Easter decorations, featuring a color
NOW SHOWING
John Sansom, who has been spend
j neglects hLs love duties to wash up
color scheme of orchid and yellow scheme of yellow and green, were
SPECIAL
j an underworld blot on his *city, has
“SHANGHAI EXPRESS”
being carried out. Each little guest used effectively. Honors were won bv ing the winter at Altamonte Hotel,
CHILDREN’S MATINEE
been prettily framed into a murder
with
was presented with dainty favors, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent. Kirs. W. H. Altamonte Springs, Fla., leaves in
You'll find them in our
TUESDAY. 4.00 P. M.
charge through the untender gestures
and of course the center of attraction Wincapaw and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz. about two weeks for Boston, coming
MARLENE DIETRICH
show-cases already — we
by auto with friends.
Admission 10 Cents
of William Boyd and Lilyan Tashwas the birthday cake with its light
WILLIAM
BOYD
man, a former showgirl friend. Ac
don't wait for Spring to
Owing to the many activities taking
ed candles. Norma's guests were
,4
'
Z4
LAST TIMES TODAY
Robert Gregory arrived last night
tion is said to abound in drama and
Leatrice Benner, Marian Ludwick. place Friday evening, April 1st, “ Is
come outdoors! Bring a
thrills, sustained right up to the cliBarbara Atkinson, Jane Packard, necessary to have the annual stu for the Easter vacation from Lowell
JACK HOLT
A
Paramount
Publix
Theatre
breath of Spring into your
j max, in which Miss Colbert, obvious
in
Estelle Jackson, Ebba Kalloch, Julia dent day program of the Rubinstein Textile Institute. He was accom
ly
doomed
for
her
"last
ride,"
neatly
panied
by
Prof.
P.
C.
Judd
who
will
Mealey, Barbara Black, Dorothy Club Fridav afternoon at 2.15 in the
"BEHIND THE MASK”
'home with a bouquet of
i
turns
the
tables
on
the
"brains"
of
Peterson, George Staples, John Universalist vestry.
Mrs. Lorita be guest at the Gregory home over
these exquisite flowers.
the racketeer element —adv.
Knight, Perry Margerson. Carl Kal Bicknell will be in charge. Parents the weekend.
loch, and Madeline Philbrick, with and teachers of pupils being present
SIMON K. HART
SUPT. MOUSE’S SCHOOLS
SILSBY’S
Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardner enter
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick and ed are invited to be special guests,
Performances at 2.00. 6.30, 8.30
Mrs. Bertha French of Camden ns and other interested persons may at- tained Thursday evening at bridge
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND The schools of Friendship and 53 Pleasant MONUMENTS
St. Tel. 911-M Koekland Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.3V
A Paramount Publix Theatre
special guests. Mrs. Philbrick was tend by paying the admission fee of I and luncheon Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Owl’s Head will re-open Monday.
|
31Stf
25 cents.
j Crowley of South Thomaston.
J
assisted by Mrs. Neil Packard.
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Excerpt from a letter to the CituensReconstructivn Organisation:

•‘February 27, 1932...

"The right thing to do is to put money to work. The
people can do this if they want it done. Il they will not
save themselves, noone can save them. The time has come
for the people to take charge of their own affairs. They
should use their own money for their own benefit by put
ting it into circulation.”— Signet! Calvin Coolidge

tl

V

7

♦

UT

KIN
ING TUT figured everything would be safe. All

At the same time millions are awakening to tins fact

his diamonds and jewels (including his wife) he
stipulated in his will, should be sealed up in his tomb;

—and have ACTED. They are pouring their hidden

K

and nobody was ever to know where the stuff was
buried. And they wouldn’t have, if some curious arche
ologists hadn’t got to pecking around — and let the cat
out of the bag.
Foolish King Tut! BUT remember that King Tut

dollars a day!

Behind this new wave of confidence stands the might
of the United States Government. Through legislative
and executive action, the government has helped us to

help ourselves. And we’ll be helping ourselves and neigh

was king. It was HIS property... and even in those

bors too, whether we put our dollars back into the banks,

days the king could do no wrong.
★

★

money back into circulation at the rate of millions of

into sound securities, or buy with them the needed things

★

we’ve been hankering for so long.

Today every American is king in his own home... at

least he’s supposed to be; and if we w’ant to bury our

No matter how your money gets back into circula

money—that’s our business. But, after all, IS it? Let’s
look at Tut’s own land of Egypt. Tut hid his moneyinstead of spending it on irrigation and waterways —
instead of investing it in his country’s future. And look

tion, it will stimulate credit, turn business wheels, speed

at Egypt now.

★

*

Prosperity.

*

*
’

★

*

As for the King Tuts, who haven’t yet seen the new

light... poor, timid souls! Even they can do their bit

Scattered throughout America today are thousands of

toward better times and also know that their money

modern King Tuts. Folks who don’t realize that hidden,
IDLE money can cripple the progress of a great nation

is even safer than it was in hiding. For they can now

— can, if carried on long enough, destroy the very safety
they are seeking!

While these bonds only yield 2% interest, they’re every

............ for Stubborn Dollars — these

buy U. S. Reconstruction Bonds, issued by Uncle Sam.

bit as safe as the United States Government itself.

new U. S. Reconstruction Bonds—in small

I

denominations, $50, $100 and $500—short term, maturing in one year —yielding 2%
PUT

interest —readily redeemable in cash at par, upon 60 days notice by the holder —non-

^>7

taxable—for sale at your home town bank—and the money from the sale of these bonds

pro would

will stay right in your own community.

lAUFROSrt*

Remember— it

is not helping the situation to

disturb any sound investments or to take money out of a bank to buy these bonds. They
are for only one purpose —to put idle dollars, reachable in no other way, back to work.

PUT
^Z

IO WORM
84U PROSP1*

William T. Cobb

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Senter Crane Co.

Security Trust Co.

E. B. Crockett

Paramount Restaurant

Rockland National Bank

W. H. Glover & Co.

Crie Hardware Co.

F. J. Simonton & Co.

Thurston Oil Co.

Gregory’s

Stonington Furniture Co.

McDougall-Ladd Co.

A. C. McLoon & Co.
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